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fishermen Earned More In
1941 Than For Any Other 
Year Recorded
jj,.:?- commercial fishermen 
«■•; ered more fcr their labors in 
rhm during any year in the 
of the industry according
. a report made public by Com- 
- . ;ci r Greenleaf.
\ - mI of $-1,071 68# was earned 
rhe men who gathered the seas’ 
r-,. • last year, a g3in of $1,051,-
4 c-.i;- 1943, the biggest previous 
...-- -r,e reoert shewed.
;..c - ue of rcsefish, sardine her- 
; -asters and clams showed
•;e greatest increase, 
fhe unprecedented demand for
sardines caused by the 
• . . off of imports w^s reffec-
•< in a huge increase in the earn­
ed sardine fishermen who col- 
red $616,973 during the season 
ccnrrast to the $199684 earned
I a 1M0.
Ko-,, fish, a species almost un- 
among the majority of 
y . / ;ish consumers but extreme- 
:(]), ar in the middle west, reg- 
yered i remarkable gain in value 
: $95 603 in 1940 to 5350 918 
ar. The filleting and quick
: yz.r.g cf rcsefish which allows 
;r.e produce to get to the consum- 
rn good condition and without 
-■a s responsible for the growth 
popularity of this fish, it was
indicated.
M. .re lobster fishermen received
«; .582 718 for the crustaceans in 
4’., a gain of $346 042 over 1940.
\ -urvey accompanying Greenleaf's 
,?pmt showed that lobstermen 
. prra’.e 3.298 boats valued at $648,- 
r'. and 236.06S traps that cost 
hem $603,085.
Good digging was found by clam 
t.-ge: during the year as shown 
. the 5390,419 earned this year
$237 003 collected in 1940.
Periwinkles and sea eggs brought 
$2130 to fishermen last year, an 
.mount substantially the same as 
tha- cf the previous season.
A comparatively new industry— 
the gathering of bloodworms and 
.eaworm.-: — continued its remark- 
sale growth during 1941 when 
$110,811 was realized from their 
sale a gain of $39,723. The worms 
art shipped to the eastern mar-1 
he'-- where they are sold for bait 
to sport fishermen. \
Tuna fishermen earned $15,312
1941 and only $1,729 the pre­
vious year testifying to the impetus 
g. en this branch of the industry 
by sports fishing. An appreciable 
part of this gain came from the 
sale of fish caught by sportsmen, 
lr. accordance with sports fishing 
cu tom. tuna taken by sportsmen 
are given to their boatmen.
Annual Business Meeting
Held At Thomaston House 
Of Worship
The annual observance cf “Church 
Night was held Wednesday at the 
Federated Church in Thomaston. 
At the business meeting reports for 
tne year were given thusly: Clerk’s 
lepert. Mrs. Mary- Waldo; treasurer’s 
icpot, and budget for new year, P. 
D- Elliot; Sunday School, Miss 
Sally Gray; Friendly Circle, Mrs. 
Nina I.each; W men’s Mission Cir­
cle, Mrs. Edi'h Richards; Federated 
Choral Association, Miss Margaret 
Ruggles; benevolences, Miss Jessie 
Stewart; Epworth League, Miss Sally 
Gray; Pathfinders, Miss Nancy 
Libby; We-Two Club, Mrs. Stephen 
Lavender.
These officers were re-elected: 
Clerk, Mrs. Mary Waldo; treasurer, 
Frank D. Elliot; financial secretary, 
Miss Jessie M. Stewart; finance 
board, F L. S. Morse, Miss Rita C. 
Smith, Mrs. Josephine Stone, Mrs. 
Florence Gardiner, Mrs. Ora Woocjg 
ccck, E. R Moss and Dr. P. R. 
Greenleaf; church council, F. L. S. 
Morse, Miss Margaret Ruggles For­
est W. Stcne, Mrs. Ora IWoodcock, 
Dr. E. R Moss, Stephen A. Laven­
der, Mrs. Edith Richards, Miss Nellie 
Gardiner. Mrs. Lillian Comery, Miss 
Rita Smith, Miss Helen Studley, 
Miss Jessie Stewart and Gordon 
Reed.
Preceding the business meeting 
this program was presented by 
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles and Mrs. 
Dcnald P George: Two selections 
“Sorority” and “Step Lively” by the 
orchestra, comprising Betty Fales, 
clarinet; Eleanor Gregory, saxo­
phone; Eugene Fales, trumpet; Roy 
Swanhclm, trombone; Joseph Rich­
ards, drums; Leona Frisbee, piano; 
piano duet, “April Smiles,” Con­
stance Knights and Helen Adams; 
piano solo, ‘‘Waltz on the Green,” 
Mary Greenleaf; piano duet, “Dutch 
Dance,” Robert Davis and Richard 
Harper; accordicn solos, “Beautiful 
Days” and “Memories,” James 
Dana; piano solo, ’’Avalanche,” 
Elaine Swanholm; recitation, “Be­
yond This Sky,” Stephanie Laven­
der; piano duet, “Evening,” Nancy 
Libby and Betty Lou Seekins.
At the conclusion of the business, 
sandwiches, cakes and cocoa were 
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NOT TO LOSE ‘NORTH HAVEN”
Penobscot Bay Echoes With Sigh of Relief Upon 






Public sentiment in Great Britain must 
have been very strong for it induced Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill, against his own 
apparent wishes, to make a. prompt govern­
ment reorganization, naming as Lord Privy
Seal Sir Stafford Cripps, who has been so uncompromising 
critic of the war administration. In the general shakeup the 
cabinet was reduced from nine members to seven. We don’t 
know just what effect this may have upon the future conduct 
of the war, but find in the situation some degree of compari­
son with the football coach, who is a hero when things are 
going right, and a complete failure when his team loses, 
although composed of material which could scarcely be 
expected to elevate it above the tail-end position. We are not 
suggesting that Winston Churchill’s forces, in the field and 
asea, are of the latter calibre; there seems rather to be a 
tendency not to provide the necessary war materials such as 
the Japanese and German Armies seem to have. It does not 
require the skill of any war expert to see why the Allied 
Nations have been compelled to keep up a constant retreat. 





Over in the beautiful State of Vermont, 
where rushing streams wend their way be­
tween green-clad hills, the people are re­
belling against the bill-board plight which 
has such a disastrous effect upcn the scenery.
“The Vagabond,” edited by Thomas Dreier, publishes the 
illustration used on envelopes by Vermonters who wish to pre­
serve the national beauty of the State. The picture shows a 
multitude of these advertising schemes erected beside the 
winding highways, shutting out the beautiful scenery which 
the motorist would prefer to see. Bad as the situation is in 
the Green Mountain State, it is hardly comparable to the con­
ditions in its next door neighbor, New Hampshire, where, near 
some of the Summer resort towns the motorist rides through 
lanes of advertising signs—advertising tourists’ homes, over­
night cabins, cigarettes, hot dogs, and what not. Commer­





Prompt work in Knox County towns and a strong friend in Washington 
save for us the steamer North Haven (By The Roving Reporter)
A Banner Year
Is Predicted By Sardine 
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Leaders of the Maine sardine 
packing industry, meeting at the 
Pcr.ob.scot Exchange hotel in Ban- 
-or predicted a banner sardine year 
’itii an immediate market for all 
t i at can he caught.
1 1 packers have been requested 
•’ government to turn ever two- 
i s of tiie season’s catch for sale 
Uncle Sam, leaving the rest to
supply the commercial demand, and 
the packers unanimously agreed to 
accede to the government’s request.
Since the rent special session of 
the Maine legislature lifted the 
part-time ban on sardine packing, 
business can now continue the year 
around and it is believed that this 
year's pack will be cne of the heavi­
est in recent years.
John Baxter of Washington, a 
war production board representa­
tive. addressed the meeting, telling 
of tiie government’s needs. Milroy 
Warren of Lubec actecl a.s chairman 
of tiie meeting and James Aber­






The announcement that American 
ground troops are in Java adds that they 
have arrived in scarcely adequate numbers 
as yet; but even so it quickens the pulse and 
gives a lift to minds too much preoccupied
For it means that this nation is at least be­
ginning to make its great strength effective, that already 
it is beginning to conquer these hopelessly immense reaches 
of the southern Pacific, that help is really on the way in some 
measure and that it may yet be enough to enable the un­
daunted Dutch to save their last vital strongholds from the 
tide that threatens to overwhelm them.
Though the battle is still necessarily defensive in its 
tactics, the arrival of our troops means that the United States 
is at last on the strategic offensive. We are finding the means 
to act in the spirit of the resolute words of the Netherlands 
Lieutenant Governor Dr. van Mook, in Sydney: "We should 
not go on the defensive all the time. That is the big mistake 
of the democracies—thinking in terms of defense . . . north 
of Australia is the place to contact the enemy. We should peur 
in planes to get air parity and then send ships. The Jap­
anese are using ships recklessly, and we could imitate their 
example instead of sitting down wondering how they did 
things.” And our flag in Java gives a first evidence, at any 
rate, that the United States, as Dr. van Mock said, is throw­
ing “everything they can lay their hands on-’ into the battle.
Certainly, if it is humanly possible to hold Java, held it 
must be. even at the risk of heavy losses. The difficulty, as 
always, is in the problem of how much this country’ can at 
the moment “lay its hands on,” how long it will take before 
planes can begin to “pour” in, just where the proper balance 
lies between the risk of-moving with less than complete prepa­
ration and the risks of waiting until it is too late to move at all.
The Japanese have so far been reckless, and they are 
reckless because they have calculate that balance with a 
hard-boiled nicety. Although their resources and their ability 
to make replacements are ultimately much less than our own, 
they have been expending planes, great transports, cruisers, 
destroyers without hesitation. Their ships are sunk but they 
press on, because they know that if they attempt to hoard their 
strength they are bound to be outmatched in the end; but 
that if they can seize enough advanced positions in time, they 
can handicap the United Nations’ strength. They are taking 
advantage of their weakness; it is the problem of our com­
manders to make the most vigorous and realistic possible use 
of our strength.—Herald Tribune.
Telegrams from Representative 
Margaret Chase Smith, received 
simultaneously by the editor of 
this newspaper, “Mayor” Harland 
A. Townsend of Vinalhaven, Rep­
resentative Lloyd N. Crockett of 
North Haven (and possibly by 
others) brought the glad news that 
the steamer North Haven was to 
remain in her native element.
Mrs. Smith's telegram — one of 
the sweetest stories ever told — 
read thus:
“Navy officials advise me that 
the steamer North Haven will con­
tinue her service. She will not be 
taken.”
The story told in The Courier- 
Gazette Thursday brought dismay, 
and a sleepless night to many resi­
dents of Rockland, and certainly 
tc every person whose home is on 
one of the four island towns cov­
ered by the Vinalhaven & Rock­
land Steamboat Company—Vinal­
haven, North Haven, Stonington 
and Swan’s Island.
In thc two towns nearest the 
mainland the report, spreading 
like wildfire, had the effect of an 
electric shock. And it shocked in­
to action men who have at stake 
the welfare of those communities. 
If»»,is of course., impossible to call 
by name everybody who exerted 
an influence toward having the ac­
tion rescinded. At Vinalhaven it
was most natural that the initiative 
should be taken by the town's en­
ergetic “mayor,” Harland A. Town­
send, while at North Haven the 
leadership fell to Representative 
Lloyd N. Crockett.
Nowhere did they make a vain 
appeal for support ar.d all day 
j Thursday it rained (or snowed)
I telegrams for the Second District 
! Representative Margaret Chase 
■ Smith in Washington.
Assured that a crisis was im­
pending Mrs. Smith turned the 
wheels of all the machinery at her 
command, and that she knows the 
wheels, the ropes and the wires; 
and that she too passed a sleep­
less night, is evident from the “vic­
tory” telegram which came from 
her yesterday forenoon—a telegram 
which was followed by prompt 
acknowledgment of the island 
folks gratitude.
Needless to say that Rcckland 
also played its strongest cards, for 
the absence of competent boat serv­
ice with the island communities 
would be a blow to the shore town 
here on the mainland.
And now it is the hope of every­
body that the Government will not 
see fit to alter its mind. The Knox 
County towns want to do then- 
share teward winning the war, but 
the loss of boat service would be 
almost as serious as though the 
enemy had struck.
Given Wide Powers Wants New Trawler
Fish and Game Wardens O’Hara’s Will Have Only
Designated For Import­
ant Duties
Three Ships Left If the 
Fordham Is Taken
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Are You Wasting Oil?
Our Government Is Asking Us To SAVE 
IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE, On 
Food, Paper, Rubber and 
Many Other Items!
WHY NOT ON FUEL?
If you can enjoy a warm home at less cost, you 
will be doing two things. First, save money for your 
extra taxes. Sc cond, release oil to be used for our 
Army and Navy.
In the past, a burner financed under the Federal 
Housing Act, requires a C02 test of 8 , by the Gov­
ernment. This directly has to do with the efficiency 
of your burner operation.
How efficient is your burner operating?
We have the instruments and equipment to deter­
mine at what percent CO2 your burner is operating.
We will gladly make this survey for the small 
fee of $2.00.
If you arc using 1500 gallons of oil a year 
you save 15', of your oil, it means a saving o
gallons per year. ' ..
If 100 people saved that same amount it would 
release 22,500 gallons of fuel oil for Uncle Sam.
LET’S GO! U. S. A.! KEEP ’EM ROLLING!
A. C. M'LOON & CO. m
TELEPHONE 51, ROCKLAND, ME.
The Japanese, again extending their 
MORNING’S immense south Pacific offensive, invaded 
NEWS IN A the island of Bali yesterday, and Allied 
NUTSHELL warships, planes and fighting men closed 
with the enemy in a supreme and savage 
effort to cast him cut of the beachheads thus gained almost
at the very shores of Java.
In a drastic move aimed primarily at the Japanese prob­
lem on the West Coast, the Army was given sweeping authority 
yesterday to remove “any or all persons” from "military areas” 
cr to impose restrictions on them.
A rationing program covering 1942 automobiles will go 
Into operation March 2.
Red Star, voice of the Russian Army, announced yester­
day that an ever-increasing flow of war materials is being 
received from the United States and Britain, and predicted 
that the gathering forces of the three powers would crush the 
Nazi war machine this year.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt resigned from the Office of 
Civilian Defense yesterday to protect that agency from criti­
cism by those who, she said, “wish to attack me because of 
my beliefs.”
Japanese planes have unleashed a shattering bombard­
ment against Burma’s storied city of Mandalay, and a Jap­
anese invasion fleet is lurking off the Burmese coast, ap­
parently for an attempt to outflank the Imperial Army on the 
Bilin River line, it was reported yesterday.
Maine’s approximately 100 fish 
and game wardens have been desig­
nated by Gov. Sewall as members of 
the Civilian Defense Corps and dele­
gated the powers and immunities of 
constables throughout the State, ir­
respective of town cr county lines.
The chief executive's action was 
taken under a new law giving him 
broad powers in carrying out civilian 
defense programs. The law estab­
lished the corps.
The Governor’s order said that 
wardens “shall have, in addition to 
their regular duties, the duty of 
assisting and cooperating with all 
other law enforcement agencies in 
the investigation of the selective 
service act, the starting of incen­
diary fires and alleged larcenies.
“They shall be further author­
ized.” the order stated, “to search 
motor vehicles for contraband and 
hold them, pending action of the 
courts, and in addition to their pres­
ent powers, to make arrests in any 
of the above enumerated cases.”
Simultaneously, Fish-Game Com­
missioner George J. Stobie said it 
was not the intention of his depart­
ment to "interfere in any way with 
the regular activities of State and 
municipal officers.”
Stobie said he planned to estab­
lish a system immediately to give 
special training to the wardens in 
defense activities.
The Government has asked for 
the 84-foot fishing trawler Ford­
ham, Francis J. O'Hara, president 
of F. J. O'Hara & Sons, Inc. an­
nounced Thursday after MLss 
Nancy E. Brann. daughter of ior- 
mer Governor and Mr.s. Louis J 
Brann, christened the tenth and 
last vessel built by the Maine 
Shipyards Corporation, the Jeanne 
d’Arc.
Of the fleet of 10 vessels launched 
since May 1 when the Ave Maria 
hit the water, six 60-footers were 
requistioned by the government in 
mid-January. If the Fordham, 
first of four 84-footers is taken, the 
OHara company will be left with 
only three ships, of which only the 
Notre Dame is fishing.
Mr. O'Hara said Thursday he 
hoped the Government would not 
take the Fordham because she 
really is needed badly for fishing. 
He said he had been looking around 
to see where other vessels might 
be built and had been considering 
purchase of a yard in Florida. The 
hulls might be built, he said, but 
hardware would be difficult to ob­
tain.
Capt. Elroy Coffin of South Port­
land, skipper of the requisitioned 
Holy Cross, has been designated 
captain of the Jeanne d’Arc.
"Several months ago,” writes Fred 
C. Green, “I received by mail a little 
wooden elephant which, 30-odd years 
ago, I gave to the late Matthew C. 
Brush, when he was a vice president 
cf the Boston Elevated Railway. He 
went on to big things in New York 
and made a great amount of money. 
Elephants were his hobby and his 
friends had given him, in all, 3600 
of them. When he died he left in­
structions for his widow to return 
as many as possible to the donors. 
As he had methodically catalogued 
them the task was made somewhat 
easier but it still was a huge job. 
They were from all parts of thc 
uwld and many from famous 
people.”
“As a result, I got some informa­
tion from Mrs. Brush and wrote a 
Sunday feature about the homeward 
trek cf the herd for one of the Bos­
ton papers. In gratitude (or so she 
said), Mrs. Brush sent me a beau­
tifully made bronze elephant about 
18 inches high and nearly as long. 
It is a Chinese piece and something 
that I am vastly proud of. She 
said that these gifts that could not 
be returned, either because the 
donor had died or could not be 
located, were being distributed 
among certain friends of her hus­
band.”
Gov. Saltonstall has urged the 
residents of Massachusetts to emu­
late George Washington. Not neces­
sarily in the matter cf strict com­
pliance with the truth, because the 
residents of the Bay State are 
doubtless very strict about that. 
What our North Haven Summer 
resident desires is to have Massa­
chusetts people display the same 
spirit that Washington showed at 
Valley Forge. That, of course, was 
one of the epics of the Revolution­
ary War, but one cannot help won­
dering which was the worse predica­
ment—'barefooted soldiers in the 
Winter snows, or the sailors at 
Pearl Harbor upon whom the Japs 
unexpectedly rained their bombs. 
Gen. Sherman was right about war.
The House Naval Affairs Commit­
tee are evidently getting fed up on
Walter Winchell because they have 
suggested that he be assigned to 
duty at Samoa, or resign as a lieu­
tenant commander. HLs Sunday 
night broadcasts, while he is on ac­
tive duty, might be a little more ac­
ceptable to some of us if he would 
cut out such silliness as “Mr. and 
Mrs. North America, All the Ships 
at Sea, and Cape of Good Hope,” 
or “I will be back in a flash with 
a flash.”
Three years ago according to tho 
Census report, the filling stations in 
this country were doing nearly three 
billion dollars worth of business. 
And there were nearly three billion 
of them.
Do you know what the milk deal­
ers do to sterilize bottles, these 
days? asks the Lewiston Journal. 
Here's one story: In a “soak-washer” 
it takes 11 minutes to wash each 
bottle. Thirty-two bottles are put 
Into the machines each minute, the 
capacity of the machine is 256 bot­
tles and 32 clean bottles come out 
each minute. The bottles are laid 
upon a table at the entrance of the 
machine automatically inverted, 
rinsed with water that goes to waste 
and then slide down into cups which 
hold each bottle until it makes the 
complete round of the machine. It 
requires six minutes for each bottle 
to pass through the soaking tank 
where it is submerged in strong 
caustic solution. Each bottle is 
next inverted again and scrubbed 
inside and outside with caustic, next 
rinsed with hot water, then with 
warm water, then with cold water 
and then with a sterilizing agent 
and comes out of the machine clean, 
sterile and dry, right side up on a 
traveling carrier which takes it 
around the bottle filler and capper. 
Not once is this bottle touched bv 
hand before being filled and capped. 
Upon emerging from the machine 
each bottle Ls subjected to a strong 
light for the observation of the op­
erator who picks out any defects or 
broken bottles. Thermometers which 
are controlled by thermostats, regu­
late temperatures of solutions at 
various points in the course of 
washing.
Care Of Survivors I NEWBERT ASSOCIATIONThe annual election of officers of 
the Albert H. Newbert Association
Shipwreck Victims Landing was held Wednesday night at Ma­
in Knox County To Be 
Treated By Red Cross
sonic Temple following a supper 
served under the chairmanship of 
Ralph U. Clark, Milton M. Griffin 
and George L. St. Clair. Officers 
elected to serve for the coming year 
were Frank Maxey, president; Mrs. 
Florence Philbrook, vice president;
The duty of caring for survivors 
of shipwrecks, who land in Knox 
County, rests on our shoulders. The 
County Chairman of Disaster, John
M. Pomeroy, has asked this office i Mrs Katheryn St. Clair, secretary; 
to explain what must be done. We Mrs Nellie Dew, treasurer. The 
must obey orders from the Red ’ committee for the supper to be held
at the March meeting is comprised 
of Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs. Doris 
Jordan and Mrs. Laura Maxey.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Gross Central Committee, which 
were received Feb. 17.
If any shipwreck victims are
landed anywhere in Knox County, I —----------------
their emergency needs must be met The Circle supper Wednesday 
at once. They may need food,' night at 6.15 at the Congregational 
clothing, shelter, medical care, or church will be in charge of the men
SOUGHT BY NAVY
The Navy Recruiting Station lo­
cated in the Post Office Building, 
Augusta, announced yesterday that 
enlistment of qualified watchmak­
ers and instrument mechanics, 
qualified Diesel engineers and me­
chanics are being sought in the 
Naval Reserve. In addition, there 
are many other trades in which 
qualified applicants may be given 
a rating upon enlistment in the 
Naval Reserve. In view of the 
rapidly expanding naval program,
applicants for the Navy and the 
Naval Reserve are urgently needed. 
For further details regarding the 
opportunities offered by an en­
listment in the Navy, contact the 
Navy Recruiting Station, Post 
Office Building, Augusta, Me.
IF YOU ARE WILLING 
SEE






Will be amplified for the patrons of the
STRAND THEATRE
Program will be interrupted so no one will miss his 
important message, after which the regular program 
will be resumed.
Attend Monday Night, see the Show and hear 
the President’s Speech in Comfort!
transportation to home city.
Welfare inquiries about ship-'
wreck victims must not be answered1 
without permission from the Navy 
or the Coast Guard.
with Eugene Lamb as chairman.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I hart my life to live again 1 
1 would have made a rule to read aom« 
If any shipwreck victims are poetry and listen to some music at 
landed in your territory, take care Bicwee*' The l0e8 01 thee#loss of happiness.—CbarlM
of them at once. Give immediate 
notice to the Knox County Hcspi­
tal, phone Rockland 936. Make The WoTld l8 too much wlth 
sure that notice is given to the; and soon.
Darwin
THE WORLD IS TOO MUCH WITH US 
late
r r-u 1 Getting and spending, we lay wasteCounty Disaster Chairman, John M. our powers;
Pcmeroy, and the Chapter Chair- kittle we see in nature that is ours; 
J We have given our hearts away, a
sordid boon!
This sea that bares her bosom to the 
moon;
The winds that will be howling at all 
hours.
man, Capt. K. A. Rice, both of Rock­
land.
The necessary money for imme­
diate needs may be spent, or bills' And are up-gathered now like sleep- 
___x___ ______________ t fng flowers;contracted, without delay. This 
money will be promptly paid back 
to your branch lf the amount strains
For this, for everything, we are out 
of tune;
It moves us not. Great God! I'd rather 
bekiieinncr A paRan suckled In a creed outworn,your resources. Good business judg- mlght L landing on this pleasant
ment and the interests of economy 
must be kept in mind, but the needs 
of vicims must above all be met.
Keryn ap Rice, Capt. U8.A., Re­
tired Chairman.
lea
Have glimpses that would make me 
less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the










He Loves Hawaii Stylist Marlene Dietrich at The Camden
The Lord our Ood will we serve, 
and his voice will we obey.—Josh. 
24:24.
Union’s Over The Top
Subscribes $509 For the Red 
Cross War Fund—The
Schools First
Prom Lila A. Haskell, chairman of 
the Red Cross War Relief Fund in 
Union ccmes the welcome word that 
the town has gone over the top, and 
that no house to house canvass was 
made for the funds. The first to 
raise their qucta were the schools.
Mrs. Haskell writes:
“I wish to thank the committees 
appointed from the organizations for 
their splendid cooperation and the 
untiring effort they put forth, also 
all the people who helped the or­
ganizations in raising their funds.
"I want to thank John Creighton 
for the help he gave in trying to 
arouse the people to the great need 
of raising the money asked for, also 
Harold Fossett for his work in col­
lecting for the Fund. ”
List cf contributors to the Union 
Red Cross War Relief Fund:
Grade Schools ........................$10.00
High School ........................... 1020
M. M. Messer ........................... 5.00
A. A. Griffin ........................... 5.00
Methodist Church ................. 25.00
So. Unicn Friend .................. 15 00
Mrs. Mina Fuller .................. 25 CO
Albert Tammie ...................... 5.00
Mrs. Albert Tammie ............... 100
John Leach .................................. 50
B. H Nichols ......................... 5.00
Sarah Day .............................. 100
East Unicn Grange ............... 50.00
L. F. Barker ........................... 10.00
Girl Scouts ............................. 5.00
Boy Scouts ............................. 10.09
Unicn Ledge Odd Fellows...... 35.00
Mt. Horeb Encampment ........ 15.00
Rebekahs ............................... 25.00
Masons ............................... 50.00
Eastern Star ........................... 25.00
Woman's Community Club.... 15.00
Am. Legion Auxiliary............. 15.00
Finnish Fiiends .................... 37.00
Seven Tree Grange ............... 50.00
Charles T Burgess ................. 2.00
Friends cf Hope ...................... 3.00
Alice Williams ........  5.00
Mrs. E. H. Calderwood ............ 1.00
Union Friend .......................... 10.00
Clark Dearborn .................... 1.00
G E. Rcbbin* ........................ 1.00
W. J. Robbins ...................... 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. I. P. Rich ............ 2.00
Central Maine Power Co......... 15.00
G. E. Fossett ........................... 2.00
Maurice Leach ............................... 50
E. A Alden ............................. 1.00
M. A. Lucas ............................. 1.00
Dr. Paul Jones ........................ 5.00
J. C. Creighton ........................ 5.00
Mrs. Ulah Leach .................... 5.00
H. S. Fossett ........................... 2.00
Evelyn Danforth ..................... 1.00
Bath Boys’ from Union .......... 4.00
Lela A. Haskell ...................... 25.00
Mrs J. I). Thurston ............... 10.00
At Least This Friendship 
Soldier Did Before the 
Japs Came
Following are some excerpts from 
letters written by 1st Class Private j 
James Osier of Schofield Barracks.1 
Hawaii, to hLs Dad in Friendship:
* • • • •
f
Co. D„ 19th Inf, 
Schofield Bks, T. H.
June 22, 1940
I arrived here O. K. Monday 
morning. I had a gcod trip, but 
was glad to get ashore, having been 
on shore only two hours in three 
weeks. We stopped at South Caro­
lina, and Panama. I get off the 
boat at Charleston, but lost my cap 
and necktie so I couldn't get off 
at Panama.
This is a beautiful place evenings 
when it Ls moonlight. Outside the 
Barracks are little native bunga­
lows, half-hidden by palm trees, 
and large fields of pineapple and 
sugarcane. The sugarcane locks 
like corn growing. When the leaves 
dry, they let fire run through them.i 
which leaves bare stalks ready for, 
harvest. They are cutting it new, j 
and the pineapples are getting ripe. ■
When we were at Panama, they , 
gave us all the bananas we wanted, i 
free. I could have had a freight- ’ 
car load if I had wanted them.
Tlie Army here is cn the alert.! 
The first night I was here, I was on 
guard from 9.30 p. m. to 12.00 p. m., 
and from 4 a. m. to 5 a. m. next 
morning. I wore a forty-five pistol, 
and sat behind a thirty calibre ma­
chine gun. I am going to be a ma­





Marlene Dietrich and Fred MacMurray appear Sunday and Monday in the gay romantic comedy, 
“The Lady Is Willing”
•- V-
for somethat Ls peaceful home 
happy family.
It is unbelievable how quietly the
Well, we got back from a three- children can play. I enjoy ^talking j 
day manoeuvre last Wednesday. , t(J them Thpy wiU sit quietly and I
TXfp wprp Krihookn military »• , -- . , trimmed tlie Old Timers 4~1 in awe were au is.anooKa muiwry }ls^en, and about every 15 minutes, 
camp. There Ls a large beach they think of a bright remark. Then 1 
white sand there, and I went swim- , their eyes sparkle and with a sly 
rning. Can you imagine swimming littlp thpy say what they
in January? It was just the kind arp thinking, all in one breath, 
of tropical beach you read about., ThPre a siight pause and thpn a 
and tne water was very warm. I utp little „n0?.. or ..yes?"
We slept in our pup-tents for one To teU the truthj 1>m crazy about 
night and a small field-mouse slept ^be pjace Over here. I love the land, 
in my hair. i and j Qke tbe peopie
Tuesday morning we started up Au„ 27 1941
the mountains. One of the other j The -as^ ^wo wep]ts have been the 
companies goes up first, with their busiest fcr mp since T haye bppn
Community Bowlers
Monday night, the Rice outfi:,
1 match that saw Benner of the Old 
| Timers roll a 139 single string ana 
( Cargill chalk up a three-string
Total ..............................$55920




if you fell in love with a man 
only to find out he was mar­
ried and also the head of a 
spy ring? Don't fail to follow 
this exciting new serial by 
Sylvia Taylor—
SHE LOVED A SPY
READ IT—
/N THIS PAPER
Today On Page Four
guns and blank ammunition, and jn ^be army have been firing
hide in the hills. They are the 
enemy. Then we go up and attack 
them. It took until 1 o’clock the 
next morning to get our guns in 
position and set up. The attack
on the rifle range, and had to get j
up at 3 30 every morning except 
Sundays.
I didn’t do as well with the rifle! 
as with the 50-calibre machine gun
Heal 266, Leeman 270, Bowley 246, 
total 1315.
in unseaworthy ships that have | wll° are holding up their war sup.
plies is the service that is needed 
A. E. Averill
sea
had to return with great loss of 
time.” Similarly, it is reported that 
some of the Russian material has 
been sent to the wrong port of em­
barkation. Meanwhile sh pments of 
sugar, oil. furs, fcodstufTs. etc., are 
going to the ’‘neutral'’ countries cf 
Sweden. Switzerland, Spain and 
Portugal. These “neutral” countries 
are just Hitler’s purchasing agents.
1 Then there is the report of Gen.
War, Incorporated
United States and England 
Must Crush Hitlerism In 
Their Own Ranks
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The people of the United States.
Great Britain, and Russia are fight­
ing feur enemies—war-makers of
i Germany tall Western Europe),' pommei the German commander in 
war-makers of Japan, war-makers Libya has been supplied through 
I of Great Britain, and war-makers of j Frpnph North Africa by Vichy 
the United States. The war-makeis pj.ance witD materials that we are
of all these countries are one war been giving * a
Rockland, Peb. 20.
THE LYRIC MUSE
Publication Limited to Brief 
Poems
of Original Composition 
By Subscribersi giving and havecorporation making war upon all of' v-cby France.
the r pecples. i Here is cur Hitler sm right in cur
While, to all of the peoples »n- . country sticking out like a sore i
vclved. the war is a war to end tne thumb in a white rag. The English !
war-makers once and for all; to the i DPOnie face the same situation. Whv ; "That his country might 
1 father
FATHER WASHINGTON
[For The Courier-Gazette |
call
war-making corporations in tnt & g,.pat equipped army lying idle providence left him fatherie. 
come the fundamental business oi | Hitler’s main forces on the
I ** ©*'-*•*' — -----v riuviututt ivi
four nations mentioned, war has be- ; . Fnainnd while Russia is crusn- Honest patriot, faithful servant
tHo f undo mental hiisine«s oil „ . ,_____ __ H.J Washington, man of rtghteousn,
- .J nnrnnru ' , Let us call him indeed cur fatherthe world. lo tnese war corpuu (Eastern front? Who has heard of. Not fn cur word and tongue a;- 
tion,. normal industry Ms become . R Ap bonlhlng the Kr„pp ; But gwmjjl
a feeder to their war industry. It, Works |n GerPlany? wl)0 owns stock Jn our patrlotl,m arw,y.
We would be like him noble. , - 
Humble servants of God and coun-
Striving the deeds of love to do
is true that normal industry is a |n thcsp wcrks n Engiand? who 
feeder to war industry frem ,ne|js re-ponsibe for the lack of prep- 
people's standpoint, but while with aration that lost Singapore? How 
the people, this is a temporary sac- I pould thp German fleet get through 
riflee to save their rights and liber- straits of Dover, a swimmer’s 
ties, to the war-makers it is a per- j distance? Here are a lot of victories 
manent bus.ness for war dividencs. , jpr hitler that came frem the un- 
The war-making corporatio is j preparedness cf England. If the
have no intention of destroying Hit­
lerism in Europe or anywhere else 
because they are all Hitlerites. They 
all own in each other s war lndus- 
tr.es and all draw their dividends 
on the Berlin, Tokio. Lendon and 
New York war exchanges. It is only 
these corporations which win the 
war on all fronts. (That Ls as long 
as they run the war). They would 
continue the war until all the peo­
ples are bled white and have been 
taxed to bankruptcy.
Then they would call a “peace''
iikimai I conference and lay the foundations
UNION for a future war just as they did
Mt. Horeb Encampment conferred aftpr tbe other World War. Of 
the Patriarchal degree Tuesday cn course, if Hitler's armies are crushed
ones in England who are responsible 
for this situation are not Hitler’s 
agents they might as well be. They 
are on his job.
Right at this point we hear pleas 
tffat, “There must b
Let us emulate him. our father. 
Honor our God by his advice.
fr — * H o f rendprc Qpr HU*
Make every needed sacrifice.
First in war like him be our duty 
Proving *urselves each one his
F’ • • i'n n»V“ bis foots’eps foil a 
First ln our hearts ls Washing'
Allison M Witt 1
Jamaica. Vt.
■t « at at
WINTER-BOUND
(For The Courier-Gazette |
Ah! -What might I dare give
no bickerin'* For day-dream chance at 
° Near ice encrusted crags
shore
between England and the United watching sea changes galore 
States, as we are in the same boat, "now
There is There where witli soul uncranipi 1and must pull together, 
no “bickering” between the British 
and the American pecple, they stand
I'd find mv strength revamped 
By waves incessant force— 
Clear sight for needs recourse 
In these distorted days
as one in their wrath and determi- j of anguished hearts fear-locked 
i nation to rid the woriy of Hitlerism, vvtiat lies closest and kind
There is no “bickering” over the fact
Neils Hill and Karl Spear cf War­
ren. Tlie Royal Pm pie degree will
on the European battlefield.,, tlie 
grand gesture of a “peace” alliance
be worked March 3. These candi- wij} bp inade. Just as “Kaiserism” 
dates will go to Camden Feb. 26 to was abolished (?) by banishing the
receive the Golden Rule degree at a 
i district get-tegether. Supper wiil 
1 be served at 6.30.
score of 331.
Old Timers — Goodnow 264, R 
Richardson 273, F. Richardson 269,
Miller 246. Benner 326, total 1378.
Rice — Harmon 286. Goss 279,
Howard 277, Walker 271, Cargill | Vashti Ames, daughter of Rev. and 
331. total 1444. Mrs John Ames- is ul-
Kiwanis rolled over Snow's Mrs. Eva Sayward was a recent 
shipbuilders 5-0 Tuesday night , visitor at Mrs. Charles Fuller’s in 
while Texaco was wresting a 3-2 | West Appleton.
match from the
Kaiser to his palace at Dorn, Hit­
lerism wculd be banished (another 
joke) bv, perhaps hanging Hitler. 
But just as the Versailles gerryman­
ders carved up Europe into anotht* 
war plct. so the same war-makers
that both pecples in both countries 
must crush the enemy within be­
fore they can erush the common 
enemy without. There can be no 
“pulling in the same beat” until the 
wreckers who are bre aking tiie oars 
and boring holes in tlie boat, ire 
thrown out.
Tlie issue Ls clear. If Hitler is to 
be beaten in Europe, he must first 
be crushed within England and the 
United States. One job is to force 
the reluctant long war industrialists 
to immediately convert their fac-
Rockland.
9! » r r
WASHINGTON MONI'MEN I
| For The Courier-Gazette |
A abaft of white 
Against an azure kv. 
Simplicity in might. 
Serenely high.
To him who?e R glit 
And Might we glorify:








| Cole 271 
| 289. total 1380.
Kiwanis
championship j Clarence Leonard, express carrier manent war until the world sinks 
will enter upon employment in into the dark ages of feudalism. 
Rockland March 1. As Mr. Leon
would perform the same operation j Tories to an all out speed-up war 
on Hitlerism. Their pol cy is pec- production. The othef jeb Ls to ex­
pose, int our state departments and
Feb. 22—Wash 
Feb. 23—Warn
of Lincoln Bapti 
Feb 24 — R'i
meets' with Mrs 
Feb. 24—Warrt
cus at Town Hui 
Feb. 25 — Wai
Caucus at Hl«h 
Feb. 25—Ladle 
Feb. 25—Warn
cus at Town h;,i 
Feb. 26 — Wai
Caucus at High 
Feb. 27 Warn 
strels at Glover
March 2 Warr 
March £> Walt 
March 16—Op-
Spring Flower 
March 17 -St. 
March 17—St
eert at High .*■ 
St. Bernard's Ci.
March 21 Sprt 
March 29 P»h] 
March 20-W.
way for Gracli 
Ladles Auxiliary
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If you make over $15 a week 
you may have to file Income 
Tax! Your Inrome Tax Guide, 
fi4 Page Book, onlv 25e sit " 
206 deductions. Shows IIOW 
to Fill Out Your Form, AN1) 
Many Valuable helps. Full 
cash refund if not satisfied 
after 3 days. By mail only 
30c.
SIDNEY I. SEGAI.
71 Park St . »tn«kland, Me. 
Tel. 297-W
everywhere else, the Hitler appeas­
ers who are holding up and diverting 
our war program.
In this situation there is much 
shadow-boxing going on. Daily,! 
over our radios, glorifying the hero­
ism of MacArthur and all cr out 1 
fighters at the front, we hear our 
radio broadcasters in fervent ora- \ 
tory. But this eulogy is no help to ■
There is a vast array of official 
Phillips 282. McKinney ! ard has always been kind and ac- documents that gives the names o.
commodating, he will be greatly' the war corporations in all of th? 
missed by residents here. ( countr es mentioned. Their mutual
Mrs. Florence Moodv is ill with! investments exchange of royalties,
Willis 257,
didn't start until daylight, so I got b t j passed with a high quaiifica. I *^l anis — Flanagan 289. Lei<n 
a few hcurs sleep, on the ground, tion as “marJman ' I257' DanielS 257> Baniard 319‘ C°°k I
rolled up in a raincoat. The| kiwvtHot, r e,n,i 2781 total 14<X)'
McLoon 293. G
Carr 292, Smith 310
x , Hobbs 255, total 1433.Starting next month we are get-
as “marksman."
i r i t. j Yesterday, my birthday, I had . r
“battle was over at 8 a. m. and we bpen away from home one year and eXa ° '
came back to Schofield by truck jjye months ■s eeper 283, c
convoy
' ....... *“”*'“* "v Post Office—T. Perry 259, Me-
Ung a 10-doltar ra.se in pay. 1 »"■ Phee 26J. chatt0 3O9. D P„rry 3CC. 
draw »« a month.
Oct 16. 1941 j ....
Ycur description of Autumn al-
Starting tomorrow we will go cn a 
ten-mile hike every Saturday morn­
ing. It is really wonderful exer­
cise, and we go in a different di­
rection every time, so it’s a good 
way to see a lot of Hawaii while 
I am here.
When we were at Kahooka, a 
friend, Charles Rose of New Lon-
most makes me homesick. I wish I 
could be there to explore the woods 
with you.
I'm getting along fine. I'm sec­
ond in command of my squad now.
don, Conn., and I, were walking when the corporal is absent, I am 
along the beach, when we came upon j jn fud ccmmand, and at the pres- 
a native. He looked like any cf pn^ timp he is absent. I was second 
them, except that his fishing rod jn command Of the 50-calibre squad, | 
seemed to be one of America’s best. ( untd i transferred to the metor sec-
He prcbably got it by trading. He 
was eating his fish raw. He couldn't 
speak English, so I never will know 
what kind of fish it was.
Charlie Rose and I went into a 
restaurant here the other night, and 
ordered two hamburgers. The wait­
er and cooks were Chinese, so the 
waiter shouter, “Hamburg steaks, 
two times!" I almost chcked on
tion.
We do have a rainy seastn here, 
and we are in the worst part of it 
now. It rains all day, every day,, 
and all night, too.
Two or three times a day, the rain 
pauses just l:ng enough for the 
sun to peep through the clouds, as 
if to remind us that it is still there, 
and of Lourse this always results
j sinus trouble. j invention patents, etc., aie given.
Dr. Paul Jones has been confined . In violation of the Versailles Treaty 
' which prohibited the rearming ot 
Germany. Amer can and British and
to the house owing to lameness oc­
casioned by a fall cn the ice.
Rev. Lloyd Gordon is a patient in French war corporations have been General MacArthur or our other . 
a Portland hospital. He is greatly building the war power of Germany, heroes. Exposure of the obstructors 
missed frem the church and his par- I The same is true for Japan. For .
ishioners pray for an early recovery, i years we have been building the war 
The Ladies League on Wednes- , Mrs. Bertha Bryant ha.s received power of Japan. Madame Chiang
day night brought forth ^he R.H.S. 
and Sylvester’s as winners over Mc­
Kinney and McRae respective:y. 
The McKinney-R.H.S. match was 
bowled with only four players to 
the team. M. Richardson of Syl­
vester’s rolled the high score ol 
the evening with a 319.
Sylvester s — Sylvester 255, Dean 
262, Bradbury 258, D. Richardson 
261. M. Richardson 319- total 1355.
McRae — McRae 277. Quint 237, 
Estes 267, Tripp 243, Prescott 246, 
total 1270.
McKinney — Jacobs 280, Black­
ington 243, Connon 250. Kent 241, 
total 1023.
R H.S.—V. Willis 274, Edna Wil­
lis 269. Mazzeo 259, E. Willis 293, 
total 1095.
• • • •
Water Co. — Seliger 287. Curtis 
286,
word of the death Feb. 12 of her Kai-shek, not long ago, stated that 
cousin, Mrs. Lena Allen of Bar Har- over 50 percent cf Japans war sup- 
bor. Mrs. Allen spent two Winters, plies were exported frem the United 
thLs place and made warm States. Only last June oil wasin
friends by her genial ways. She shipped there at the rate of 800.000 
wiil be greatly missed by the Re- barrels each month. Also, for the 
bekah Circle as she was the first last lew years the financ al journals 
n:ble grand when the Bar Harbor brokers’ report and confidential ad- 
Lodge was instituted and had always vice to business men from Wa*l
taken a lively interest in the work. 
She was a D. D. President and held 
many ether offices.
Farmers here were well represent­
ed at the State Convention of Agri­
cultural Adjustment Administration
Street, havp rLsen in cne great rocr 
fcr war. I could fill columns with 
quotations, dates and titles. The 
case against the war-maker is abso­
lute and overwhelming.
Reference to this factual h story
*
my glass of milk. Then I looked jn a beautiful rainbow. There is a 
into the kitchen to see how he rainbow to be seen almost anytime, 
cooked it: He tock a handful of,any dayt over here, anyway. You 
hamburg and put it on top of the wdj probably think I'm crazy when ^4' ®immons 255, Sukeforth 
stove, then took an old flatiron and j say that there is oft€n a rainbow Saul 256' totaI 1378' 
peunded it out flat, then went off at night, but it is true. It hasn't Armour — Young 282, Lowe 254,
at Bangor recently, with H. A. Hawes is made because these same forces 
vice chairman of the Knox C:un- are working with full power to sabo- 
ty committee and A. E. Burns, tage the “all-out ’ war program of 
chairman district community com- the people to speed up the war pro- 
mitteemen of North Knox County, duction to the limit. The war cor­
poration is slowing up cur produc­
tion and from vie ous reports is aid­
ing Hitler at the same time. The
in attendance.
Nazarene Church Notes
and left it frying, with the flat-iron mucb shape, and its colors are red, Jameson 283> Mitchell 247. West Teaches the Twelve, 
on top. It was the tougest meat I and a yery faint green. 244’ totaI 1210'I 1I have become quite well adjusted 
to the heat now. In fact, I am
ever tried to eat.
July 28, 1941 Thursday night, the Fire Chiefs
I just got back from a 10-day sometimes cold. It’s two to one 
manoeuvre. I slept in my bed for that I’ll freeze to death when I 
ccme home, even if it’s in the Sum­
mer time.
I think I explained what Autumn 
is like here, bj’ saying that it is rainy
only two nights out of 10 days.
I went to Haleiwa beach (pro­
nounced Hal-eva, accent on the 
“e”) one day last week. I swam, 
then sat on the soft coral sand, 
and got a sunburn. I also borrowed 
a pair of diving-goggles, and fol­
lowed some native boys out to a 
ccral shoal, where I dove and 
watched the fish. The native boys 
had spears. I probably couldn't 
hit a fish if I had one, but I'd like 
to try.
message on “Temperance” at the 
took a lead of 62 pins over the Lime j plose Qf thp spssion Thp N Y P s. 
Company rollers, winning 4 to 1. In
the n<xt alleys, the Water Company 
was administering the same treat­
ment to the Armour team.
Lime Company—'Nelsen 302. Row­
ling 253. Orff 260. H. Black 258,
season. Of course, it is still warm Ho,dpn 24Q tQta, 131g
enough cn clear days, to swim and Firp Chiefs-Boardman 264. Mc- 
lie on the sand, and w.11 stay warm Lccn 2g- Chapies 266. Smith 300. 
enough all Winter. The rainy sea- Wentworth 264, total 1380. 
son lasts abcut three months from ....
the time it begins. This one should Gulf and Van Baalen rolled a 
end semetime in December. t ght match last night with only a
But there will still be a few clear rew pins separating them all the 
days, when a soft breeze will rustle way despite the final 4 to 1 score m
fiunoay morning worship comes disaster at Pearl Harbor appears to 
at 10 o’clock and Sunday school at be just cne whiff of thp appease. , 
11.15, topic “Jesus Appoints and mpnt poison that infects 0Ur entire 
The lesson md-tary structure. Th s statement 
will be found in St. Luke 6:12-26. refers t~ ebstructing forces be- j 
Miss Mary E. have a brief bjnd our military power. No cne,
questions but only honors the valor
will meet at 6 o’clcck and the eve­
ning service is at 7.
The fellows are gathered around in the ccccanut palms, and in the favor of the oil company representa- |
my bunk, singing Hawaiian songs early evening the deep blue of the fives. Ccca Cola took a shellacking
with a guitar, and there is so much Pacific will reflect a.l the flaming from the Swift cutfit cn the ad-1
commotion that I can’t write any beauty of an Hawaiian sunset. And joining alleys.
more now. 1 after the quiet uneasiness of a tropi- Gulf—Hupper 253, Winslow 253,
We are going on another 10-day cal night, with a full mccn and big. Simmons 292, Black 270, Danielson 
manoeuvre soon. I like the place twinkling stars will come the sun- 293. total 1364.
where we go very much, especially;rise. , Van Baalen—Woythaler 243. Lev-,
Then the natives are scattered enthal 261. Epstein. 283. Goldberg 
along the shore, fishing from the 284. Beaudoin 273 total 13+4. 
rocks, and diving fcr shell-fish Coca Cola—Lermond 286. Gregory' 
among the coral reefs. And the 248. Shapiro 239, Seligar 255. Gild- 1 
sampans (Japanese fishing-boats) den 295, total 1323
will leave their moorings and head Swift—Gardner 264, Small 269,
straight for the open sea, until they ■ ■ —
since I have been driving. It is 
really beautiful cn that part of the 
island. The road is lined on both 
sides with date palms, and all along 
the road there are small plantations 
where the natives live. Just a small 
wooden shack between tall slender 
cocoanut palms, a small garden, a 
banana grove, a few ducks cr white 
hens, three or four little brown 
children (plump and healthy) play­
ing quietly in the door-yard, and
fade from sight beyond the hori- my bicod. I’m afraid traveling al- 
zon, to return at night with a heavy reacy has.
load of beautifully-colored trcpical Say hello to all my friends for 
fish. me.




442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
of cur forces at the front.
Talk of war through 1943, 1944 
and 1945 tallies up with what Ls do­
ing in actual production. Presi­
dent Roosevelt has appointed Don­
ald Nelson to speed up production 
yet reliable reports say that plant 
conversion proceeds at a snail's 
pace. One worker frem a giant 
steel plant reports, “Last week I 
worked cnly four days. They Say 
they are short of steel. But there 
are great stocks cf billete in the bil­
let yards. I knew, I have seen them.” 
Another writes. “If th s is the kind 
of stuff they expect us to put up 
with, we might as well have it out 
right new. We are damned good 
and tired cf offering everything we 
have and then having it used as a 
club against us.” Union cffl? als in 
the capital are growing restive. Sev­
eral agreed at a luncheon last week 
that they are getting “damned good 
and tired.” too. There is a growing 
anger throughout the country ever 
the way certain of the largest in­
dustrial sts remain to the critical 
problems of the war.. Mr. Nelson 
can make use of this anger.”
Then there is obstruction of the 
over-seas supplies for the campaign 
against Hitler. The New York 
Times mentions that “seme cf the 
Russian supplies have been sent to
Euy here with freedom, knowing that you have a 
variety of high quality merchandise from which to 
select, that intelligent service will aid you in getting 
exactly the article best suited to your purpose and 
that low price will give you more savings to invest in 
Defense Stamps and Bonds. Learn about the Four 
Freedoms of Buying at the Main Street Hardware 
Store.
Chick.




Every housewife will want a set 
cf these attractive, handy mix­
ing bowls. Three convenient 
sizes—1 Qt„ IH Qt., 2'i Qt.
Set of 3 Bowls
95c




Cuts potatoes into long even 
pieces with a few quick strokes. 
Made of heavy, rust-resisting 
material. Blades will remain 











forced fibreboard will stand up 
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TALK OF THE TOWN
HE LYRIC MUSE
|h' ration Limited to Brief 
Poems
|of Original Composition 
By Subscribers
I VUIKK WASHINGTON
| h The Court! : -fiu/ette|
■ untry might call himI
1 I tberless,”
I ti faithful servant,
I
Call him indeed cur father |i.i word and tongue alone
In worthy doing 
|ifu'.lv make our son«hip known
patriotism aTwavs 
I' be like him noble, true 
I f God and count: •.
| dee I' of love to do.
emulate him, our father,
| r our G d bv his advice.
• 1^ na.. 
every needed sacrifice.
in w ir like him be our duty 
f




Vt IN TER-BOl Nil
[F r The Courier Gazette] 
i’hai might I dare give
IIce i-ncrU'ted crags
I
■ers limned wi'b snow 
ledges crudely grow.
with soul uncramped 
[id nr strength revamped 
lives Incessant force— 
sight for needs recourse 
l-se distorted days 
I • Red
te th we seldom find
closest and kind
K S p
Feb 22—Washington'9 Birthday, 
y. 23-Warren—Quarterly meeting
n( Lincoln Baptist Association.
‘f. , 24 — Rock.and Garden Club
meets with Mrs L E. McRae.
‘[•i d 24- Warren--Republican Cau- 
fUs at Town Hall.
f. , 25 — Waldoboro Republican 
c in at Hieh School auditorium.
fit) 25 Ladles' Night at Elks Club. 
Fib 25—Warren—Democratic Cau­
cus at Town hall.
I . b 26 Waldoboro Democratic 
r, . is at High School auditorium.
Feb. 27 Warren High School Min- 
ctrel' at Giover hall.
March 2 Warren—Town meeting. 
March 9 Waldoboro Town meeting. 
M uch IB—Opening of New England
Sur tig Flower Show ln Boston.
March 17 St. Patrick’s Dav 
March 17—St. Patrick's Day con-
err- at High School auditorium by 
s- Bernard s Choir.
March 21 Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 20- Warre'n Comedy "Gang­
way for Gracie.” auspices Baptist 
ladles Auxiliary at Town hall.
April 1-2 — Republican State Con- 




r r r w
lit i silisi. ins MOM MUST
1. Courier Gazette J
York
iinst an azure . ky, 
ip n ity in nii*ht. 
enely high, 
him whose Right 
1 Might we glorify: 
maple 'haft of white 
,remely high.
Julia Harsen Rhoade-
Both almanacs promise snow for 
today, and you know that any­
thing may happen in the awk- 
v.ard-to-pronounce month. Zero 
weather prevailed again this 
morning, but there was no wind, 
mi storm, no high tides, and 
everything was hunky-dory. Seats 
.ue being reserved for Washing­
tons Birthday.




If you make mer $15 a week 
Ion may have to tile Imonie 
1 V III!r Im - ne I ix Guide,
|4 Itig- Book, onlv ?.*•«• sh «*•< 
d. dm tions shows HOW 
> till out Vour Form, AMD 
Many Valuable helps. Full 
lash n I i od if not satisfied 
j I days. By mall only 
|
SIDNEY I. SEGAL 
|I Park 't 'to. kl.ind. Me. 
Tel. 297-W
^ICE
C3 Ok XX PK X3 O
L>
|wing that von have a 
unclise from which to 
I'.viil aid yon in getting 
to your purpose and
L savings to invest in 
jearn about the Four 
Iain Street Hardware




l.se • e w 'll iunt a set 
(attractive, handy mix- 
l hree convenient
lit.. 1 Qt.. Qt.
L of 3 Eowls
95c
|WASTE BASKETS
Smart and at* 
w tractive with 
f durable metal
> tups anti bot-
<■»-» t'-n's. lhe dur-
55; able. flexible 
construction of 
double, re;n-
I fibreb ard will stand op 
constant everyday use in
home.





An urgent call is sent out by the 
U. S. Employment Service for men 
and young men to enroll for training 
in the free government welding 
school at the Todd-Bath Shipyard 
in South Portland. Mere than 1200 
trainees have completed their 
courses and have been placed in 
regular jobs in local shipyards or 
other defense industries, Charles 
Jillson, manager of the Rockland 
office of the U. S. Employment 
service said. Mr. Jillson urges that 
men apd young men between the 
ages of 18 and 40, who are in sound 
physical health and interested in 
learning welding, make immediate 
application to the Rockland offices 
of the U. S. Employment Service cr 
the nearest USES office to where 
they live.
Mrs. Vincent Hilles Ober of Nor­
folk, Va., former president of the 
National Federation of Music 
Clubs, heads a new department in 
the federation known as music for 
defense. A committee from each 
state has been appointed to serve 
all army and navy bases. Mrs. 
Grace M. Strout, a member ap­
pointed from this section, has 
named a sub-committee from the 
city as follows: musical opportu­
nities, Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Haven­
er, Musical instruments, Mias Ber­
tha I. Luce, musical program, Mrs. 
Strout, concert tickets, Mrs. Net­
tie Bird Frost. The Rubinstein 
Club have already made a contri­
bution.
All movie fans will be interested 
to know that President Roosevelt’s 
radio broadcast Monday night will 
be heard at the Park theatre during 
the show.
At the Elks meeting next Tues­
day night they want the members 
at the 6.30 supper; and want, also 
their application and punctual at­
tendance.
The installation of the officers of 
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange 
will take place at the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars Hall this afternoon at 
2 o'clock.
Walter Yattaw, well known in 
automobile service circles, has tak­
en over the Shell yrvice station on 
Union street, near Park street, next 
nortli of Narragansett Hotel. Free 
parking space for customers is avail­
able.
A new class in Chemical Warfare 
will be started at 7.30 next Monday 
night at the City Building, conduct­
ed by Chief Engineer Russell. A 
thorough course in artificial respira­
tion will also be included.
BORN
Morey—At Rockland. Feb. 20, to Mr. 
ana Mrs. Cleveland Morey, a son.
Smith—At Knox Hospital. Feb 19 
to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Smith, a 
son.
Jackson—nt Rockland. Feb. 18. to 
Mr. and Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson. Jr. 
a daughter- Ruth Ann.
Carter—At Rockland. Feb. 6 to Mr 
and Mrs. Everett A Carter, a son— 
Everett Augustus. Jr.
Hlnkley—At Rockland. Feb. 10. to 
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Hlnkley, a son 
— David Lee.
Holmstrom — At Rockland. Feb. 15. 
to Mr. and Mrs_ Erold Holmstrom. a 
son—Donald Wayne.
Merrill At Camden Community Hos­
pital, Feb. 18. to Mr. and Mrs. Len 
dall Merrlll-of Glen Cove, a son.
Mitchell At Camden Community 
Hospital. Feb. 17. to Mr a'nd Mrs. 
Benjamin Mitchell of Appleton, a 
daughter.
McGuire At Thomaston. Feb. 15. to 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McGuire, a son 
John Alfred.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Beano G AR. hall Monday, Feb. 
23, 2.15 p. m.—adv. , It
Just arrived — New Slacks for 
Spring. All Wool in Navy, Rayon 
Gabardine in Navy and Corduroys 
in luscicus shades with packets to 
match or contrast. Alfreda Perry, 
7 Limerock St.—adv. 22-23
For dependable radio service 
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517 
Main street. Complete Philco Line 
—adv. 60-tf
Visitors in Washington, D. C. 
can get copies of The Courier-Ga- 
telte at the Metropolitan News 
Agency, 603 15th street. North 
West.—adv. 68*tf
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Chicken Pie Super
I. 0. O. F. HALL
TUESDAY, FEB.24
5.30 to 7.00 o’clock
60 CENTS 23-24
BEANO




TWO CENTS A GAME 
Many Special Games Next Mon. 
With $60.00 Special Cash Prizes
and $2 Door Prize 
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers 
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post 
128Stf
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR. 
OPTOMETRIST 
536 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME. 
TEL. 26











French-Stoddard—At Camden. Feb. 
20. Richard Alvin French of Rockland 
and Dorothy Jean Stoddard of Cam 
den.—By Rev. J Charles MacDonald.
Moody-Newhall — At Portland, Feb. 
18. Sgt. Willis A. Moody. Jr. of Warren 
and Florence A. Newhall of Rockland.
DIED
Marshall—At Warren, Feb. 15. Rose 
F.. widow of Thomas Marshall, aged 
86 years, 3 months. 15 days. Burial 
l‘n Skinner cemetery. East Warren.
Jameson — At Rockport, Feb. 19. 
George K. Jameson, aged 67 years, 5 
months, 10 days. Funeral this after­
noon at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral 
home. Burial at Seaview cemetery.
Mitchell—At Brooklyn. Feb. 2. James 
Alexander Mitchell, a native of Rock­
land. aged 67 years.
CARD OF THANKS
Miss Flora E. Putnam, formerly of 
Thomaston, extends thanks to the 
dear friends who have sent cards, 
letters and gifts ln the way of a Val­
entine shower. It was a delightful 
surprise and deeply appreciated, com­
ing from those whom she has ever 
held tn loving remembrance.
Malden, Feb. 19.
CARD OF THANKS
We appreciate greatly the many 
cards and remembrances sent by 
friends, neighbors, church societies 
and Grange members to our mother 
Mrs. Rose Marshall, during the 
months of her illness, and especially 
value the kindly thoughts that proinp 
ted the sending of the many mes­
sages of sympathy and the floral 
tributes for the services.
« The family
Washington Memorial Picture 
Book and The Sugar-Saving Cook 
Book; two big features with the 
FA>. 22 Baston Sunday Advertiser 
23*lt
Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56 
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203. 150-tf
BENEFIT BEANO
A. O. 0. F. HALL
SATURDAY, 8.00 P. M.
Defense Stamps Given Free 
Free Game $10. Door Prize $7.50 







t CLAREMONT ST, TEL. 662 
DOCKLAND, MR.
THE RED CROSS 
AND CIVIUAN DEFENSE
A department devoted to news items concerning these 
patriotic organizations
This column is in receipt of the 
following communication from 
Keryn ap Rice, chairman of the 
Knox County Red Cross Chapter: 
“The Knox County Chapter of the 
Red Cross cannot give its approval 
to a custom cf presenting gifts nf 
money to Red Cross Instructors by 
their classes. These classes are well 
attended by citizens for the purpose 
of increasing the r value in the war 
effort. Some groups will be less well 
off than others, or for other reasons, 
will not find it possible to make a 
valuable present. Unintentionally, 
therefore, able and worthy Instruc­
tors will not be so well rewarded as 
others. The Red Cross cannot sanc­
tion such a custom and appeals to 
the good taste of Knox County 
people, in order to avoid making a 
distinction between individual 
teachers. Perhaps a testimonial en­
tertainment or some simple and in­
expensive article might serve bet­
ter. Instructors deserve the thanks 
and appreciation of the public. They 
are doing a service which is of un­
told value in these difficult times.”
GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa­
trons of Husbandry are welcomed 
here.
The Winners 4-H Club members 
were guests Wednesday night cf 
Pleasant River Grange of Vinal­
haven and entertained with a club 
play which included poems by Lu­
cienne Ledoux, Priscilla White. Dor­
ethy Smith; club creed, Mary Helen 
Ames; motto and club colors, Joyce 
Robinson; club pledge, Dorothy 
Johnson; joke, Annette Davis; club 
songs. Others taking part were 
Madeline Philbrook, Marilyn Mar­
tin, Priscilla Phillips, Gertrude 
Sawyer, Phyllis Whittington, Doro­
thy Kelwick, Edith Andrews. Miss 
Mary Maker, leader, and Miss Mir­
iam Greenleaf, assistant leader, 
were present. Refreshments and 
dancing followed the entertainment.
• • * •
The Rotary Club
Hears Mrs. Carlson Praise 
the Chinese, Urging Our 
Assistance To Them
Signed: Keryn ap Rice, Capt. U S.A. 
Retired, Chairman.
A class for Air Raid Wardens was 
started Thursday night with Mrs. 
Adah Roberts as instructor. Other 
classes are being formed and any­
one wishing to enter a class who is 
ready for this instruction is asked 
to notify Mrs. Ida Dondis at 38-M 
who will assign them to a class.
At the Tuesday night First Aid 
class taught by Dr. Neil A. Fogg 
Fire Cheif Van E. Russell and CaDt. 
James K. Gray demonstrated thp 
use of the inhalator and the resus- 
1 citator. This will be a part cf all 
j first a'd classes at the time that 
artificial respiration is being taught, 
j Twenty-eight have started a class 
under the instruction of Dr. Gilmore 
i Soule on Wednesday evenings and 
Dr. H. J. Weisman has a large group 
meeting Thursday nights. There is 
still opportunity for a few more to 
take the advanced class which will 
start March 2 and anyone who wish­
es to join this class either for train­
ing or for a refresher course is asked 
to get in touch with Mrs. Eugene 
O'Niel at 1397-R as soon as possible.
Rockland Rotarians and their 
five Camden Rotary visitors — 
Harry Murray Gilbert Harmon. 
Alton French. Z. M. Dwinal and 
John Good — learned much about 
China at yesterday’s meeting, when 
the guest speaker was Mrs. Helen 
Hy.de Carlson, who gave them the 
benefit of her seven years experi­
ence in that country, a large por­
tion of which was devoted to mis­
sionary work.
Mrs. Carlson outlined briefly the 
early history of China, carrying 
her audience rapidly ahead to the 
period when the Japanese were 
beginning their incursions there.
She referred to the development 
of China under the influence of 
its present leader and hts charm­
ing and talented wife.
Mrs. Carlson during her seven 
years' stay on the opposite side of 
the world gained a very intimate 
knowledge of the country and its 
people, many of whom have adop­
ted Christianity. She speaks of 
their natural honesty—people de­
lightful to know and be associated 
with. She urges the United States 
to give China all possible assis­
tance, for our own benefit as well 
as theirs.
SERMONETTE
Owl’s Head Grange was enter­
tained by Weymouth Grange of 
Thomaston Monday night. Decora­
tions were in keeping with Valen­
tines Day and a luncheon was served
after the party.
• » • »
Tuesday is to be a busy night 
for Pleasant Valley Grange of 
Rockland. At 6 o’clock a public 
supper will be served at the V.F.W. 
hall, with Elura Hamlin as chair­
man. At 7.30, pictures on incen­
diary bombs will be shown by the 
County Defense committee. The 
public, including all near neigh­
bors, are invited to see these pic­
tures and acquaint themselves with 
the various bombs. The program 
will consist of the opening song by 
P M. Raymond Andersen; stories 
of Washington by all members; 
"Latest in War News” by W. O. 
Ellis Sprague; original poem by 
F. L. S. Morse; quiz questions by 
the lecturer. The worthy master, 
Elizabeth Vinal. will hold a rehear­
sal on balloting and requests that 
all members make a special effort 
to be present.
LOST TO LINCOLN
Thomaston last a heart-breaker1 
last night to Lincoln Academy on 
the Lincoln home court. when the 
last 20 seconds of play produced a 
score by Waltz of Lincoln that set 
them ahead 21 to 19. Thomaston 
had had things pretty much her own 
way and led 16 to 6 at the end of the 
first half. A fighting Lincoln team 
came back and played them to a 
standstill in the closing two periods, 
then waited until the whistle was 
almost to the timer's lips before they 
tossed in the winning score.
Lincoln (21)
G F P
Waltz, If ............... 10 9
Nevins, rf ............. 10 2
Williams, rf .......... 0 0 0
Page, c ................. 12 4
Trask, lg ............... 2 0 4
Brewer, rg............. 0 0 0
French, rg ........... 10 2
, 9 3 21
Thomaston (19)
G F P
Kelly, If ............... 5 0 10
Berge, rf ............. 4 19
P. Lynch, c .......... 0 0 0
Chapman, lg ........ 0 0 0
Viggers, rg .......... 0 0 0
9 1 19
Referee, Parks. Time, four 8’s.
George Gentner of Glen Cove is 
employed as a clerk at Walmsley’s 
Drug store.
Mrs. Lillian Coid of Tenant’s Har­
bor is employed at the soda fountain 
at Woolworth’s.
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin 
has been designated "explosive 
Luxury agent” for Knox County, 
beginning his duties March 1st.
Miss Alfreda Perry is in New York 
on a buying trip.
Edwin Post is a patient at Knox 
Hospital due to an injury received 
while working at Perry’s Park 
street market.
Strand Theatre announces that 
the Fireside Chat of President 
Roosevelt, which will be broadcast 
on next Monday night will be heard 
in the Strand. The regular program 
will be interrupted during the broad­
cast so that patrens may listen in 
to the President’s speech, after 
which the regular program will be 
resumed.
The Public Library will be closed 
Monday, Washington’s Birthday.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
5 ROOM unfurnished modern apart­
ment to let at 6 Talbot Ave. R M 
O NEIL. Tel. 1397 R 23 25
Shell Service Station
UNION ST., NEAR PARK
Now under management of
WALTER YATTAW
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Stockings and socks pulled on and off by the toes wear 
longer than when tugged by their 
tops. Teach the "littlest one” to 
treat socks gently—
Careful handling of stockings will 
ease the strain on silk supplies 
and save you money to invest in 
DEFENSE SAVINGS STAMPS! War 
Needs Money!
I v p e w rite r s
Happy youngsters and happy old­
sters filled the Baptist parlors 
Thursday night, made doubly happy 
by the excellent supper which the 
women provided, and the fascinat­
ing entertainment offered by the 
Augusta magician, Ernest B. Has­
kell. It was “boys’ night” in all 
sizes, shapes and ages. Tlie small­
est was Maynard Bray, aged 7, son 
of County Treasurer and Mrs. I. 
Lawton Bray. Just to show how 
large lie might grow he was placed 
alongside the largest man in the 
room, Everett Blethen. Three gen- 
eratiofl(s were presented in two 
groups which also received a great 
hand. Morton Estes played popu­
lar selections on a piano accordicn, 
with fine effect. Haskell, the magi­
cian was a very smooth worker, and 
had one of a magician’s best assets 
a very smooth and witty line of talk. 
One member, himself a magician of 
amateur tytfe, expressed his admira­
tion, and confessed himself mysti­
fied With the others.
Contributing her part to national 
defense is Roto Matador Evange­
line Double, a purebred Holstein 
cow owned by Round Top Farms, 
Damariscotta. She produced 6798 
quarts of milk this past year, and 
562.6 pounds of butterfat. If all the 
nation's dairy £ows were equal to 
this Holstein there would be an 
abundance of milk, butter and 
cheese for the United States, Great 
Britain and other needy countries. 
The owner states that "Evangeline" 
was milked two times daily, and 
that her production for the entire 
period was supervised by University 
of Maine and The Holstein-Friesian 
Association of America.
Knox Ledge, I.O.O.F. will work 
the Initiatory degree Monday night 
on a class of candidates. Wednes­
day night, Rockland Encampment 
will hold its regular meeting. There 
will be a district get-to-gether | 
Thursday night at Camden with 
Megunticook Lodge as hest. The 
Golden Rule degree will be worked. 
Friday night Knox Lodge will visit 
Warren Lodge at Warren and work 
the first degree.
The office of the Knox County 
Selective Service Board has an­
nounced that the process cf serial 
numbering the cards of the men be­
tween the ages of 20 and 45, who re­
cently registered, will commence 
March 9. These numbers will be 
preceded by the letter “T,” and will 
start with 10,001. Men in this reg- 1 
istration class will be treated in­
dependent of the men in the first 
two registrations.
Manager Charles Jillson of the 
United States Employment Service 
urges that all men and women who J 
want work in the defense industries 
get in touch with the local office. [ 
The positions cpen are many and 
varied and require a wide range of j 
I professions and skilled trades as' 
well as laborers.
All Makes—New and Used 
New Portables,
Rockland Typewriter Co.
71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
Oliver Cromwell 
God Noticed Him 
I
Probably no man in earthly 
history could have so much said 
for and against himself as 
Oliver Cromwell. Hypocrite, 
rantor, ambitious dictator, con­
senting murderer of Charles the 
First, inciter against govern­
ment, pig-headed Round Head 
-<-that is what some historians, 
even today think of him; and 
they would be partly right, in 
their pleading, until the issue 
was joined and the man cor­
rectly appraised by students, 
who survey the man in the age 
in which his life was cast; his 
great purposes toward England, 
and the English people, and 
toward liberty for the indi­
vidual.
His life was spent for those 
things which democracies are 
now contending for, in this war 
against the god-less leaders of 
Germany, Japan and Italy. 
Charles the First, convened 
parliaments and wrathfully 
closed them when they opposed 
him. Cromwell, also contend­
ed for his purposes in Parlia­
ment and disregarded them al­
most as freely.
Cromwell was not a good 
speaker like Churchill, or Web­
ster, but he possessed the fac­
ulty which made Nelson Ding- 
ley great. He made them lis­
ten to him, and further con­
strained them to want to lis­
ten to him. That is why he is 
in this series, about men of 
courage, who never think of 
their own danger, in angry de­
nunciation of those in authority 
when their country’s fate is at 
stake.
Dr. Cadman, in a great ad­
dress given before the faculty 
and students of Packer College 
Institute, at commencement in 
1907, pictured Oliver Cromwell, 
after he had assembled the 
legislators of the Second Parlia­
ment of his Protectorate, Sept. 
17, f656 at Whitehall; facing 
their blazing anger, he ex­
pounded to them the 46th 
Psalm. Here you see the con­
fidence which Cromwell had in 
God.
Today a thing like that in 
the Congress of the United 
States would require greater 
courage than any member has 
dared display. In Cromwell’s 
day it was perilous, even almost 
to death. Thomas Carlyle said 
of him, "God hi9 maker already 
noticed him. He, Cromwell was 
already there; no notice would 
make him other than he already 
was.”
Aye! God noticed him indeed. 
—William A. Holman
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap­
tist Church Sunday at 10.30 the pas­
tor, Rev. C. A. Marstaller, will speak 
on "The Father of a Nation.” Spe­
cial music will be provided. Sun­
day School follows at 11.45 with 
classes fcr all ages. Young People’s 
meeting at 6 o’clock with Sylvia 
Hooper as leader. At 7.15 the pastor 
will use for his subject “A Brighter 
Future” and the choir will s:ng. 
Mid-week praise and prayer service 
Tuesday at 7.30. The Ladies’ Aid 
will meet with Mrs. Nellie Manning 
on Achorn street Wednesday eve­
ning.
• • • •
“Mind” is the subject of the Les­
son-Sermon that will be read in 
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Feb. 22. The Golden Text is: “The 
Lord is a God of knowledge, and by 
him actions are weighed” (I Samuel 
2:3). The citations from the Bible 
include the following passages: "If 
ye fulfill the royal law according to 
the Scripture. Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself, ye do well: But 
if ye have respect to persons, ye 
commit sin, and are convinced of 
the law as transgressors. So speak 
ye, and so do, as they tliat shall be 
i judged by the law of liberty (James 
2:8, 9, 12).
• • • •
“A Message For America,” will be 
the subject of the sermon at the 
First Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30 
j The Church School will meet at 
noon with a class for all age groups. 
The Ycung People’s societies will 
1 hold their meetings at 6 o’clock. The 
Endeavorers will have Deacon Os­
mond Palmer, the father of the 
present society president, as the 
leader. The Bereans will have a 
'discussion period. The people’s 
evening service will open at 7.15 
with the big sing assisted by the in­
struments. This service will last 63 
minutes and will be preceded by a 
ten minute organ recital. Mr. Mac- 
[ Donald’s subject will be “A Costly 
Pearl.” The choir will sing at both 
morning and evening services. If 
you think too little you will be sure 
to talk too much.
• • • •
A service of unusual dignity and 
inspiration will take place at the 
Universalist Church tomorrow at 
10.40. In observance of National 
Dedication Day women from the 
Mission Circle will occupy the pul­
pit and carry out the ritual of dedi­
cation, "Building the Temple of the 
Living God,” prepared especially for 
the occasion by tlie women of Rhode 
Island. Special music will feature 
the service. Soloist Miss Lotte Mc­
Laughlin. The Church School will 
meet with the adult congregation 
[ for the Children’s story by Dr.
, Lowe. Mrs. Glover’s Class meets at 
her residence after church and 
Y.P.C.U. at 7 p. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) 
Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the serv­
ices for tomorrow will be appropri­
ate for the First Sunday in Lent: 
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at 
7.30; Church School at 9.30; Holy 
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; Sta­
tions cf the Cross at 5.30. The 
Catholic Fellowship will have a box 
supper at 6 p. m. after which the 
Warden of the State Prison will give 
a talk of “Prison Life” and movies 
of the wcrk in Thomaston. Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, Daily Mass 
at 7.30 a. m. Wednesday Mass is at 
7 a. m. Daily Vespers at 7.30 p. m. 
The church is open daily for prayer 
and the public is always welcome. 
• • • •
“Locusts and Wild Honey” will be 
the subject of the first Lenten ser­
mon by the Rev. Roy A. Welker, pas­
tor of the Rockland Congregational 
Church. The morning service will 
be at 1030. A cordial invitation is 
extended to the families in the 
community who are not as yet affil­
iated with a church, to come and 
share these Sunday morning serv­
ices with the members of the parish. 
The Church School will welcome 
the boys and girls of the family at
10 o’clock each Sunday morning Into 
classes of their age groups, with 
suitable lesson material and devoted 
teachers. The Beginners and Pri­
mary departments meet at 10.30 in 
the morning so that the parents 
may attend the church service. The 
whole school shares in the worship 
period with the congregation. New 
and modern tables for the Church 
School classes flre being made by 
the men of the Home-makers 
Group. The Comrades cf The Way 
will meet at 6.30 Sunday; Boy Scouts 
Thursday evening at the usual hour. 
The circle supper Wednesday will 
be a men’s supper to which the la­
dies are invited. Tlie chairman will 
be Eugene Lamb.
• • • •
The sermon subject at Piatt Me­
morial Methodist Church at 10.45 
Sunday morning by Rev. Guy Wil­
son, D. D. Is “Can We Pray Now 
As t>id Gecrge Washington Then?” 
There will be special music. The 
one hour evening worship at 7 will 
consist of gospel songs, special music 
and an address by the minister on 
/“Lighter Burdens or Stronger 
Backs?" The religious school classes 
for adults meet at 9.45 and all other 
departments at 12.03. Youth Fel­
lowship meeting at 6.15. Mid-week 
service Tuesdays at 7.
In closing his Gettysburg ad­
dress. Lincoln called on his hear­
ers to highly resolve “that this 
nation under God shall have a 
new birth of freedom and that 
government of the people, by the 
people and for the people shall 
not perish from the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln’s 
time, popular government i.s in 
peril. We have need, therefore, 
to* highly resolve that this nation 
under God shall once again ex­
perience a new birth of freedom. 
To that end we exhort our fellow 
citizens to draw near unto Gcd, 
In coming weeks, by repairing to 
their several places of worship iu 
ever increasing numbers. Religion 
is the foundation of democratic 
government.
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Local firemen and other citizens 
are interested always in the an­
nual ball of the Atlantic Engine 
Company, which this year takes 
place in the Camden Opera House 
next Friday night. Charles Dailey 
will again be floor manager and he 
has engaged the popular Rockland 
band, known as Hal’s Rhythmaires 
to furnish the music. This musical 
aggregation now numbers seven 
pieces and is acclaimed as a fine 
dance orchestra. To further the 
enjoyment of the music by the ex­
pected capacity crowd, a sound sys­
tem will be in operation throughout 
the evening.
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur­
gess went yesterday to Boston on 
business. In North Weymouth he 
will make a week-end visit with 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis 
H. Burgess, returning to his office 
Monday afternoon.
The staff of Armour de Co. 
swung into the breach yesterday 
by voting to devote 10 percent of 
their salaries for defense bonds 
during the duration.
Arrivals at the F. J. O’Hara plant 
the past few days have been, the 
Carlannsul, 11,000 redfish and mixed 
groundfish; Helen B„ 10.0C3; Iva 
M„ 17,000 and the Helen Mae, 16.000.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
ANNOUNCEMENT
I wish to announce that I am 
a candidate for County Commis­
sioner in the June Primaries.
As a life-long Republican and 
member of the Republican Town 
Committee for the past twelve 






One 60 h. p. 6 Cylinder Continental Motor ready 
for marine installation, complete with Joe’s Marine 
Reverse Gear, New Schebler Carburetor, new %” 
Gear Pump; engine mounted on angle iron base, 
ready for installation. Price $150 cash.
One 7 h. p. 2 Cycle Hubbard. Price $25 cash.
Complete Machine Shop and Marine Railway 
Facilities
Leadbetter’s Machine Shop and Railway
BAY VIEW ST., CAMDEN, ME. TEL. 2439
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KNOW YOUR MILK-MAN
The Story of Round Top Farms
(What we do and what we think)
NO. 8—THE TIRE SITUATION
The Ban on Tires applies to YOUR MILK MAN if you are a 
retail customer. Whether he approves, whether you approve, the 
final decree is that he can buy no more tires for retail delivery. 
He can buy tires tor a truck used exclusively for wholesale 
delivery.
There are net a sufficient number of horses or carts, or 
horse-shoes or steel-tires or harness in the County, State or 
Nation to permit a change from trucks for retail delivery. We
believe we are fixed as well as the average dealer for 
tires.
•spare’
The single, immediate purpose of this decree is to SAVE 
RUBBER for defense use. The long-range purpose as outlined 
by the Agricultural Marketing Administration (A.M.A.) is to 
eliminate duplication and “cross-hauls,” to permit a larger por­
tion of the consumer’s dollar for the producer and to lower con­
sumer prices.
As a defense measure, to show our willingness to co-operate 
and SAVE RUBBER, we will soon go on every-other-day delivery 
to retail customers. We hope the other dealers in your city or 
town will also co-operate and we are taking steps to this end. 
However, regardless of the outcome of this effort to get all deal­
ers on an equal basts, we feel it is a question of doing our part *n 
aiding the war effort and we will act accordingly.
As for the “long-range purpose,” this is only a preparatory 
step—it will not reduce dealer delivery expense, it will not per­
mit the producer to secure a larger portion of the consumer's 
dollar and it will not lower consumer prices.
It will accomplish the single immediate purpose to SAVE 
RUBBER.
W’e believe that YOU and YOUR MILK MAN are willing to 
co-operate in this defense measure.
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CHAPTER II
1 Arthur Mulford’s secretary faced 
, him unsuspectingly across the mas­
sive mahogany desk.
“You wanted to see me, Mr. Mul­
ford?”
The man surveyed the slender fig­
ure before him.
“It’s like this, Joan,” he said de­
cisively, “I’ll have to let you go.”
Joan Leland stared at him in as­
tonishment. “You mean I’m fired?”
Mulford shrugged. “That’s it.”
“But why? What have I done?”
He picked up a sheaf of papers 
and reached for the telephone.
“I don't care to discuss it. You'll 
receive your next two weeks’ salary, 
of course, but you need not finish 
out the month.”
"You mean this is my last day?”
“Yes! That's all, Joan!”
The late October sunshine flowed 
in pale golden streams across the 
busy streets of San Francisco as 
Joan left the office for the apart­
ment she shared with her sister. 
Fired! There was something almost 
sinister about this abrupt dismissal. 
After two years on the job!
“Thank heaven, Sybil has a job!” 
Joan thought.
The apartment boasted a fireplace 
and long floor-length windows. It 
was part of one of the old mansions 
for which San Francisco is famous. 
A regal building that had housed 
one of the great families of the city, 
now cast off by their grandchildren 
and subdivided into studio apart­
ments. True, there was seldom 
enough heat and the cooking facil­
ities were inadequate, but the old 
house reflected the charm and gra­
ciousness of the past.
Joan glanced lovingly about the 
room. The girls had used their fur­
niture left to them by their par­
ents. It was heavy, and rather old- 
fashioned, but it suited the high- 
ceilinged room.
A voice from the bedroom hailed 
her. “Joan? That you?”
“Why, Syb! What are you doing 
home so early? I thought the beauty 
shop was staying open until seven 
this month.”
Sybil appeared in the doorway 
clad in dressing gown and slippers, 
cigarette in hand. Her blonde hair 
curled meticulously; her blue eyes 
Were a trifle hard. The two girls 
seemed^to have little in common in 
appearance or temperament Joan, 
brunette, twenty, restless, impul­
sive. Sybil, seven years older, gold­
en-haired, inclined to caution, espe­
cially where men were concerned. 
Sybil had been married and di­
vorced when she was twenty-one. 
Since then she had been determined 
to save Joan from making the same 
mistake. "Never trust any man,” 
was Sybil's motto, but Joan did not 
take it too seriously, suspecting that 
her sister's cynicism was covering 
a broken heart.
“What a day!” Sybil said, dreari­
ly throwing herself upon the couch. 
“I have some news for you, Sis.”
“I have something to tell you. 
too,” Joan said grimly. “I’ve lost 
my job! Mr. Mulford gave me two 
weeks' salary and told me not to 
come back!”
Sybil sat up wide-eyed. “Oh, 
Joan! No!”
“He wouldn’t even give me a rea­
son,” Joan continued heatedly. “I 
can't understand it. I'm sure there 
isn’t anything wrong with my work. 
There’s something very strange 
about this, Syb! Mr. Mulford seemed 
positively anxious to get rid of me.”
“But, Joan.” Sybil interrupted, “I 
lost my job today too!”
The girls stared at each other in 
alarm.
“The beauty shop Is closing,” 
Sybil said, breaking the silence. 
“This is my last week.”
“Well, of course we’ll find some­
thing else,” Joan said, but her voice 
carried no conviction. “After all, 
we’re both experienced. I'm sure 
Mr. Mulford will give me a refer­
ence.”
“Jobs aren’t easy to get . .
“Don’t be a pessimist, darling!” 
Joan advised.
She tied a colored apron around 
her waist and went into the kitchen.
“There's nothing to worry about 
tonight. We’ve got enough money in 
our account to last almost a month.”
Sybil’s blue eyes were troubled. 
“Joan, that’s just it! I checked that 
money out yesterday to pay for a 
new coat. I thought we didn’t need 
it and I was going to pay it back a 
little each month. There's not a 
cent left in that account.”
Night had fallen with a sudden­
ness which filled the apartment with 
a strange new silence.
“How much money have you in 
your purse?" Joan inquired, frown­
ing.
“Two or three dollars. And you?”
“I have this check from Mr. Mul­
ford. That will pay the rent for 
another month."
Sybil shivered and drew her quilt­
ed 3atin robe closer. “What are we 
going to do then?”
"You couldn't return the coat?”
“No. It's been altered.”
“I'll start looking tomorrow," 
Joan said resolutely. “Mr. Mulford’s 
usually at the store until lale. I’m 
going to telephone him and tell him




“After all, there’s no harm in applying for the job. If something is 
wrong with it, I can tell when I go down there.”
little different from a regular of­
fice.”
“I don’t understand why he would 
hire another secretary so quickly. 
Maybe she was lying.”
“But why should she? And why 
should Mr. Mulford try to avoid 
me?”
“I wouldn’t know,” Sybil admit­
ted. “But I want you to be careful 
tonight.”
Joan, however, was not even 
thinking of her sister’s warning as 
she stepped from the street car into 
the damp, foggy streets of North 
Beach. With mounting curiosity, 
she walked to the address given in 
the paper.
“Why it’s a night club!” she said 
aloud as she paused under the long 
canopy that led to the street.
A sign on the door informed the 
passerby that the Club Elite would 
be open for business the following 
Saturday night.
Joan pushed open the heavy door 
and went in. She paused a mo­
ment to accustom her eyes to the 
dim light. To the right she could 
see a large room filled with gilded 
tables and chairs and a band stand 
which seemed to crowd a small 
dance floor.
A man appeared suddenly out of 
the shadows and surveyed her from 
head to foot before he said. “Well, 
what do you want?”
Joan said uneasily, “I came about 
an ad that was in the paper for a 
secretary.”
He seemed relieved. “Okay. Down 
the hall. Second door to the left. 
The boss will talk to you.”
Joan, following instructions, 
opened the door into a large mod­
ernistic office. A powerful built, 
blond man stood before a filing cab­
inet. He turned quickly as she en­
tered.
“I came about the job advertised 
in the paper,” she faltered.
He flashed her a quick smile from 
steel-blue eyes. “Won't you sit 
down?” His voice was tinged with 
an accent. Joan saw a hard face, 
almost grim, yet amusement hov­
ered in his eyes. His lips seemed 
not to move as he spoke. The hand 
that indicated a chair was beauti­
fully shaped, the fingers taper­
ing and artistic. There was some­
thing strangely magnetic about this 
man.
“I am Karl Miller. And you'”’
“Joan Leland is my name. Until 
today I have been employed by an 
importing firm owned by Arthur 
Mulford.”
“Ah?” He opened a large silver 
box and took out a cigarette. “I 
was in the importing business my­
self, but the war stopped that. I 
am now opening this night club. I 
need a secretary to take care of the 
office work.”
“I’m sure you’ll find me satisfac­
tory. Mr. Miller.”
“You have references, of course?”
She hesitated. “No, Mr. Mulford 
was called out of town and I have 
been unable to reach him.”
“If you are able to do the work, 
that will be sufficient. I want you 
to be here at night, but you won't 
have to come until early afternoon. 
Two hours off for dinner. The sal­
ary is fifty dollars a week.”
Her eyes widened. “Fifty dollars 
a week?"
His expression did not change as 
he said. “Considering the unusual 
hours. I feel that a smaller salary 
would not be fair recompense."
“I understand. When do you want 
me to start?”
“Two o'clock tomorrow.
Joan rose to go.
I'll stop by the morning to get a ref 
erence. I forgot all about it this 
afternoon. I was so upset.”
Sybil watched in silence as Joan 
dialed the number.
“This is Joan Leland. May 1 
speak to Mr. Mulford?”
There was a pause before a 
strange feminine voice replied, “I'm 
sorry. That will be impossible. Mr. 
Mulford left town an hour ago.”
Joan gasped, “Left town? To­
night?”
“That’s right.”
“Who is this speaking, please?” 
Joan inquired hotly.
“I am his secretary,” the voice 
informed her and the receiver 
clicked.
“He's left town! And he’s already 
hired a new secretary!”
“I told you there was something 
funny about this! And how can you 
get a reference if he’s not here? 
You've never worked for anyone 
else.”
“That’s what worries me!”
“Let’s eat," Sybil suggested. “I 
can’t think when I’m hungry.”
“Cheerful night,” Sybil comment­
ed, as they ate.
, “I know!” Joan cried suddenly. 
“I’ll look for a job in the want ads. 
Where’s the paper?”
Sybil indicated the small coffee 
table.
Joan seized the paper and turned 
to the classified section. “I need a 
job and I need it right now! Listen 
to this. “Joan’s voice rang with ex­
citement as she read, " ‘Competent 
secretary wanted. Willing to work 
nights. Apply after 9 p. m.’ ”
“Wait,” Sybil said seriously, 
“Why do they want you to work 
nights? And why apply after 9 
p. m.?”
“What does it matter? A job's a 
job.”
Sybil stared at her in disapproval. 
“You're not serious?”
Joan jumped up and ran into the 
bedroom. “I certainly am! I’m go­
ing to apply for that job right now!”
Sybil followed her. "You'll do 
nothing of the kind, Joan Leland! 
We're not that hard up. Even if 
we were, I don't want you to work 
nights.”
Joan laughed recklessly as she 
ran a comb through the raven-black 
hair and touched a powder puff to 
the white skin. “You take every­
thing too seriously, Syb! After all, 
there's no harm in applying for the 
job. If something is wrong with it. 
I can tell when I go down there.”
Sybil was unconvinced. "I don't 
like the sound of it,” she insisted 
stubbornly. “What's the address?”
“North Beach,” Sybil said care­
lessly.
“North Beach? That’s' certainly 
not a very good place for a girl to 
be working nights!”
“How do I look?” Joan asked.
Exasperated, Sybil stared at her. 
Joan looked sophisticated, too so­
phisticated, Sybil thought, because 
at heart Joan was just a kid. She 
didn’t know anything about life, or, 
about men.
“Be careful, Joan! And come 
right home afterwards, will you?”
“Of course! Stop treating me like 
a child! I’ll call you after the inter­
view’. if that will make you feel any 
better.”
“I still don’t understand why Mul­
ford fired you without notice or rea­
son,” Sybil pondered. “And why 
did he leave town, if that girl ie tell­
ing the truth? By the way, what is 
she doing at the office at night?”
“I don’t know. Of course I worked 
at night once in a while. It’s strange 
that he should start a new girl at 
night But an importing shop is a
Mrs. Crosby Waltz has returned 
from a visit with her daughter, Mrs. 
Andrew Newcombe in Randolph,
Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard of 
Camden have been recenc visitors 
in tewn.
Mrs. Nellie Boggs was hostess 
Thursday night to the Bridge Club.
Mrs. Frederick Vcgel accompan­
ied by Hiram Labe went Wednesday 
to Portland.
Mrs John H. Miller and Mrs. Ella 
Marshall have been recent Portland 
visitors.
Miss Marlene Monahan who has 
been a patient at State Street Hos­
pital in Portland has returned to 
the home of her parents, Mr. and j 
Mrs. Reginald Monahan.
Pupils of the High School bought 
$28.35 wort hof Defense Stamps the 
past week.
Joseph Fullerton, Arthur Creamer 
and Charles Bow’ers left Tuesday 
to be inducted into the Army.
Waldoboro High School has chosen 
“Strange Road'’ by John M. Hous­
ton as the one-act play to be pre­
sented in the annual State Con­
test March 13 in Belfast. The cast 
consists of Barbara Picinich, Jcyce 
Fitzgerald. Mary Miller and Paul 
Hiltoir Mrs. Jean Weston is the 
coach.
The Republican Caucus will be 
held Feb. 25 at 8 p. m. in the High 
Schocl auditorium.
Funeral services for Nellie W. 
Brown, 82, widow of Alonzo Brown 
were held Thursday afternoon at 
the home cf Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Ralph. Rev. Harcld Nutter officiat­
ing. Interment was in the Ludwig 
Cemetery. Mrs. Brown, a former 
resident of this town died Feb. 16 
in Lynnfield, Mass.
At the meeting of the Woman’s 
Club Wednesday afternoon the 
Seniors who won prizes in the essay 
contest which had been sponsored 
by the club read their winning es­
says and received their awards The 
entire Senior Class were guests of 
the club as well as Mrs. Anne Hinck­
ley, English teacher, Superintend­
ent of Schools A. D Gray and the 
judges. Miss Dora Gay, Mrs Fred­
erick Brummitt and Capt. Ralph 
Pollard. Refreshments were served 
by the hostesses Mrs. Rena Crowell, 
Miss Clara Gay, Mrs. Hazel Eaton, 
Mrs. Julia Burgess, Mrs. Maude 
Welt. Mr.s. S3 rah Lash and Mrs. 
Maude C. Gay.
Ready For Town Meeting
Material for the annual Tewn Re­
port is in the hands of the printer. 
The warrant contains 29 articles. 
The budget committee has recom­
mended that the sum of $47,167 be 
raised as against $46,531 last year.
Overdrafts for this year amount to 
$870.44 as against $3f«31.86 last year. 
This year a balance of $13,379.57 
remains in the treasury as against 
$7064.81 last year.
The tax commitment for this year 
was $69,329.23, of this amount, at 
I lie time the books closed $2263.55
Dr. Fred Campbell gave a lec­
ture on communicable diseases 
Tuesday to the home nursing class­
es. Following a question and an­
swer period, with the aid of Mrs. 
Ruth Philbrook, R. N., the teacher 
Mrs. Grace Simmons dramatized 
methods in the care of a child 
with scarlet fever, by using a doll, 
Mrs. Simmons acting as the nurse 
and Mrs. Philbrook as the mother. 
The topic next week will be care 
of the baby and its bath.
Those from here who attended 
the funeral services Wednesday 
in Portand for Hollis W. Merry, 
native of this town who died sud­
denly Sunday after an illness of 
only a few hours, were Mr. and 
Mrs. Leroy Smith, Mrs. Inez Ma­
thews. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon 
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews.
Rev. L. Clark French was in 
Portland on business Wednesday.
The by-laws of the Public Health 
Committee were adopted Wednes­
day drawn up by Mrs. Ruth Phil­
brook, Mrs. Carrie Wyllie and Mrs. 
Lillian Mathews and submitted at 
a meeting of the Association. It 
was voted to hold the pre-school 
round-up in June. Twenty-two 
were enrolled as charter members
The Pilgrim Club will meet Mon­
day night with Miss Jean Camp­
bell; Miss Dorothy Orff, the leader.
Ivy Chapter, O.ES. is invited to 
meet Monday with Seaside Chap­
ter, O.E.S., in Camden, supper to 
be served at 6.30, following which 
the birthday of the Chapter, and 
past matron’s and patron's night 
will be observed.
Again Junior High School pupils 
have put out a fine edition of their 
paper, "Flash”, according to which 
many timely activities are under­
way. The “Young America Victory 
Club” has been organized with 
these officers: President, Frances 
Wren; secretary, Earle Moore, Jr.; 
treasurer, Lillian Durrell. Defense 
bonds and stamps sales are: Bonds, 
Earle Moore, $56.25; Beth Robin­
son, $37.50; Frances Wren. $18.75; 
Warren Philbrook, $18.75. Stamps. 
Harry Laiho. $8.50; Robert Wyllie, 
$8.10; Gilbert Boggs. $6.80; Earle 
Moore, $1.50; Harvell Crockett, 
$1.40; Robert Anderson, $1; Her­
bert Moon, 80c; Emerson Crockett, 
70c; Patricia Moody. 50c; Flora 
Simmons, 40c; Louie Cogan, 20c; 
and Dorothy Beane, 20c.
All officers in the sewing circle 
of Ivy Chapter have been re-elec­
ted: President, Miss Frances Spear; 
vice president. Miss Eda St. Clair; 
secretary. Miss Tena MacCallum; 
treasurer. Mi>s M. Grace Walker.
The Contract Club will meet 
Tuesday at 2 o'clck at the home 
of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson.*
The Republican caucus will be
remained uncollected; $175.70 of 
this amount has been collected since 
then. Last year $3830.69 remained 
uncollected at thc time the bocks 
closed.
held Tuesday at 7.15, at Town hall 
with Chairman W. H. Robinson 
presiding.
Mrs. C. E. Overlook was recent 
guest of her sister Mrs. William 
Morrisson in Portland.
*This week's report of Red Cross 
War Chest Fund donations is: 
Maine Central Power Co. credit, 
$14; Baptist Ladies’ Circle, $12; 
Dr. and Mrs. F. G. £ampbeU. $5; 
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Norwood, $2; 
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace. $1; 
Vernal Wallace, $1; Mr. and Mrs. 
Virgil Hills, $2. The total for 
the week is $37, bringing up the 
entire total to $459.46 toward the 
quota of $656. (The 5th and 6th 
grades passed in 65c yesterday 
morning so total collection for the 
week is $37.65.)
Mrs. Rose F. Marshall
Funeral services for Rose F. 
Marshall, 86, widow of Thomas 
Marshall, who died Sunday morn­
ing at the home of her daughter, 
Mrs. Nettie Copeland, at South 
Warren after a long illness, were 
held at the Copeland home Wed­
nesday with Rev. William S. 
Stackhouse, pastor of the Baptist 
Church, officiating. Bearers were 
neighbors of the deceased, Levi 
Bucklin. Oliver Libby, Marcellus P 
Orne and Charles Maxey. Burial 
was 'in Skinner cemetery. East 
Warren.
Mrs. Marshall, retired school 
teacher after 33 years of faithful 
service in local schools will b€ re­
membered with affection among 
her pupils, whose successes she 
folowed with interest and pride. 
They will recall the thoroughness 
of her methods in the three R's, 
and her justice in all casses call­
ing for discipline. In those days 
before the grading, many of the 
pupils were much larger than she, 
but that fact made no difference. 
At one time in her school were 
her three daughters, and son-in- 
law. and later a granddaughter, 
was her pupil.
Mrs. Marshall was interested %in 
affairs of the day, which kept her 
young to the day of her confine­
ment with illnesss and decline 
after a serious fall. She loved to 
meet people and could Slways find 
a common ground for conversa­
tion with any one whom she met, 
since she was an avid reader. For 
some years, she was a valued cor­
respondent of this paper fcr her 
community of Scuth Warren 
writing interesting articles as well 
as the personal items.
One thing in life among others 
which she highy prized was her af­
filiation with Goodwill Grange of 
South Warren, in which she was 
a member. She was also a mem­
ber of Knox Pomona Grange, in 
which she once served for several 
years as chaplain. She was the 
president of the first sewing circle 
of Goodwill Grange. Since she was 
18 she had been a member of the 
Warren Baptist Church.
Mrs. Marshall was born in this 
town, daughter of John and Sarah 
Rokes.
She is survived by three daugh­
ters, Mrs. Nettie E. Copeland and 
Miss Alcada Burnham of South 
Warren, and Mrs. Georgia Burns of 
Rockland, two stepdaughters, Mrs. 
Edith Mahoney and Miss Marjorie
Magnificent Values
©
Remarkable savings in our Coat Department.! 
Luxuriously furred sports coats—smart untrimmed < 
tweeds, plaids—at prices you couldn't hope to dupli­
cate! All from regular stock. Broken styles, broken 
sizes. Hurry for yours! Misses, women.
Reg. Price Sale Price
Blue, Squirrel Collar, size 40,
Black, Persian Collar, size 42,
Black, Opossum Collar, size 46,
Brown, Sable Dyed Fitch Collar, 
size 40,
Teal Blue, Sable Dyed Fitch Collar, 
sizes 40 and 44,
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13- Metric land measure
14- Corn-spike
15- A beverage
16- Curious scraps of
literature













41- Period of time




48- Five hundred two 







60- Am not (contr.) 
62-Subject of a novel
by Bulwer-Lytton 
64-Basket for the back 
67-Bearing feathers
70- Raw metal






















































(Complaint—Neglect of Children) 
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
To the Honorable Judge of the 
Rockland Municipal Court holden at 
Rockland within and for the County 
of Knox Helen C. Corbett of Rock­
land ih. the County of Knox, being at 
the time of making this complaint 
a duly qualified police officer of the 
City of Rockland In behalf of said 
State, on oath complains and alleges 
that Edith M. Fayler Balladeo. com- 
morant of Rockland in the County of 
Knox and State of Maine ts the par­
ent of certain minor child, now liv­
ing i'n Rockland, ln said County of 
Knox, namely: Frank L. Feyler, horn 
Feb. 5. 1938 at Rockland. Maine.
And the complainant further alleges 
that on the first day of November 
A D 1941 and on divers other days 
and times between that date and 
the day of the date hereof at Rock­
land i'n said County, said minor child 
by reason of the wilful neglect of his 
said mother ls not provided with 
suitable food, clothing and privileges 
of education.
And your complainant respectfully 
represents that she ls unable to lo­
cate the said Edith M. Feyler Balla­
deo. Wherefore she requests that no­
tice be given on this complaint by 
publication.
Wherefore, your complainant prays 
that suitable and proper provision 
may be made for the care, custody, 
support and education of thc said 
child, under the provisions of Section 
204 of Chapter 1 of the Public Laws 
of 1933 and acts amendatory thereof 
and additional thereto.
HELEN C. CORBETT 
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS
On this fifth day of February A. 
D 1942 personally appeared the above 
named Helen C. Corbett and made 
oath that the above complaint by 
her signed is true
Before me. FRANK F HARDING,





On the foregoing complaint hear­
ing is ordered at the Municipal Court 
Room in Rockland in said County of 
Knox on the ninth day of March A. 
D. 1942. at ten o'clock A. M. and it 
ls further ordered that the parents of 
said child be notified of the petidency 
of these proceedings by publication 
of this complaint and order of Court 
thereon tn The Courier Gazette for 
three successive weeks, the date of 
last publication to be ten days, at 
least, before the date of hearing. And 
that the County Attorney of' said 
County, the State Department of 
Health and Welfare and the Muni­
cipal Board of Child Welfare of the 
Town / City of Rockland be given at 
least ten days' notice of said hearing 
by mailing to each of them an at­
tested copy of the within compla.iit 
and the order of the Court there jn, 
that they may then and there appear 
and be heard thereon.
FRANK F. HARDING, 
Recorder of the Rockland
Municipal Court.
A true copy of the complaint and 
the order of the court thereon.
Attest: Frank F. Harding 
17-6-23
Nat. Camel, Raccoon Collar, size 20, 58.00 42.50
Lt. Tweed, Raccoon Collar, size 14, 58.00 42.50
Brown, Fox Collar, size 20, 69.50 47.00
Black, Silver Fox Collar, size 20, 69.50 47.00
Brown, Lynx Collar, size 16, 79.50
Notice Regarding Deliveries: In view of thc tire situation wc 
ask you to co-operate by taking parcels with you when possible! 
No deliveries on sales under $1.00.
IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In­
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional 
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five 
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise­
ments which require the answ’ers to be sent to The Courier- 
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
LOST AND FOUND
CAT lost, last Friday: shaggy, yel­
low face. Notify 41 Willow St.. TEL. 
842 22*24
WANTED
MAN or woman wanted. Earn extra 
money in spare time. Well k'nown na­
tional organization is rearranging its 
collection staff and has openings for 
a resident collector in Rockland. 
Thomaston, Rockport and Camden on 
regular paying monthly accounts. Car 
helpful but not. essential. Fidelity 
Bond required. Write full particulars, 
elvtng references tn first letter. H. J. 
DAW. 428 Park Sq Bldg.. Boston. Mass.
23-lt-------------------------------------------------------- |
FURNISHED apartment of 4 or 5 j 
rooms, or small furnished house want- j 
ed. J. C. THOMAS, Personnel Mgr., 
Stewart & Williams, Inc., Tel 1044.
23*lt
OLD Sanders Union Fourth Reader 
wanted; school book ln 70's. E. H 
PHILBRICK. Philbrick Ave.. City.. Tel 
1188-M____________________________ 23*25
EXPERIENCED knitters wanted on 
dip nets. MRS CARRIE E. CLEMENTS. 
Dark Harbor. Tel. 108 4.__________22*27
GIRL wanted: 16 yrs. or over, to do 
general housework ln private family 
Care of children; $6 per week. Will 
pay fare. MRS CHARLES H. PREW. 
Prew's News Store. Foxboro. Mass
21-23
THREE or 4-room furnished apart­
ment wanted for couple. MRS. WEBB. 
Thorndike Hotel.__________________ 21*23
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 
cal'ed for and delivered. T. J. FLEM­
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 13-tf
EGGS AND CHICKS
DAY-old cockerels, for sale $5 per 
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360 
Broadway. 17 tf
WANT Good results with poultry? 
Get Clements "Maine-Bred’’ Reds. 
Rocks. Better quality at economical 
prices due to our 4-Farms Co-opera­
tion. Pullet chicks ln all breeds. Wrtte 
for free catalog now. CLEMENTS 
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33, Winter- 
port. Me.
Marshall of Guelph. Ont., two 
granddaughters, Mrs. Marion Wood 
of Millinockett and Mrs. Virginia 
Rubenstein of Rockland, and two 
great grandchildren.
Mrs. Marshall was tenderly cared 
for in her last illness by her three 
daughters.
IF YOU WANT 
A Weaker or 
Cheaper Bleach
—ADD 3 PARTS OF





On the market for 40 
years. Fall 32-onnce 
bottle. Accept no 
substitute.
TO LET
FARM to let. 75 acres, with butid 
ings. PHILIP U TOLMAN. Rockville
22*24
FURNISHED heated apartment to 
let. COPPER KETTLE 22 24
APARTMENT of 4 unfurnished rooms 
to let. with bath. Inquire at 12 Knox 
St . TEL. 156-W.___________________ 21-tf
STORAGE space to let; rates reason­
able. SMITH’S STORAGE HOUSF 
Tel. 644. 20 2">
HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated 
apartments, strictly modern, three 
rooms, bath, electric stoves and re­
frigerators. MRS JOSEPH DONDIS 
Tel. 38-M 69 Beech St. 14 tf
2 ROOM heated 
rooms, at $4 week 
Park St.. Tel. 330.
apt to let. and
FOSS HOUSE 77 
12-tf
HOUSE, muaern improvements and 
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH 
Tel. 396 M. Ocean Ave., Ineraham 
Hill. ____________________  16*21 tf
EXCELLENT heated 5 or 6-room 
apartment to let at 36 Pleasant St 
MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R 6-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St.. Tel 
579-W. FLORA COLLINS 15 tf
FOR SALE
SUPREME kitchen range for sale, 
also automatic electric cooker, uni­
versal ironer. electric toaster, electrn 
timer clock. 2-way portable radio oal: 
and porcelain ice boxes. Pl yin on 
car battery. TEI. 768-R City. 23*2>
HOT water radiator for sale. 17 sec­
tions. 36" high. MRS HELEN P 
KNOWLTON. 105 Limerock St 23-2.
ONE lot of ‘new furnaces, pipe and 
pipeless. Your size mav be among 
them P, A CLARKE. Tel. 1026 23*27
LARGE Guernsey new milch heifer 
and calf for sale. Call after 4 p m 
F K GARDNER. 204 Rankin St.. Tel 
1187-W. 22 24
ONE almost new white enamel elpc 
trie stove for sale, with grill, ovpn 
and broiler, second hand stoves and 
heaters, 2 electric refrigerators, plentv 
of new Kalamazoo stoves for immedi­
ate delivery, also heaters, washing 
machines, and furnace's, long credit 
terms on new merchandise. H B 
KALER. Washington. Tel. Wash 5 25 
_________ __________________________ 22U24
BUCKEYE brooder for sale, coal 
burning. 52-Inch canopy. TEL. Cam 
den 8314. 21*23
COWS fcr sale; also De Laval sep 
arator. and horse collar JAMES I 
McMANUS. Warren. Te! 5-6. 21 23
LIVE bait for sale?-H~H?CRIE. 328 
Main St., City. ____________ 15 tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut 
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10 25. J. B 
PAULSEN A SON, Tel 62. Thomaston
__ _______________ __________________ 15-tf
D <te H. hard coal, egg stove nut 
$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run 
of mine New River soft, not. screened 
$1025 ton del M B A C O PERRY 
519 Main St.. Tel. 487. 15-tf
MISCELLANEOUS
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock 
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders 
solicited. H. O RHODES Tel ,o ’ 
________________ ______________ 2-S-tf
TO whopi lt may concern. I will 
no longer be responsible for anv bills 
contracted by my wife Mrs. Blanche 
M Post GEORGE H POST, Waldo- 
boro. Feb. 13, 1942 *
ANDREW Reklla. Shoe Repairing 
Shop, 568 Main St., opposite Perry'- 
coal yard.________ 12-tf
LIGHT trucking, waste removal; 
sewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W
20*25
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I Newbert was hestees
-.. .‘it at a ‘ vanishing tea” 
.ne of Mrs. L. C. Smith
MAKING SUGARLESS CAKEXT,”*"* 'm'ps NORTH HAVEN
pns to the good. Albert Beverage returned Wed-
Once more it was "Link" San- nesday from Rockland where he has 
bom who paced the Ganders to a been serving on the Traverse Jury, 
win, his last string of 119 just i Harry Whitmore is home from 
Portland and is spending a few daysabout giving the Skippers the 
death stroke, and making Wym 
Guilford, who had a bad evening
The evil eye was beaming bright­
ly on Postmaster Drew, Jonah 
Drew to his team mates) Monday of touKh breaks, turn green with 
night, and as he shifted over to eriVy-ike end tea were. — . ...... ... W.V1 w ,
, , were Mrs. Eva; the -kippers side once more, they Scotty Littlefield and Gene Hail last week mak 
M ”Elizabeth Pease and were the boys who took another were back the lineup, with 
Glidden. j drubbing. According to the records Scotty having all the best of the
Thomas has returned i this ls the steenth time that the , arSument, for Gene’s "magnetic
kr. J .utli relatives in East-
uti nity and Improve- 
u t iccently with Mrs
;”i; rs 4-H Club met 
t at the heme of the 
Anne Carver. The 
r.i. de muffins and re- 
were scrvPd: Those
M a Rcbinson, Irene
PM. has changed over and the 
steenth time he has had to ante 
up for the privilege.
Although the P.M. did not do 
so badly himself, hard luck still 
dogged the Skippers, and the Gan-
Mrs. Leroy Ames, Mrs. Gecrge, 
Moulton, Mrs. Ivan Calderwood,! 
Mrs. Agnes Smalley and Miss Bar- ! 
bara Webster.
t , v. i Eubertus Andrews went Fiiday ton Ji ..men, Jean Jchn- nn..ni, -__x Ji tsoacon for employment 
. White, Marion Phil- vrr,. T „Mrs. Lucille Carver gave a van- 
ired Philbrook, Ruth too t„ d »<.i ^hmg tea Tuesday afternocn at her
1 „ arVCr’ Normajhome on Carver street. Crab nrw- 
: n. :■ Gray and Jane kburg. cakes and tea were served.
.......... J Guests invited were Mrs. Mayreturned Wednesday T„„,_r ,_ , Lawry, Mrs. Maude Arey and Mrs
Lucy Hopkins.
Horace Colburn of Gai diner was 
in town Thursday cn a business 
trip.
;i to Portland.,
Mrs Rupert Howard of 
nr guests recently at I 
‘ Mr and Mrs. Forrest I
:!tnn. Jr. returned Parker-Skoog
Belcw is a reprint frem the Wor- 
dav ' visit with Mrs.! cester Gasette. The bride ts a for- 
• ie home of Mrs. Agnes mer Vinalhaven girl and has many 
friends here.
<’. Baglej entertained ‘ Whitinsville, Feb. 14—Miss Gloria 
, vanishing tea. oup- W. Skoog, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
. : and a pleasant social/Fritz Skoog. 819 Providence street, 
d Those present were and Angus A. Parker. Jr., son of Mr. 
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i.ickle down your ihroat—
I ; ie irritated membranes 
mu". ~ blessed relief where you
it, when you want it.
•0 THIS TONIGHT — Rub throat, 
’with V.ipoRub. Its long con- 
1 puultiee-and-vapor action 
is phlegm, relieves irritation.




; at 4 o’clock in the Prcsbyt 'rian 
Church parsonage. Rev. Orville J. 
Fleming, pastor, officiated. The 
double ring service was used
I "The bride was given in mirr’.ige 
1by her father, and John Wall, 
I Brooklyn, N. Y., served as best man, 
j Miss Elsie Parker, sister of the 
j bridegroom was maid of honor, a 
'reception followed the ceremony at 
ithe home of the bridegroom.
“After a honeymoon 'rip by tnc- 
i tor to Maine, the couple will re- 
I side heie. Mr. Parker is a former 
■Northbridge High School basenail
Spareribs Are Nutritious
with his daughter, Mrs. Ernest 
Demmons.
The large horse chestnut trees on 
the parsonage lawn were removed 
ng a great change m 
the appearance of the preperty.
It is with much regret that resi­
dents here learned of the sudden 
death of Arthur E. Martell of New­
tonville, Mass., which occurred 
while waiting in a dentist parlor of 
that place. Mr. Martell had been a 
leng-time Summer resident of this 
town where he had been held in 
high respect by all who knew him.
The Penobscot Association of Con- 
gregational-Christian Churches and 
Ministers w 11 meet Feb. 27 in the 
All Souls Church, Bangor, to con­
duct ordination services for Albion 
Beverage. Among those invited 
from outside the Association are 
Rev. Henry F. Huse of Springvale, 
and Rev. John Crocker of Groton,
ball" lost its ground connection 
and kept going off on a tangent.
Libby, who was high man last 
week, went from the sublime to 
the riduculous, as he escaped be­
ing lew man cnly by virtue ci 
beating out Gene Hall for the cel­
lar position.
Everybody in the two teams has 
his mouths all puckered up for 
the big society event scheduled 
for Feb. 24. when the bowlers en­
tertain their ladies with a "Ladies 
Night” and supper and whisper 
honeyed words and tall tales of 
what they have done to the other
side, in the shell like ears of the i Mass. Mr. Beverage is well known 
here, having been a resident, as wellfair sex. Captain Grimes has 
gene overboard in his efforts to 
make the evening one of the out­
standing sccial events of the year, 
and it is rumored the decorations 
alone will be worth a kings ran­
som. Gene Hall h2S sent his dress 
suit to the laundry to be slicked 
up for the occasion, it being the 
first time Gene has worn it since 
he was married. Captain Grimes 
has shed his rubber boots for a 
pair of dancing slippers and if 
there is any rug cutting dene, he 
is going to be in there doing his 
prettiest.
All in all it looks as if the bowl­
ers wculd have to sw’ap their chew-
as spending vacations here. Con­
gratulations are extended by his 
many friends.
Among those who have enter­
tained at Pyramid Teas recently are 
Mrs. V L. Beverage, Miss Faustina
THERE’S considerable nourishment in a low-cost “one-dish” sparerib meal cooked with mixed vegetables. So try this over a top burner on your gas range: 2 lbs. spareribs, 1 clove garlic (optional), 1 medium onion, 
chopped, 2 teaspoons salt, pepper, 1 No. 2% can kidney beans, *4 cup 
diced celery, 1 can condensed vegetable soup. Cut spareribs into serving 
pieces and place with other ingredients in a kettle. Cover tightly and cook 
slowly V/t hours with burner turned to simmer. Serves 6.
shown. Those who tcok part in 
these meetings were the choir, un­
der leadership of Mrs. Roger Ray­
mond; singing, by the Junior Boys’
,C’.ub; singing bv the Pioneer Boys’
Duncan. Mrs. Clarence Stone, Mis. | club; singing by the y fQr victory 
Elmer Hopkins, Miss Hcpe Amies and Gii.,s. club; solo by Misg Elainf
Gillis; duet, by Mrs. Frank Samp­
son and Roger Raymond; duet, h1 
Donald Stone and Burtis Brown 
violin solo, by Miss Grace Beverage 
duet, by Mr. and Mrs. Roger Raj-
Mrs. Harry Baird
Mr and Mrs. H. T. Crockett and 
MLss Myrtle Greenlaw were supper 
guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur Emerson.
Pvt. Phillips Brown Jr., address 
is Battery 1, 9th Co., Fort Ruchman, 
Nahant. Mass.
Miss Alice Brown returned Thurs-
ing tobacco for egarette smoke, ' day from Camden where she has 
and see to it that Aeir language is been employed.
very gentlemanly and refined, for j Arthur Webster of Camden was
if thej’ began to talk the regular 
bowlers language some of the 
ladies might not know what it was 
all about.
Ganders—Sanborn 3C9- Littlefield 
264, Grimes 263. Libby 238, Goose 
264, total 1328.
Skippers—“J." Drew 271,
223, Peterson 267, Haskell 
Guilford 249, total 1285.
recent guest of Frank Beverage. 
Mrs. George Quinn is spending 1
the week-end in Rockland and . 
Thomaston.
Baptist services will be held Sun- | 
day morning by the pastor, sermon
Hall
275,
to be "A Progressive Principle.” 
Sunday school convenes at 10 
o'clock; Christian Endeavor at 6.30, 
and the evening song service at 7.30.
------------------ ! topic to be “The Great Refusal.”
If you have a metal necklace The special revival services, heid
star and after graduatic l played in that causes dark spots on your Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
i the Florida East Coast League and pastel dresses, try coating the with Rev. Samuel Johnson, Sr., of 
last Spring trained with the New back with colorless nail polish. Al- New Jersey as guest speaker were 





pfew tvciF is of the?
most effectual ways ot preserving peace .
When George Washington spoke 
these words the world was a much 
smaller place. Transportation and 
communication facilities were sue 
that it took considerably longer for 
anything to happen than it does today.
But there are certain thoughts that 
were as true then as they are now. 
This "preparation for war for the pr«- 
ervation of peace
99
That is why the United States is hurry­
ing to make itself the strongest nation 
on earth.
Your newspaper plays an important 
part in the preservation of peace by 
keeping its readers informed of their 
country’s progress in preparation of 
war. Under the freedom guaranteed it 
in the Constitution, the American Press 
fearlessly voices the sentiments of the 
American people.is one of them.
She AMERICAN PRESS DEMANDS 
She WORLD’S GREATEST AIR FORCE
Here Are Three Recipes Which 
Shew How Trick Can 
Be Turned
mond; solos, by Rev. Mr. Johnsto: 
and John Beverage. The second c 
th s series of meetings will be hel 
within two months, with Rev. Doug 
las Johnston of Everett, Mas.' 
speaker.
A NORTH HAVEN QUERY
North Haven, Feb 17. 
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
I have often seen in your 
paper where old magazines, old 
pasteboard cartons, and such things 
were collected by the Boy Sccuts. 
■lere on the island we haven't any 
Boy Scouts, but I am quite sure 
here are quite a few people who 
iave empty cartons, old papers and 
nagazines that they would like to 
et rid cf. I have some and also a 
irge amount of tin cans all clean 
nd I have an old car body that I 
ould gladly give if any one wanted 
for scrap metal. Do you know
ho wculd want such things?
Mrs. H. C. Parsons
By ABNER GORDON
ALTHOUGH plaster is commonly styled w-ith paint, troubles con­
tinue to develop due to structural de­
ficiencies and the inadvised selection 
of paint.
Fresh plaster should be left ex­
posed for several months before 
painting, or seasoned “artificially,” 
when time is pressing, with a zinc 
sulphate wash, to neutralize the 
soluble alkalis which impede dry­
ing and bleach colors, inevitably 
“burning” through to destroy the 
decorative finish.
Cleanliness and economy require 
that the paint selected be highly 
resistant to wear and discoloration. 
This is the reason why white lead 
paint is the choice where mainte­
nance costs are the primary consid­
eration. Pure white lead and oil is 
impervious to the action of dirt, 
grease, ink and the like, any stains 
which may result being readily re­
moved by simple washing with soap 
and water.
For security as to paint quality 
and consequent durability, apply a 
priming coat of 3 parts (by volume) 
soft paste white lead and 4 parts 
lead mixing oil or lead reducing oil. 
Follow with two coats of equal parts 
of the above ingredients tinted as 
desired with colors-in-oil. This treat­
ment dries out to that dull, velvet­
like finish ever in demand on in­
teriors. The white lead and lead 
mixing oil or lead reducing oil com­
bination will never chip or crack, 
making repainting necessary only 
when redecoration is desired.
Q: Barring the use of curtains, 
how can a long room be divided 
without installing a permanent parti­
tion?
A: A folding partition should solve 
your problem. Accordion doors 
which run on tracks mounted in 
metal frames are available in several 
models. See your local dealer in 
building products.
MONHEGAN
Philip Gregory of Boothbf 
Harbor, was brought Sunday to tl 
Island in the Sunbeam II, to a 
tend George Smith Sr., who is sei 
ously ill. Mr. Smith’s son Georp 
also came over to stay with h 
father during his illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Day r 
cently spent a few days in Thor, 
aston visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stanley ha’ 
returned heme, the former havil 
spent six weeks in Thomastcn r 
cover ng from a serious illness.
Sherman Stanley and Geor 
J Green, students of Thomastcn Hit 
School, came home last Saturday 
help harvest ice, 225 tens of whit 
were stowed in the building. Othei 
helping were: Dwight Stanley, Vim 
Foss, Sr., Maynard Orne. Oscar Bur 
ton, "Bill” Orne, Gecrge Leonnar 
"Tom” Orne, and Douglas Odon 
who w th his uncle Gecrge Leor 
nard came from Massachusetts—th 
former staying over the week-en 
to oversee the work. The ice w< 
from 10 to 14 inches thick, an 
clear.
Douglas Odom, returned Sunda 
to Quincy. The mail boat came ovr 
frem Port Clyde, taking Mr. Odo; 
to the mainland.
Owing to stormy weather Tuesda 
there was no mail serv ce—the boa 
came Wednesday morning instead
Miss Elva Brackett went Wednes 
day cn a two weeks vacation. Mis 
Charlotte Stanley is caring for th 
office during Miss Brackett's ab 
sence.
George Leonnard returned horn 
Wednesday.
Alfred Stanley ha.s returned fron 
a v sit on the mainland.
Manville Davis and Dwight Stan 
ley went recently to Port Clyde witl 
a trip of lobsters.
Earl Field and Adolph Steven 
have been busy repairing the rud 
der on Mr. Field's boat, which wa- 
lost while lobstering.
Dr WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller an- 
>unce the engagement of their 
ler daughter Dorothy Keller to 
ivid Hamalainen, son of Mr. and 
rs. Martin Hamalainen Sr. Miss 
eller is a graduate of Rockport 
igh School, class of 1941 and is 
-w a student at Knox Hospital 
hool of Nursing. Mr. Hamalainen 
is a fine position in the welding 
-partment of the South Portland 
lipbuilding Ccrp.
Miss Viola Plowman of Searboro 
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Goldie
■>llins during her school vacation. 
Schools closed Friday for one 
eek.
Miss Arlene Keller was overnight 
lest Wednesday of Miss Carolee 
Zilson in Rockport.
There was no school Tuesday be- 
ause of the storm.
Members of the Home Nursing 
lass are much interested in the 
lurse. Classes are being conduct- 
1 at the church vestry each Tues- 
ay and Thursday from 7 to 9. Mrs. 
lurray of Oamden is the instructor, 
lembers taking the course are: 
trs. Henry Keller, Mrs. Harvey 
unden, Mrs. George Starr, Mrs. 
•erley Merrifield. Mrs. Elmer Mer- 
’field. Mrs. Leman Oxton, Mrs 
"arl Tolman, Mrs. Percy Clark.
Mrs. Margaret Andrews, Miss Caro- 
vn Andrews, Miss Eila Hurme, Mrs. 
’.alph Thorndike, Mrs.| Charles 
Vocdcock. Mrs. Elmer Starr and 
Irs. Robert Heald.
DESPISE NOT THE TOAD
Despise not the humble, homely 
tcad. He may not be able to charm 
your ear like a hermit thrush, or 
please your eye like a bluebird, but 
he’s more useful than either when 
it ccmes tc destroying insect ene­
mies. He’s right down cn the 
ground, where seme cf the wickedest 
insects are, and he's on the job in 
the dusky hours when songbirds are 
fast asleep. Before the meeting of 
the Ecological Society cf America, 
Charles C. Smith, of Mcnroe, La., 
and Dr. Arthur N. Bragg, of the 
University of Oklahoma, reported 
their study of the highly beneficial 
fcod habits of several different spe­
cies cf toads. They have enormous 
appetites, thcugh the time-honored 
notion that a toad must fill its 
stomach four times a day seems 
doubtful. Digestion in fact, is 
rather slow. Favored foods include 
grasshoppers, chinchbugs, cutworms, 
leaf-beetles. Toads, it appears, are 
not specialists. Big toads go espe­
cially for big insects, little tcaas for 
little ones. But they’re not fussy 
about kinds and varieties. Anything 
that crawls on multiple legs is fair 
game fcr a toad.
Just because sugar isn’t as plen­
tiful as it has been is no reason 
.cr ignoring the oven and forsak­
ing cake-baking—many cakes owe 
their fame to syrup or molasses in 
place of the kind of sugar you put 
in your coffee!
If you're conserving sugar and 
want a cake that will stay moist 
and fresh with a lighter, thinner 
crust, try either cr all of these 
three sugarless cakes that have 
been tried and tested at the Rum­
ford Kitchens with the receipes 
given below:
Spicy Molasses Cake — 2'i cups 
sifted all-purpose flour. 3 tea­
spoons Rumford baking powder, Vi 
teaspoon salt, 1 teaspoon cinna­
mon, 'a teaspoon mace, L teaspoon 
cloves, Va cup shortening, 2 eggs.
1 1-3 cups molasses, % cup milk.
Sift together flour, baking pow­
der, salt and spices. Cream short­
ening; add unbeaten egg. one at 
a time, stirring- well after each 
addition. S'.ir in molasses and 
blend. Add sifted dry ingredients 
alternately with milk, stirring 
well after each addition. Bake in
2 greased 9-inch layer cake pans in 
a moderate oven (375 deg. F.) 25 
to 30 minutes. Cool and Host.
Cambridge Gingerbread—1-3 cup 
shortening. 2-3 cup boiling water, 
1 cup molasses, 1 egg, well-beaten, 
2fi cups sifted flour, 3 teaspoons 
Rumford baking powder, 1 tea­
spoon soda, Vi teaspoon cinnamon. 
1 teaspoon ginger. Vi teaspoon 
greund cloves.
Melt shortening in hot ivater. 
Add molasses and well beaten egg. 
Sift together flour, baking powder, 
soda, salt and spices. Stir into 
first mixture, blending well. Bake 
in a greased shallow square pan 
in a moderate oven <350 deg. F ) 
35 to 40 minutes.
Economy Cake—Vi cup shorten­
ing, 1 cup corn syrup, 1 egg, 2 cups 
sifted flour. 3 teaspoons Rumford 
baking powder, V, teaspoon salt, 
•li cup milk. 1 teaspoon vanilla.
Cream shortening; add corn 
syrup and beat until blended. Beat 
in egg. Sift together flour, bak­
ing powder ar.d salt. Add alter­
nately with milk to creamed mix­
ture. Stir in vanilla. Bake in 2 
greased 8-inch layer cake pans in 
a moderate oven <375 deg. F.) for 
25 minutes. Frost as desired.
TAKING UP “SLACKS”
Will They Replace Skirts?—Be Care­
ful IIow You Answer
FRIENDSHIP
Rev. Henry VanDeman of th, 
Methodist Church and Rev. Victoi 
Osborne of the Advent Christiar 
Church are cooperating with the 
evangelist, Rev. William Turkington 
in special meetings at Ray Win- 
chenpaw’s hall each night at 7.30.
Sunday there will be a service 
at 3 and then in the evening at 7.30. 
Rev. Turkington is a cornetist, sing­







Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston­
ington, isle an Haut, Swans’ 
Island and Frenchboro 
Effective Sept. 16, 1941 
Eastern Standard Time
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE 






5.30 Lt. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington, Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven, Ar. 2.45
9.45 Ar. Rockland, Lv. 1J0
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WASHINGTON
William Jackson of South Pcrt- 
rnd and Harold Nash of Hallowell 
alied Sunday on Katy Kennedy. 
Owen Wellman of South Portland 
lsited Wedneeday with his parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith cf 
■^eadfield and Wilfrid Turner of 
’’ortland visited their parents this 
week.
Philip Withee, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Withee, sustained a 
iroken leg in a sliding accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Tilson and Miss 
^uey Hallowell of Augusta passed 
ast week-end with their parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hibbert and 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hallowell.
Bernard Hallowell Jr. motored to 
Portland this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner 
and children Vincent and Phyllis 
were visitors Sunday at Mr. and 
Mrs. Alton Wellman’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weaver and 
children were at Mrs. Maud Hib­
berts last week-end..
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hibbert visi­
ted friends Sunday at The Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman of 
South Crina, were guests Monday of 
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Lester Moore, Cleo Bartlett and 
Alton Welhnan were in Thorndike 
on business recently.
Mrs. Lottie Bowman was taken 
seriously ill last Saturday and 
rushed to the Augusta General 
Hospital.
Mrs. Amelia Babb is visiting 
friends in Waterville.
ROCKVILLE
The Rockville fire department 
handled a bad chimney fire at the 
home of Mrs. Percie Fiske last Sat­
urday afternocn. No damage was 
done.
Lucille, daughter of Albert Quinn 
Ls residing with Mr. Quinn's parents 
in North Haven.
Rev. Philip Tolman of New Har­
bor was in the village Thursday. 
Mrs. Tolman is in St. Petersburg. 
Fla., for the remainder of the Win­
ter.
Andrew Marshall and family were 
left homeless Thursday afternoon 
when fire caused total loss to the 
house on South street, where they 
were residing. Very little was saved.
Nancy Bost has the measles.
Miss Castera Cushman died Feb 
13 after being in ill health fcr 
some time. Funeral services were 
held at Burpee Funerql Heme Sun­
day afternocn with burial in Rock­
ville Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Anderson 
of Thomastcn called Tuesday on 
Mrs. Annie Rckes at the home of 
Mrs. E. H. Perry.
The wearing of slacks by women
! may or may not have come to stay, 
but obviously the divided garments 
are being worn in considerable num­
bers bv wcmen in war work, by high­
school girls, by vacationists, and by 
house-wives who find them comfort­
able and ccnvenient.
The propriety of this garb has be­
come an issue in certain American 
l communities. Challenged to get 
200 signatures, favering permission 
to wear slacks to classes, girls of 
Flushing, New York, High School 
came back with 500. Many young 
ladies, training as air-raid wardens 
or in other defense activities which 
involve a bit of climbing arcund. 
have come to the conclusion that 
'slacks are mere practical thanI skirts.
1 As for esthetics of the situation, 
let him who values not his head 
venture an opinion. It is averred 
j that competent design and tailoring 
can even made slacks attractive. 
The probabilities are that wcmen, 
sensibly, will wear the kind of 
clothes best suited to their tasks. 
This should toe their privilege. Yet 
i it is not likely that slacks will en­
tirely replace skirts. Good taste is 
partly a matter of custom. More­
over, the feminine instinct fcr 
adornment, exemplified on occasion 
in swishing taffeta, does not easily 
become a casualty of war.—Chris­
tian Science Monitor.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work 
Wondersl
MBHi
Unless you are using the enamel 
broiler fcr cooking, it should be re­
moved when the oven is being used 
for baking or roasting. The con­
stant heat on the empty pan will in 
time affect the enamel.
REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR
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The public card party, planned 
as the second in a series being held
The Chamber of Commerce an­
nounces that the stores will cele-
tinder the auspices of the Star | brate Washington's Birthday by 
Circle, has been postponed *rom|closing Monday A calendar of 
next Tuesday night to March 2 be- | }10ijday dosings has been prepared
cause of the Red Cross Motor Corps 
card party at the Knox Hotel next 
Tuesday.
for distribution among the mer­
chants.
The property on the corner of
The Baptist Junior Choir Ls hav- : Cobb road gnd Mechanic street 
ing a social Tuesday night at the J owned fey Relen Dean and Naoma 
Church. Parents are invited. Mayhew, has been sold this week
Tlie monthly public supper served .Q CieVdand Whittier of Rockport, 
by the Friendly Circle will be held Mrs Qeorge Hurd of Ash Point, 
Tuesday at the Federated vestry| returned home Thursday after 
with Mrs. Warren Knights, Mrs. yjsmng at the home of her sister, 
Stephen Lavender and Mrs. Clay- Mrg Charles Atkins who has been 
ton Staples in charge. il; and has recOvered.
Mrs. Georgie Thornd ke Ls chair- Mr. and Mrs. William Hobbs of 
man of the supper Wednesday at Antiantic, Mass, are in town, called 
the Baptist Church. The Ladies' by the death of his father, J. Cros- 
Circle will meet in the afternoon by Hobbs. Miss Nancy, who has 
preceding the supper and there been spending the week there, re­
will be a musical program under turned with them.
the direction of Mrs. Grace Strout Miss Grace Russell. R. N. at the 
in the evening. Baker Memorial Hospital in Bos-
Mrs. Frank Buzynski returned ton, is spending a few days in 
Tuesday to her home in Portand town.
after a brief visit with her mother, 
Mrs. Francis Tillson. She was ac-
Members of the Moody Club will 
enjoy a social afternoon at the
cornpanied by her brother, George home of Mrs. Ruth Elmore.
Tillson, who will visit her through 
the school vacation.
Seaside Chapter, O.E.S. will ob­
serve past matrons’ and patrons’
The Pathfinders meet Tuesday at ■ birthday night. Monday. Past offi- 
t.he church for a business meeting cers will employ the work. Sup­
per will be served at C.30 o’clock.
The Legion Auxiliary will hold 
its weekly sewing circle at the
at 2 o'clock followed by a party.
There was a goodly attendance 
at the showing of the air raid pic­
tures Thursday at Watts hall. Pic­
tures shown included "Put Out That 
F.re”, "Briton On Guard", "War 
and Order", "Women in Wartime’’ 
and "Britain Invaded’’.
Mr.1 Elmer R. Biggers was hos­
tess lo the Thursday Club with two 
tables in pla.v. Prizes were award­
ed Mis. Donal K. Thompson and 
Mrs. Warren Knighsubstitutes, 
anti Mrs. Charles Smith. Mrs. 
Oscar Crie will entertain the club 
in two weeks.
Mrs. Rose Robinson went yes­
terday to Portland for the day and 
cn return was accompanied by her 
daughter, Miss Edna Robinson, 
who is spending the week-end 
with her.
The qu rterly meeting of the 
Lincoln Baptist Association will be 
held all day Monday in Warren.
Miss Barbara Batchelder, pro­
prietress of the Empress Beauty 
Salon, is confined to tiie home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl 
With measles.
The Red Cross Motor Corps is 
sponsoring a public card party at 
the Knox Hotel Tuesday night at 
7.30. the money to be used to buy 
equipment.
Beta Alpha meets Monday night 
at Miss Christine Moore's.
Capt. and Mrs. Earle Starrett 
and Mrs. E. P. Starrett are spend­
ing several days in Boston.
In the Churches
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass 
at 9 a. m.
St. John’s Church, at 9 a. m. 
Holy Eucharist. St.
Rooms Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
The Elm Street Reading Club 
will meet Monday night at the 
home of Mrs. Inez Wood.
Community Hospital: Surgical 
patients are: Mrs. Jay Moody; Mal­
colm Phillips: Floyd Robinson and 
Mrs. Howard Small. A daughter 
was born Feb. 17 to Mr. and Mrs. 
Benjamin Mitchell of Appleton. A 
son was born Feb. 18 to Mi*. and 
Mrs. Lendall Merrill of Glen Cove.
Pvt. Henry Manning, of Camp 
Shelby, Miss, spent the week-end 
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lawrence Manning.
Lt. Dora Packard. Second Lt., 
Doris Lankton, Betty Plaisted, 
Ethel Anderson of Camden and 
Helen Coltart of Rockland, at­
tended the State meeting of the 
Motor Corps Wednesday at the 
Bangor Public Library.
Benjamin Johnson, son of Mr. 
and Mrs? Donald Johnson, has re­
will be a combination of the Ep­
worth League and regular evening 
services the topic to be “Episco­
palian Hymns and Hymn Writers.”
Baptist Church. Sunday School
at 9.45. worship at 11
sermon topic for the
“Facing the Foe” and




Choir, Choristers and Senior Choir. 
They will sing "The Land of Our 
Hearts," by Chadwick, and “My 
Faith in Thee,” by O’Hara. MLss:s 
Beverly Kirkpatrick, pianist and
Gecrge's Phyllis Kalloch organist will ac- 
Church. Long Cove, at 10 a. nr. j company the singers in the last 
Holy Eucharist. 1 named anthem. At 6 o’clock Miss
Federated Church. Sunday School Kalloch is the leader of the C. E. 
a! 9.45, worship at 11. Ths sermon 1 meeting, lhe topic to be “Say What 
is entitled "Keeping First Things j You Mean.” A patriotic service will 
First." The anthem for the morn- be held at 7 o’clock with a program 
ing is "Behold. God is My Salva- I on Washington and Lincoln and 
ticn,” Peterson. At 7 o'clock there ' special music by a male quartet'
PARK THEATRE 
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
’ tered the Army and is stationed
at Fort Knox, Ky.
Learning Map Reading
Twenty-three were present at a 
meeting of the Motor Corps held 
Tuesday at the Selectmen's efflee. 
A course in map reading was con­
ducted by Mrs. Doris Lankton. This 
consisted of a lecture on the types 
of maps, instructions on proper 
reading, planning routes, etc., fol­
lowed by general discussion and 
problems.
After this was completed Lieut. 
Dora Packard took charge of the 
meeting explaining in detail the 
necessity of having another officer 
to assist in the duties of the 
J Corps. This officer to be a Second 
Lieutenant. Several members were 
nominated and voted upon, the 
election going to Mrs. Doris Lank­
ton.
The next meeting will be, Feb. 
24, at 7.15 at the Opera House. 
Further instruction in stretcher 
work and drill will be taken up. 
All members are urged to be 
present.
Mrs. Vira Conary
Mrs. Vira Conary, wife of Les­
lie M. Conary Pearl street, died 
at her home Saturday morning at 
the age of 61 years. Mrs. Conary 
was born in Sunshine, daughter of 
John and Sylvia Conary.
She is survived by her husband, 
three children: Mrs. Dorothea 
Thompson, Camden, Clifton Con­
ary of Augusta and Minot Conary 
of Camden; two sisters: Mrs. Daisy 
Conary of Sunshine, and Mrs. Cal­
vin Stinson of Stonington; two 
brothers: Capt. Herman Conary of 
Searsport and Edward Conary of 
Florida; and two granddaughters: 
Rhea Conary and Shirley Mae 
Thompson.
Funeral services were conducted 
Monday from the residence with 
Rev. C Vaughn Overman of Rock­
port officiating. Burial was at 
Sunshine.
Fred W. Cassens
Funeral services were held 
Thursday for Fred W. Cassens at 
the Good funeral home, with Rev. 
Kenneth Cassens, nephew of the 
deceased, officiating.
Mr. Cassens was born in Sun­
shine, 68 years ago and for the 
past 30 years, had been a resident 
of this town working as a photo­
graphic salesman. He was a mem­
ber of the Megunticook Grange 
and Masonic oodies.
He is survived by his wife, Al- 
faretta; two brothers, Rudolph H 
of Belfast and G. Carl Cassens of 
Rockland: two half-sisters, Mrs 
Harold Lakeman of Alston, Mass., 
and Mrs. Nellie Norris of Somer­
ville, Mass.
Church Notes
It was announced from the Bap­
tist pulpit Sunday, that Rev. Mel­
vin Door, Jr. of Morrill has ac­
cepted the call to come here as pas­
tor and v,ill preach his first sermtn 
March 15. Rtv. Sidney E. Pack­
ard wil! supply the pulpit Sunday 
at 11 o'clock. Anthems will be sung 
by the Young People’s choir un­
der the direction of Mrs. John 
Tibbetts. Church school will con­
vene at 9.45. The Union World 
Day of Prayer service was held 
Thursday with the Methodist 
Church. The Ladies Circle will 
meet at the church parlors Wed­
nesday at 2 o'clock.
MethodLst worship Sunday will 
be at 10.30 o’clock with sermon by 
the pastor, subject “The Out-Law.” 
Music will be under the direction 
of Mrs. Alfred Wilman. Church 
school and Bible classes meet at 
11.45, Mrs. Stella McRae, superin­
tendent. Happy Hour Service will 
be at 7, song service with talk by 
the pastor, subject "The Pilgrim 
Character "; solo by Miss Minetta 
Johnson. Church Nigjht service 
will be held in the vestry, Thurs­
day at 7. Choir rehearsal will be 
Friday night. The Ladies Aid So­
ciety will serve a public Washing­
ton’s Birthday supper in the ves­
try. Saturday from 5.30 o’clock to 
7. The Society will meet Wednes­
day at 2 o'clock, with Mrs. Weston 
P. Holpian at the parsonage. The 
women will sew for the Red Cross.
Strand Theatre Midnite Show at 11 Tonite 
I Also Showing Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
Fun fcresome—Bob Hope, Vera Zorina, Victor Moe re and Irene Bordoni are four of the leading merry­
makers of the gay, tuneful comedy, “Louisiana Purchase.” Produced in Technicolor by Buddy DeSyiya for 
Paramount, tin- extravaganza features hit tunes by Irv.ng Berlin, those dazzling damsels called the “Louisiana 
laivelies" and typical Bob Hope hilarities. Irving Cummings directed.
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Dennis O'Keefa ai|d Carole Lan­
dis provide the romantic heart in­
terest in Hal Roach's mystery- 
comedy, "Topper Returns ’.
The cast of "Topper Returns" is
headed by such Hollywood lumin­
aries as Joan Blondell, Roland 
Young. Carole Landis. Billie Burke, 
Dennis O’Keefe, Patsy Kelly. Ed­
die fRochester) Anderson.
In "Topper Returns,” Cosmo 
Topper again manifests his some­
times embarrassing fascination for 
ghosts, and the lovely, shapely 
| spirit which haunts him this time 
is Joan Blondell as the unearthly 
Gail Richards.
All movie fans will be interested 
to know that President Roosevelt s 
broadcast Monday evening can be 
heard at the Park Theatre during 
the show. Remember every Friday 
i evening is Country Store. Grand 
prize drawing of a radio Friday 
, March 6.
The Orient Alleys
Athletics—D. Thompson 323 J. 
Thompson 405. Adams 489. Roes 
484. Lynch 515. total 2276.
Dodgers — O'Connell 514. B. 
Smalley 512. Cock 413, Hastings 
433, Stetson 465, total 2337.
Tigers—Hubbard 415. A. Elliot 
419. Marks 482. Strout 508 Ander­
son 477, total 2301.
Indians <— Hall 428. McFarland 
439, Vinal 452, Stone 5C9. Robbins 
398. total 2217.
Pirates—Young 248, Ingalls 208, 
Chesley 256, Vinal 286. total 998.
Bruins—Jack 165. Chase 239, La­
chance 234. Smalley 271, total 909.
Nat’s Bats — Nat 235, Charlotte 
248-. Marie 202. Mildred 206. Polly 
231. total 1122.
Ben’s Bums—Beverly 202. Glen­
ice 228. Ruth 183. Barbara 206, 
Maggie 204. total 1023
Hot milk added a little at a time 
while mashing potatoes will make 
them light and fluffy. Heat, do not 
boil the milk.
"Sandy" Graffam, son of Mr. and 
■ Mrs. E. Maynard Graffam, observed 
1 his second birthday anniversary 
j Thursday by entertaining a group 
, of young friends in the afternoon.
' Those present were Marieta Erick­
son. Stuart and Clement Farnham, 
i Kenneth Wentworth, Jr.. Billy and 
I Ann Ingraham. Sandal and John 
Erickson, Henry Eckman and Car- 
roll Merrill, Jr. of Rockland. They 
were joined after school by Carolyn 
and Doris Richards, Arlene Dau­
cett, Junior and Billy Lermond. 
Marvin Welt, Helen Young, Elea­
nor and Edward Auspland. Jr. The 
hours were spent in a lively man­
ner. In the center of the refresh­
ment table were two attractively 
decorated birthday cakes, and ani­
mal favors were at each place.
Sandy received many nice gifts.
Plans are in the making for an­
other Home Nursing Course to 
start in the near future. Anyone 
desiring to enter is asked to com­
municate with Mrs. •May Spear oi 
Mrs. Hazel Cain. Members of the 
present Home Nursing Classes are 
finding the lessons very helpful and 
interesting under the efficient in­
structors, Mrs. Mildred Philbrook 
and Mrs. Sara Pendleton.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will 
meet Wednesday at the home of 
Mrs. Christie Whitney.
Kenneth Wentworth has em­
ployment in Portland. During his 
absence Mrs. Wentworth and son 
Kenneth, are with her parents Mr. 
and Mrs. George Bowden in 
Camden.
Frederick F. Richards, Chief Air 
Raid Warden announces that 
meetings of his wardens are held 
every Thursday night at Firemen’s 
hall and every Sunday afternoon 
at High School Building for in­
struction.
Mrs. Harold Spear returned 
Thursday from Cambridge, Mass. ' 
where she had been visiting Mrs. ' 
L. True Spear, Sr. and Mrs. Thalice 
Goodridge, for 10 days.
Mrs. Georgia Rhodes will enter­
tain the Trytohelp Club Monday 
night at her home on Camden ' 
road. Mrs. Mae Butler will be co­
hostess.
The Gribbel house on Meadow 
street, formerly the Nathan Ross 
property, was entirely destroyed 
Thursday as the result of a bad 
chimney fire, and the occupants, 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Marshall and 
children, a family of eight. lost 
their entire belongings. They were 
cared for overnight at the horn? ' 
of First Selectman Arthur K. , 
Walker, who is now rendering val­
uable assistance in securing a new 
location and household furnishings 
for them. The Rockport Fire De- I
partment responded promptly to 
the alarm and did excellent work 
in fighting the lire.
Church Notes
At the Baptist Church worship 
will be at 11; sermon-subject, 
"Looking toward the Risen Lord”; 
Church School meets at 12; Young 
People’s service at 6; evening serv­
ice at 7; with observance of the 
Lord's Supper.
Layman’s Day will be observed 
at the Methodist Church Sunday 
with brief addresses by Ernest F. 
Crockett, Earle Achorn and Ro­
land Richards at the morning serv­
ice and in the evening at 7 there 
will be two reels of motion pictures 
at the High School auditorium to 
which all are invited. The picture 
“Deliver Us from Evil” is the true 
life story of a homeless bey in a 
great city who attempted to steal 
the ice cream from a city mission 
and was caught and has served 
the boys of the same section for 
more than 25 years. "Manuel” is 
the life story of a Mexican lad who
heard of a school and found his 
way to it. This is a story of ro­
mance and achievement. The 
"Church-in-the-home” service .next 
Thursday will be at the home of 
Herbert Sylvester on Spear street 
where members ^vill be the guests 
of Mrs. Medora Berry one of the 
older members of the Church who 
is blind but whose spiritual vision 
is clear.
All churches in town united Fri­
day night in a prayer service at 
the Baptist parsonage in obser­
vance of The World’s Day of 
Prayer. The program which was 
used by groups all over the world 








Wills Allowed: John Herbert An­
nis,' late of Camden, deceased. Oscar 
B. Annis, of Camden, appointed 
executor; Fred E. Mathews, late of 
Warren, deceased, Alice M. Math­
ews, of Warren, appointed executrix; 
Watson T. Barter, late of Tenant’s 
Harbor, deceased, Elizabeth J. Bar­
ter, of Tenants Harbor, appointed 
executrix; Orris C. Cock, late of 
Friendship, deceased, Elden L. Cook, 
of Friendship, appointed admr. c.t.a.
Petitions for administration grant­
ed Estates, Emma Holbrook, late of 
Tenant’s Harbor, deceased. Orris E. 
Holbrook. of Tenant’s Harbor, 
admr.; Margaret Snow, late of 
Rockland, deceased, John I. Snow, 
of Rockland, admr.; Albert M. Hast­
ings, late cf Rockland, deceased. 
Mary A. Hastings, of Rockland, 
admx.; Arthur L. Hawes, late cf 
Rcckport, deceased, Miriam Hawes, 
of Rockport, admx.; Mary L. Bowler, 
late of Owl’s Head, deceased, En­
sign Otis, of Rockland, admr.; El­
den M. Cook, late cf Friendship, 
deceased, George M Cook, of 
Friendship, admr. d.b.n., c.t.a.;
Minie E. Heal, late of Camden, de­
ceased, Olive E. Annis, of Camden, 
admx.; Hazel M. Young, late of Ma­
tinicus, deceased, Pearl E. Borger- 
sen, of Rockland, admx.
\ Accounts allowed: Jeremiah Don­
ovan of Rockland, Fourth Account 
of Veterans Administration Funds, 
presented by Kathleen T. Duff, Con­
servator; Stephen G. Prescott, late 
of Rockland, deceased, second and 
final account, presented by The 
First National Bank of Rockland, 
trustee; Frank A Moore, late of 
Union, deceased, first and final ac­
count presented by Harold L. 
Moore, admr.; William Y. Piper, late 
of Warren, deceased. First and Final 
account presented by Lois P. Cas­
sens. admx.; Mary L. Bowler, late of 
Owl’s Head, deceased, second ai.d 
final account, presented by Ensign 
Otis, cons.; Helen Keep Hubbard, 
late of Middletown, Conn.; deceased, 
First and Final account presented 
by Otis L. Hubbard, exr.; Frank M. 
Vaughn, late of Rockland, deceased. 
First and final account presented 
by Hattie E. Vaughn, exx.; Sarah 
F. Pendleton, late of Camden, de­
ceased, first and final account pre­
sented by Alphonso S. Prince, exr.; 
Rose M. Varney, late cf Camden, 
deceased, first and final account 
presented by Mary Heal Tiffany 
and Albert E. Heal, exrs; Louise 
J. Small, late of Camden, deceased, 
first and final account presented by 
John E. Small, admr.; Carrie H. 
Hodgman, late of Camden, deceased, 
first tr. account presented by Alex- j
i ander R Gillmor, trustee; Orri. 
Pierce, lqte of South Thomas-J 
deceased, first and final acc^l 
presented by Sidney Pierce, ex| 
Melvina S. Crawford, late of F> .1 
land, deceased, first and fin?] 
count presented by Orissa W r".
,ton, exx
Petitions fcr pre bate of will prp. 
sented for notice: Russell g Are! 
late of Vinalhaven, deceased 
dred F. Calder, cf VinalhaveJ 
named exx.; Nancy C. Alden, late J 
Thomaston, deceased. N< ..;p 1 
Hart, of Fruitland Park PlorjJ 
named exx.; Hannah Militor I i,lnJ 
■todt, late cf Rcckport. .. ,T 
Carl Olaf Axel Ljungstedt, cf r^J 
port, named exr.
Petitions for administration n-J 
sented for notice: Estates, 
Elizabeth Haines, late of RocklanJ 
deceased, Mabel H. McLc n aJ 
Arthur P. Haines, both of R^d 
land, named admrs.; J. E. KinneJ 
late of St. George, deceased sar. 
E. Caddy, of St. George, narnt] 
admx.
Accounts presented for notld 
Augustus T. Lew, late of Rocklant 
deceased, first and final accoid 
presented by Eliza H. Low. adaJ 
Charles A. Morton, late Oi rwJ 
land, deceased, first and final acl 
count presented by Annie L MortoJ 
exx.
SOUTH HOPE
Tlie Sunday School recently uc 
an attendance contest, the c>t|J 
participants being Clark island a'l 
Spruce Head.
Richard Meservey, youngest 
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meserve 
underwent an appendix operatioi 
this week at Knox Hospital
School closed Friday for the mid 
Winter vacation.
Mrs. Isabel MeNiff went. Tlmr 
day to Boston on a vacation.
Latest victims ol German nieucJ 
are Charlotte Lermond, Harry Mol 
rifield and Eugene Dunbar.
AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSVRANCF 
COMPANY
1 Liberty St., New York, N. y. 
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1941
Stocks and Bonds,




247 138 41 
213 .980 44 
27.327 «
Grqss Assets, $9,598,900 iiDeduct items not ad­
mitted. 1.083.944 23
Admitted. $8,5 1 4 956 54
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1941
Net Unpaid Losses. $234,077 M
Unearned Premiums, 2.178.063 (fl
All other Liabilities. 3 78 . 278 M
Cash Capital, 3.000 000 uj
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.723,938 54
Total Liabilities and
Surplus. $8 514.956 J
23 s a
READY TO GUARD AND DEFEND IT!
•Az s • A.
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY 
OE MARYLAND
Raltimore, Maryland
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941 
Real Estate. $2 185.050 92
Mortgage Loa'ns, 32,500 00
Stocks and Bonds. 20.701.403 20
Cash in Office and Bank. 4.048.067 24
Agents' Balance?. 1.337.851 86
Interest and Rents. 67.265 59
All other Assets. 52.473 32 !
Gross Assets. $28 424.612 13 I
Deduct items not admitted. 187.769 44
Admitted. $23,236,842 69
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses. $5,002,994 20
Unearned Premiums, 6 477.275 65
All other Liabilities. 3.018 321 72
Cash Capital, 2.400 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 11.337.751 12
Total Liabilities 
and Surplus, $28 236.842 69 
23-S-29
“God grants liberty only to those who love it, 
and are always ready to guard and defend it”
Liberty is something that we give 
too little thought to. We’re apt to 
take Libei iy for granted. We often 
forget that the privilege of reading 
and writing and saying and thinking 
and doing as we please is a God-given 
right—one that is ineffably valuable— 
one that we should love and be always 
ready to guard and defend.
The Courier-Gazette and the Free
Press of a Free America are as much 
guardians of our Liberty as are those 
boys who are training for the guardian­
ship of It in camps throughout our 
country.
As long as America's Newspapers 
print the words and thoughts of 
America s free people, just so long will 
America s people be free. Your news­
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to 
guard and defend it.
THE AMERICAN PRESS STANDS FOUR-SQUARE
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Masonic Temple for rehearsal. ' _____.
Members of the Mission Circle
yi, Laura Tolman of Winches­
ter •> a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
g Collamore, Camden road.
yt: and Mrs. E. C. Davis of 
0roa< way are entertaining for their
, ■ Mts Thomas Lee of Augusta 
j. . a dinner company of cla1:;
friends tonight.
yi; Norma Blom is home frem 
jar Harbor High School to spend 
week-end with her parents, Mr.
Mrs Ero Blcm, Spruce Head.
Ilcibert J. McClure is confined to 
home on Cedar street with
grippe.
yh Earle MaoWilliams and son 
Rt.be; t left yesterday for Bethle- 
I II Penn., to spend two weeks with 
n atives and friends.
Tiie Rockland Garden Club will 
meet next Tuesday with Mrs. Lin- 
rcin E McRae, Maverick street, as 
a tpss. Mrs. Freeman F. Brown 
iii give a talk on “Weathervanes” 
Lind show pictures. Mrs. Ralph 
| V.• n'.worth will talk on 4-H work.
E. Stewart Orbeton, president 
ic 'be federation, will speak on 
Fi deration aims and the war emer- 
| u n v ” A large attendance is ex* 
eeted at this meeting which Is the
tint nice the mid-Winter recess.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday 
11,. it with Mrs. Gladys Orff.
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ciicj All Wool in Navy, Rayon
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I in In cions shades with jackets t^>
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17 Limerock St.—adv. 22-23
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s 
Lecond floor. 16 School street. Odd 
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur 
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate 
prices 9-tT
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9 
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
NOW. CASH NITE. $108 
JOE E. BROWN in 
“SHUT MY BIG MOUTH” 
Plus
“FUGITIVE VALLEY”
SUNDAY and MONDAY 
New From Hollywood 
MARLENE FRED
DIETRICH MaeMURRAY
“THE LADY IS WILLING”
(A Swell Comedy Drama) 
with
DAVY JAMES .(the wonder baby) 
[j Dcnald Duck, “The New Spirit’’
Coming: “Louisiana Purchase"
CINERARIAS s1.00
A Special Price on Exceptionally Good Large
Plants in s Wide Variety ot Colors!
Your inspection is invited at either the 
Greenhouse or the Store
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE 318-W, ROCKLAND, MAINE
___
THE EXCITING AND ROMANTIC STORY OF 
A GIRL WHO FELL IN LOVE WITH THE 
WRONG MAN, AND WHO "WAKES UP" 




SHE LOVED A SPY
By Sylvia Taylor
•IH THIS NEWSPAPER- 




and Universalist families in general 
are urged to turn out for the special 
service at the Universalist Church 
Sunday morning when representa­
tives of the Mission circle will con­
duct the service in celebration of 
Women’s National Dedication Day.
Tantramar Club met with Mrs. 
Clifford Oliver, Owl’s Head, Wed­
nesday night. Mr.s. Oliver’s mother, 
Mrs. Edwin Doyle of Sullivan. Maine 
was a special guest. Two tables cf 
briage. Late luncheon.
The Missionary, Education and 
Service meeting was held in the 
vestry of the Methodist Church 
Thursday afternoon. Devotions 
were conducted by Mrs. H. V. Twee­
die. Fire Chief Van E. Russell, whe 
gave a mast helpful and interesting 
talk, held the attention of all pres­
ent with hi.s vital message of heme 
defense.
Mrs. George Hurd cf Ash Point 
has returned home after having 
cared for her sister, Mrs. Charles 
Atkins of Camden, who has been ill.
The fourth in the series of card 
parties sponsored by the ship of 
Gcod Deeds of the Rebekah Fleet 
will be held Tuesday at 2 p. m. at 
Odd Fellows hall.
Albert Crowley cf Ash Point is 
confined to his home by illness. 
His sister, Mr.s. Edith Candage of 
Rockland, is caring for Him.





Roland YOUNG • Billie BURKE 
Eddie (Rochester) ANDERSON

















Gecrge E. Priest, who had been 
in failing health for seme time, died j 
Feb. 11. in the Waldo County Gen­
eral Hospital, where he was a medi­
cal patient.
He was born in Rcckland Nov. 24 
1867, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley j 
Priest and his youth was spent in 
thLs city. In his early manhood he • 
lived in Bcston, where he was a 
salesman and for about 25 years 
he had been a resident of Belfast. 
Mere recently he had been a sales­
man for automobile supplies.
He is survived by his wife, for­
merly Miss Helen Simpson of Bel­
fast and a brother. Norris P. Priest cf 
Bangor.
Funeral services were held Satur- ' 
day afternocn in the Coombs 
Chapel, Rev. Frederick D. Hayes 
officiating. Interment wiil be in 
Grove cemetery in the Spring.
The ship Victory of the Rebekah 
fleet is sponsoring a nublic card 
party at the home of Virginia Pest, 
Cld County road, Wednesday night 
at 8 o'clock. The public is invited 
and there wiil be attractive prizes.
The Pilgrim Homemakers met re-j 
cently at the Congregaticnal par­
sonage and elected as officers: 
President, Walter Barstow; vice 
president, Irma Anderson; secre­
tary, Martha Elmendorph; treas­
urer, Fred Harding. They will meet 
tomorrew night with the Lincoln­
ville Club. Those planning to go 
and those desiring transportation 
are asked to contact Walter Bars- , 
tow. The regular meeting will be { 
Monday night at the Congregational 
vestry. Men will wear old clothes 
ready for work and the women will 
take needle and thread.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis have 
received word of the marriage of 
his nephew, Wallace R. Mason, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold E Mason, 
Leominster, Mass, to Miss Virginia j 
Munson of Fitchburg, Mass. The 
groom’s mother is tiie former 
Hazel Davis of Rockland.
A group of friends were gathered 
at the home of Avard and Marlene 
Sabien Friday afternoon to enjoy 
a valentine party. Those present 
were Jeenie and Jerry Mears. Bev­
erly and Carroll Foster, Margaret 
and Donna Fish. Ronald Dodge, j 
Joyce Raye, Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Gray 
and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson | 
Sabien. Refreshments were served 
and the afternocn was enjoyed in I 
playing games.
The bond and budget committee 
cf the Educational Club will meet 
Tuesday at 3 o’clock at Hotel Thorn­
dike. The committee is Mr.s. Mary; 
Perry Rich, Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs.1 
Etta Covel, Mrs. Jeannette Dunton, j 
Mrs. Kathleen Fuller, Mrs. Cora' 
Haraden, Mrs. Henrietta Dobbin, | 
Mrs. Stella Linekin, Mrs. Hazel 
Woodward, Mrs. Zaida Winslow, 
Mrs. Anne Sncw, Mrs. Irene Mo­
ran, Mrs. Clara Sawyer and Miss 
Marion Weidman.
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater was hos­
tess to the W.I N. Club Thursday, 
night at her heme on Warren street. 
Mrs. Clinton Barbour, Mrs. Loretta 
Glendenning and Mrs. Gardner 
French were prize winners.
Mrs. Nellie Manning, Achorn 
street, will entertain the members 
cf the Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield 
Memorial Baptist Church Wednes- ( 
day night.
Starts Tonight 11.00 o’clock Sharp
DOORS OPEN 11.30 P. M.
ALSO PLAYING
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY




THOSE tOUISIANI lOVEUES-THE CREAM OF THE CROP!
Music and Lyrics by IRVING BERLIN
Directed by IRV'NG CUMMINGS • Screen P1>y by liromt Choderoy and Joseph Fields 
Based on the Muscat Comedy by Morrie Ryskind • From a Story by B. G. OeSylva • A Paramount Picture
Plus Disney Cartoon, Latest News
SATURDAY NIGHT 11 O'CLOCK—ALL SEATS 50 CENTS
Today:HUMPHREY BOGART in “ALL THROUGH the NIGHT"
In Home Nursing
Mrs. Pauline Brewster’s First 
Red Cross Class Comes
Through
The first Red Cross Heme Nurs­
ing class, taught by Mrs. Pauline 
Brewster. R. N., completed its 
course Friday at the Copper 
Kettle, by special invitation from 
Mrs. Beulah Allen.
Papers from the examinations, 
which had been given, were re­
ceived by the class, to find that 
everybody had made a fine show­
ing by passing with a grade of 90 
or more.
An entertainment consisting of 
a humorous reading of “A Back 
Woods Wedding,’’ was given by 
Mrs. Winnie Horton, a dancing 
marionette did a tap number with 
the aid of its owner, Mrs. Emily 
Stevens; a poem cent posed and 
read by Mrs. Isadora Hilgrove 
about each member of the class 
was very amusing. Mrs. Pauline 
Brewster gave two readings which 
were heartily applauded, Mrs. Nel­
lie Magune played a piano solo 
very pleasingly. Mrs. Mary Hoffees 
also gave a reading, and the entire 
class sang God Bless America.
Mis. Brewster was presented with 
a gift cf money from the class by 
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore with a very 
appropriate poem.
Refreshments of sandwiches, 
cake and coffee were enjoyed by 
all.
Those taking the course were: 
Winnie Horton, Mary Hoffses, Susie 
Morey, Ethel Lovejoy, Emily Ste­
vens, Beulah French, Mary Dins­
more, Baibara Pitts, Mae Kalloch, 
Nellie Magune, Marion Snow, 
Harriet Frost, Patricia Huntley, 
Beulah Allen, Isadora Hilgrove, 
Ruth Albee, Hattie Bickmore and 
Rebecca Jones.
The certificates which the Red 
Cross provides for those who pass 
the course will be presented at a 
later date, when the other Home 
Nursing Classes, already under 
way, have completed their courses.
FRENCH-STODDARD
Dorothy Jean Stoddard of Cam­
den and Richard Alvin French of 
Rcckland and Biddeford were mar­
ried at 10 o'clock last night at Tay­
lor Inn, Camden, by Rev. J. Charles 
MacDonald of the First Baptist 
Church cf Rockland who rend the 
double ring service.
The couple were attended by Mrs 
Florence Ycung as matren of honor 
and Philip French, brother cf the 
groom, as best man.
The bride wore a traveling cos­
tume of blue trimmed with whit? 
and wore a corsage cf pink roses.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph Stoddard cf Lin­
colnville Beach and Camden while 
the groom is the son of Dr. and Mrs. 
Crcsby F. French of Rockland.
The groom is a graduate of Rock­
land High School in the class of 
1935, attended Mt. Herman School, 
Mt. Hermon, Mass., and Kirksville 
College cf Osteopathy. He is em­
ployed in the Biddeford plant of 
Swift and Co. The bride graduated 
in the class of 1936 from Camden 
High School and the Eastern 
Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. Nartarlo Mazzeo are 
occupying their new home on the 
Kiln Hill road, formerly the Frank 
Levensaler place.
MIDNIGHT SHOW TONITE 
11.00 P. M.
Doors Open at 10.30 P. M.
MOODY-NEWHALL
Sgt. Willis A. Moody, Jr. and 
Florence A. Newhall were married , 
Wednesday night by Rev. Alger W. 
Geary, pastor of the First Baptist 
Church of Portland. The wedding ( 
took place at the parsonage on 
Rackliffe street.
The bride was attended by her 
niece, Elaine M. Risteen of Thom­
astcn and the groom by Pvt. Wal­
ter Anderson of Fort Williams.
The bride wore a gown of blue 
crepe with a corsage of pink roses, j 
and the bridesmaid, rose crepe j 
with a corsage of shredded carna- , 
tions.
Guests were Miss Teresa L. j 
Lizotte and Arthur Payne, both of 
Portland. #
Sgt. Moody is the son of Mr. 
and Mr.s. Willis A. Moody, Sr, of 
Warren. He is a graduate cf Fai?-a.
field High School and is now sta­
tioned at Biddeford Pool.
Mrs. Moody is the daughter of 
Alien M. Newhall of Rockland and 
is a graduate of St. George High ' 
School.
JAMES A. MITCHELL
James Alexander Mitchell born 
at 37 South Main street. Rockland, 
died in Brooklyn Feb. 2, aged 67 
years. He was educated in the 
Rcckland Public Schools, graduated 
from Rcckland High School and 
Rockland Commercial College.
After his graduation he was em­
ployed by Thorndike & Hix for 
whem he started the "Down East 
Route” cn which he spent a good 
many years.
He later traveled through New 
England for them selling cne of 
their proprietory brands. He re­
signed to go with Heinz Company 
and had charge of their warehouse 
in Charlestown, Mass.
Like most people of Ma.ne, who 
are brought up near the sea he had 
the urge to follcw the same. As a 
consequence he resigned and shipped 
with Capt Bird and was with him 
when the Schooner Georgia Bird 
was lost off Porto Rico.
He was captain >cf the four-mast­
ed all steel schooner Daylite, which 
plied between Corpus Christi, Texas, 
and Pensacola, Florida. This vessel 
carried the largest spread of can­
vas of any vessel of her size in the 
United States. He was later con­
nected with the Bull Steamship 
Company, running between New 
Ycrk and the West Ccast of Africa, 
and later he wa.s with The American 
Export Line.
He left the sea and associated 
himself with his brother, John, in 
the premium business, and after­
wards joined his late uncle, E. W. 
Porter in ‘‘The Premium Service 
Corp." of New York.
When the United States entered 
the war, he resigned and associated 
himself with the McRcberts Pro­
tective Agency Inc, This concern 
has supervision over foreign ships 
while in New York ports.
He is survived by his wife Anna, 
two brothers, John N. and Joseph C., 
and a sister, Gladys.
HENRY G. WALL
Funeral services for Henry G. 
Wall, whose sudden death was an­
nounced in Thursday’s issue of this 
newspaper will be held at his late 
residence, 26 State street at 2 
o’clock Sunday afternoon. Rev. Dr. 
John Smith Lcwe of the Univer­
salist Church officiating. Inter­
ment will be in Sea View cemetery.
.The deceased was born in Rock­
land 70 years ago, son of George 
and Mary (Brown) Wall. When he 
retired from the staff of the John 
Bird Company in October 1940 he 
had completed 40 years of the most 
faithful and efficient service for 
the wholesale grocery concern. -“Re­
liable to the letter” as this paper 
said of him on the occasion of his 
retirement. Prior to joining the 
Bird staff he was employed for 10 
years by Spear, May & Stover, 
who conducted a bock and sta­
tionery business. He was an hon­
orary member of Ralph Ulmer 
Camp cf the United Spanish War 
Veterans.
He had been in ill health at in­
tervals since his retirement from 1 
the Bird store, his demise being , 
due to a sudden heart attack.
He was known by a wide circle 
of friends for his genial smile, his 
love of fun. and his firm friend­
ship.
He is survived by his wife, for­
merly, Jessie Weeks; and a sister, 
Mrs. Harvey J. Given of Bruns­
wick.
Miss Ruth Rogers and Mrs. Fanny 
Trask are co-chairmen of a public 
supper being served from 5 to 7 to­
night at the Methodist Church. Mrs. 
Evelyn Goodnow and Mrs. Saxon 
DeWclfe are in charge of the din­
ing room.
Orrin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Blaisdell of Shaw avenue, enter­
tained a greup of his friends Thurs­
day afternoon in celebration of his 
sixth birthday. Roger Grindle and 
John Gatcombe were winners in the 
games played.
Mrs. Harriet Frost will be hastess 
to Shakespeare Society Monday 
night. Mrs. Vanessa Ccwan will act 
as leader and Mrs. Gertrude Woos­
ter wiil present a paper, Comedy vs. 
Farce.
Follow The Trend
Rockland League of 
Women Voters
The membership meeting of the 
Rockland League of Women Vot­
ers has been postponed from Feb. 
23. to Wednesday, Feb. 25. This 
change was caused by the holiday. 
The meeting will be held at the 
home of Mrs. Edward J. Hellier, 
90 Talbot avenue.
From various sources in Knox 
County the following information 
was gathered: The cost of living 
has increased in Kncx County. It 
has been estimated that food 
prices have increased approximate­
ly eight percent. Clothing prices 
vary. There has been a decided 
jump in woolen clothes and ma­
terials. Possibly woolen things have 
increased from 12 to 15 percent. 
Cotton clothes and materials are 
about three percent above the 
price of last year. As far as can 
be ascertained the rents of Knox 
Count}' have not been increased. 
Fuel is slightly higher but the 
approximate percentage could not 
be found.
The cost of living is affected by 
any change in the supply of con­
sumer goods and in the amount 
of money and credit available to 
purchase them. At present both 
of these factors are operating in 
su;h a way as to cause prices to 
rise. The demand for consumer 
goods has increased during the last 
year because higher wages, profits 
and dividends, and more wide­
spread employment have put 
greater purchasing joower in the 
hands cf the public. At the same 
time, the needs of defense indus­
tries fcr materials formerly used 
in consumer goods have created 
shortages at the very time when 
the demand is on the upgrade. 
There is no single reason for price 
rises. The interplay of govern­
ment and business policies, and 
the trade dislocations caused by 
war in the world, act together to 
force prices up.
During the first year of the de­
fense effort, only $9.1 billion was 
actually paid cut by the federal 
government fcr defense purposes. 
During the current year, it is esti­
mated that from $16.5 to $19 bil­
lion will be paid out. This in­
creased government purchasing will 
result in greater buying power in 
the hands of the public, and a 
greater demand for materials by 
de ense industries. Under such cir­
cumstances. prices may sky-rocket 
unless controls are applied where- 
ever it is possible to do so.
A price control plan advocated 
by Bernard Baruch, chairman of 
the War Industries Board during 
Word War 1, would provide the 
fixing of all prices as of one date 
as the cnly equitable way, since 
all costs of production, including 
wages and farm products, would 
then be frozen in relation to one 
another.
One cf the most potent inflation- 
preventives rest with the individ­
ual citizen. As prices rise, the 
public, fearing even greater in­
creases. may be seized w’ith buy­
ing hysteria, which causes a run 
on commodities with shortages and 
further price rises resulting. There­
fore the government alone cannot 
prevent inflation, but must look 
to the citizen fcr co-operation.
• • • •
A raw wind whipping down the 
World War 1 Memorial Plaza 
caked sugar-white frest on shiver­
ing window panes. The thermometer 
hovered at ten below zero. The time 
was one month after Pearl Har­
bor. The place: The Indianapolis 
Athletic Club. The performers: 75 
women from 27 States, who com­
posed the war emergency Council of 
the National League of Women 
Voters. They had met to set the 
pace and direction of the League 
for the duration of World War II.
Firm in the conviction that the 
League had an essential wartime 
service to render, the Council com­
mitted the League to the preposi­
tions that: Necessity for citizen un­
derstanding of government is 
greater in wartime even than in 
normal times, therefore the League 
is mere than ever responsible for 
pursuing its chosen purpose; it is 
taken fcr granted that though 
members will do war work outside 
the League, such work should not 
be ccnduc ed by the League; the 
League’s immediate objective shall 
be to help interpret government to 
the widest possible public through 
new methods designed for that end.
What wa.s the spirit of this ex­
traordinary session that made his­
tory for the League itsel.? From 
State presidents came the answer. 
Mrs. Minier Hostetler. Maryland: 
“In a wcrld shocked and con­
fused the League examined its use­
fulness. found that its single pur­
pose of making democracy work 
now means life or death to free­
dom, and determined to use cld and 
new ways of developing thinking, 
active citizens. Coming from every 
section of the United States, wc 
were strengthened by our common 
conviction and reassured by the 
character of our leaders whom we 
asked to help us in our planning.” 
Mrs. C. C. Shively. Ohio: “It was
Millay Of Course
Rockland.Lass, 25 Years Out
Of Vassar—Anniversary 
To Be Observed
Was it 25 years ago that a lass 
out of Rockland, on the Maine 
coast, was graduating from Vassar 
vith the manuscript ready for her 
first, book of poetry—a new famous 
bock, which in its first edition is 
at a premium among collectors!
Millay, of course!
Whether Vassar plans to cele­
brate this anniversary is not 
known. But Colby college will, in 
a notable manner. The appropri­
ateness of such an event i.s derived 
from the fact that only recently 
Miss Millay received from this 
Waterville institution cn honor­
ary degree; and because the cam­
pus is becoming the repository of 
priceless copies of works by men 
and women of literary genius.
The volume which calls forth 
this demonstration is, of course, 
"Renascence and Other Poems,” 
a title which brings to myid a 
poem which to this day is dearer 
to many people than any other 
she ever wrote; a poem the more 
remarkabe because she gave it to 
the world at only 19 years of age; 
and a poem which has stirred the 
critics to debate in an effort to es­
tablish her source of inspiration.
It is interesting to find that 
while two fo these commentators 
have discovered nothing tangible, 
beyond the classics of high school 
English courses, there is one ex­
ception in Stanley of Indiana, who 
builds a strong case for the influ­
ence of Brownings “Easter-Day." 
But that is another story dealing 
with similarity of theme, general 
outline and handling of details.
Right here it will not be amiss 
to snatch from her “Renascence," 
which has to do with the Camden 
setting, these lines for remem­
brance:
“All that I could see from where I 
stood
Were three long mountains and a 
wood:
I turned and looked another way. 
And saw three islands in a bay.
And all at once things seemed so
small
Mv breath came short, and scarce at 
all.
I screamed and—lo—Infinity 
Came down and settled over me 
Until lt seemed I must behold 
Immensity made manifold.
The gossiping of friendly spheres.
The creaking of tbe tented sky.
The ticking of Eternity.
Mine was the weight 
Of every brooded wrong, the hate 
That stood behind each envious thrust. 
Mine every greed, mine every lust.
O God. I cried, give me new birth, 
And put me back upon the earth! 
Thou canst not move across the grass 
But my quick eyes will f’e Thee pass. 
Ner speak, however silently.
But nay hushed voice will answer Thee 
God. I can push the grass apart 
And lay my finger on Thy heart!”
The important point just now 
is that Colby is planning a displaf 
in its library, beginning Feb. 22. 
which will be both extraordinary 
and memorable. Adejectives are 
liberal, as one reads about this in 
the Bulletin of the Maine Library 
Association: for it is referred to as 
“thc most complete, the most va­
ried, and the most splendid Millay 
exhibition ever held.”
It seems that it will include 
everything from her girlhood 
poems, which were signed Vincent 
Millay-, down to the book of “Col­
lected Sonnets” which came out 
just before Christmas.
There will be first editions and 
special editions of her works. There 
will be autographed and otherwise 
inscribed copies. There will be 
magazines and various other peri­
odical literature that has to do 
with the poet. There will be many 
letters and other manuscrips.
.Colby owns some of these.
Vassar's library has furnished 
some.
Many have come from the "mag­
nificent private collection" of H. 
Bacon Collamore of Hartford. 
Conn., who h3s given so many 
priceless items in the Edwin Ar­
lington Robinson collection now at 
Colby.
According to this bulletin plans 
had been made for the publication 
of a descriptive catalogue for the 
Millay quarter-century display. But 
the present war conditions have 
upset all such ideas. It is fortu­
nate that the exhibit will go cn; 
and that Maine people interested 
in such things will be welcome to 
study and enjey them.—By Alice 
Frest Lord, the Lewiston Journal 
“Wayfarer”.
a sobering experience to see a 
group of women who for over 20 
years had worked to make democ­
racy function and who now in time 
of crisis believed their greatest con­
tribution was to moke it work 
efficiently, and somehow convince 
more and more people that the 
need of understanding government 
is crying, the time pressing, and the 
outcome of supreme importance to 
all of us.”—From Members Maga­
zine.
Mrs. Russell Bartlett entertained 
the Friday Rug Club for an after­
noon session. The husbands joined 
them for supper and the evening. 
A collection was taken for the Red 
Cross which netted $6.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trecartin are 
settled in their new heme in Coral 
Gables, Fla. •
This And That
By K. S. F.
The leather from 300,000 heads of 
cattle has been needsd to furnish 
automobiles with their quota pach 
year.
• • • •
Because so much interest is 
centered around the Metropolitan 
Opera Company's forthcoming 
presentation of Mozart’s “The Ma­
gic Flute” in an English transla­
tion on Friday evening, March 20, 
at the Metropolitan Theater, it is 
interesting to note that when this 
exciting Mozartian opera had its 
American premiere at the old Park 
Theater in New York in 1833, it 
was sung in English. It is also in­
teresting to note that the English 
version, in which it will be present­
ed here, is the work of two young 
musicians. Ruth Kelley Martin and 
Thomas Phillip Martin.
After the translation had been 
submitted to the management of 
the Metropolitan Opera, it wa.s 
given to Bruno Walter for examina­
tion. He found it so satisfactory 
that he urged the Metropolitan 
Opera Association to present it in 
the Martin translation rather than 
the earlier English.
• 9 * •
To whip evaporated milk, scald 
it for five minutes covered in 
double boiler. Cool, chill and beat. 
If desired the milk can be boiled 
3 minutes right in the cans, cooled 
and then whipped as needed. Mark 
the cans showing that they have 
been boiled
• • • •
“What's this ‘war time' we are 
now on. good for anyway?” said 
Moody Pete.
“Well’, said. Silent Mike, “if it 
quits the war one hour earlier for 
us it will be worth all the sleep we 
have lost.
• • • •
Don’t think ycu are helping Uncle 
Sam by making ycur cwn soap from 
left-over baccn fat and ether 
greases. He would rather have that 
grease and use some of the parts 
sucn as glycerine and send the rest 
to some soap factory. Did you 
realize the garbage ccllection cam­
paign wiil soon be woiking to win 
out of it the glycerine-content and
the scap essentials?
• • • •
Colby is to have what they term 
a Men's Embassy—three days cf 
emphasis upcn religion, and many 
theological schools will be repre­
sented including Andiover-Newton 
Theological School of Newtcn Cen­
ter, Mass.
• • * «
“Man’s life's a vapor 
And full cf woes 
He cuts a caper
And down he goes.”
• • • •
President Kenneth C. M. Sills cf 
Bcwdoin says this is the darkest 
peiiod of history. Plans have been 
made for everyone to register that 
is a student at Bowdoin. You are 
not registering primarily as mem­
bers cf this college but as citizens 
cf the United States, he said, and 
we must unite with all our might to
keep peace as we wculd have it.
• • • •
The standard of musical pitch 
broadcast by the National Bureau 
of Standards, Department cf Com­
merce, is accurate to one part in 
10,000,090.
• • • •
Schools of Nursing are at capacity 
over the country. Recruiting over 
0.0 0 young women fcr training is
the werd abroad fcr 1942.
• • • •
Fed Up
The six-year-old was seated at 
the breakfast table cne morning 
when, as usual, eggs were served. 
The little tot surveyed the eggs for a 
moment and solemnly said: ‘I wish 
to goedness hens would lay some­
thing besides eggs.”
• • * •
A new rating was sent aloft one 
night with strict orders to report 
all liglfts—all lights, it was empha­
sized. As soon as he hit the crow’s 
nest, he sang cut:
“Light he, sir. Two points off Die 
sta:board bcw.”
The officer screwed the glass in 
his eye and scanned the horizon. Not 
being able to raise anything he 
asked:
“Can you make her out?”
“Yessir.”
“Report her.”
“She’s the mecn, sir.’’—Halifox 
Chronicle.
• • • •
“Dimouts” instead of blackouts 
have been recommended by lighting 
engineers. Enemy pilots would see 
only a confusing checkerboard cf 
faint illumination in which all 
strategic landmarks would be blot­
ted out.
• • • •
Did you know that almost con­
stantly there are in the air tailless 
comets and they far outnumber the 
familiar tailed variety.









by Gladyt Si. Clair Heistad
Save Rubber—Uncle Sam Needs It!
Frederic E. T. Tillctson, head of 
the Music Department at Bowdoin 
College advises that there are still 
important musical activities to take 
place at the college, as follows:
Program of sacred mus c by the 
Bowdoin College Chapel Choir at 
the Pleasant Street Catholic Church 
on Feb. 22.
Annual Glee Club concert on 
March 23.
A final concert by Prof Tillot- 
son and Mr. Lauga cf the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra in a program 
of chamber music on Thursday.' 
April 16
There is no admission charge to 
the concert of sacred music cr the
concert of April 16.
• • • •
Among the outstand ng musical 
anniversary observances being made 
this year is that of Lcw’ell Mason, 
leading American pioneer in hymn- 
ody and public school music. It is 
the 150th anniversary and already 
has been celebrated among churches 
and publ c schools all over the 
country. A national celebration was 
held at Mason's grave in Rosedale 
Cemetery. Orange. N. J and at the 
Highland Avenue Congregational 
Church in Orange, as well as a ser­
vice in New York City.
At the ceremonies in Rosedale 
Cemetery a bronze memorial 
plaque, commemorating Masons ■ 
achievements for public schools 
and churches was unveiled by 
Helen Hart Mason, his great- 
granddaughter. Hymns by Mason 
were sung and his "Nearer My God 
To Thee" was played by a brass 
octet from the Orange High School.
• • • •
Millicent Taylor in a very able 
aiticle in the magazine section of 
Christian Science Monitor says that 
Lcweil Masons, "the man who 
mere than any other is today 
credited with having made America 
sing, withheld his name from 
mention as composer and compiler I 
of his first great published collec­
tion of songs and hymns, because 
he thought being known as a mu- . 
sician might hurt his career in a j 
benk."
At that time Lowell Mason was >I
about to return to his native New 
England frem Savannah, Ga. His 
first collection was published as 
‘The Boston Handel and Haydn 
Society’s Collection of Church Mu­
sic." In the years to follow Mason 
not only taught America to sing 
but greatly improved the quality 
of church music, built up congre­
gational sing.ng in the churches, 
ar.d composed many hymns, ar­
ranged hundreds of others for easy 
congregational singing, and found­
ed public school music in the 
United States.
Lowell Mason was Oorn in Med­
field. Mass on Jan. 8. 1792. Bv the 
time Mason had reached young 
manhood congregational singing 
had "failed into the doldrums." to 
quote from Miss Taylor's article. 
"Books with music in them were
scarce. ‘Singable’ hymns were 
scarcer. Old psalm tunes which 
had been in use since the ‘Bay 
Psalm Book,’ set by this tune to 
many-versed words heavy w’ith de­
pressing theological doctrines, were 
proving monotonous, unsuited to 
new conditions. The ‘sweet sing­
ing' of the Pilgrims had long since 
been forgotten. It is said that 
when Lowell Mason began to teach 
cur fathers and mothers to sing, 
only cne person in 10 in a church 
congregational could carry a tune.”
The musical awakening began in 
New England with the arrival from 
England of the beautiful hymns of 
Isaac ,Watts, as well as of others. 
Singing schools were formed, 
spreading rapidly among the 
church young people who not only 
enjoyed singing sacred music to­
gether but welcomed the proper 
social contacts provided. From 
these singina schools came the 
choirs, and thus came about the de­
mand for books containing the 
music It was with these singing 
schools and choirs that Lowell 
Mason worked, to improve not only 
the quality of singing but the 
quality of music sung. At first this 
was an avocation for him, but he 
could not let it alone, particularly 
as he saw the need of new arrange­
ments and new tunes.
• • • •
"Nearer, My God To Thee 
• Bethany) is one of the most fa­
miliar of his hymns—it has sung 
its way down the years, direct into 
the heart of numberless persons. 
Many consider his most beautiful 
hymn tune to be "My faith looks 
up to Thee" <Oiivet). A young 
friend. Ray Palmer, wrote the 
words which Mason used for this 
hymn—Mason Ived the beauty and 
intimacy of the lines, and the mu­
sic he composed for the poem car­
ries the spirit of it.
• • • •
Mason's first notable music con­
nection in Boston was as presi­
dent of the still famous Handel 
and Haydn Society—this was in 
1827 to 1832. He also served as 
organist in a church or two, en­
couraged group singing and began 
to bewidely active in various ways. 
Ir. 1883 with a group of friends he 
founded the Boston Academy of 
Music, an organization which genu­
inely influenced group singing for 
the better. Next he turned to the 
public schools, feeling that to im­
prove the quality of congregational 
and home singing, it was necessary 
to begin with the children. School 
officials were unenthusiastic, but 
he got a chance to start a course 
in public school music in Boston— 
it was the first in the United 
States. He had to teach for 
nothing, and provide his own ma­
terials. But he was “all set” as 
wc say, for before undertaking this 
course, he had studied the teach­
ing methods of the great educator. 
Pestalozzi, and it was probably due 
to this that he put singing first and 
learning to read the notes after-
Ralph DePalma, ex-racing driver, sign* first Car Owner's Creed in 
U. S. Rubber Company headquarters, Nsw York. Included in the ten- 
point Creed; which will be the basis for a nation-wide campaign to 
help motorists double the life of their tires; is the stipulation to “drive 
at moderate speeds." Howard N. Hawkes and A. P. VanPelt, rubber 
company executives, witness the ex-epeed king’s signature to the pledge.
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect 
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from 
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.











WAR NEEDS MONEY I
It will coat money to defeat our enemy aggreeaora. 
Your government calla on you to help now.
Buy Defenae Bonda or Stampa today. Make every 
pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay-roll Sav­
ings Plan.
Bonda coat $18.75 and up. 'Stamps are lOf, 25i and up.
The help of every individual ia needed.
Do your part by buying your fhare orory pay day.
ward. Mason’s efforts bore re­
sults when approval came from the 
Boston School Board and in 1838 
he was appointed director of pub­
lic school music. And we can say 
now that the millions cf singing 
children in the public schools of 
this great country today began with 
that little group at the old Howe 
School in Boston directed by the 
man who “believed music and peo­
ple beonged together.”
Think what has come out of 
this one man’s teachings and be­
liefs—“churches famous today for 
their rich and beautiful music, 
their wholehearted congregational 
singing. The public school chorus­
es. glee clubs, and a capella choirs 
which grew out of that life work 
cf the young 'banker’ have wid­
ened to include high school bands 
and orchestra, college musical 
clubs, inter-school music festivals, 
and music camps. The ‘singing 
schools' and ‘musical conventions' 
of an earlier day have their mod­
ern counterpart in community 
choral groups and federated mu­
sic clubs. One hundred and fifty 
years after a certain little boy 
was born in a Massachusetts town, 
the whole of America is singing.”
• • • •
Recalling a reference to lectures 
made in a recent “This and That’’ 
column. I am reminded of some­
thing I read in the New York Sun­
day Times a while ago, that visit­
ing British authors say the Ameri­
can public has a phenomenal ap­
petite for lectures. Lecturers are 
regularly engaged by women’s 
clubs. service clubs. schools, 
churches, museums, civic organiza­
tions, etc. The field is enormous, 
and W. Colston Leigh, who recent­
ly bought cut his nearest competi­
tor, the Columbia Lecture Bureau, 
giving him control of most of the 
big-time lecture business in this 
country, has decided to open this 
thousands of outlets to recitalists. 
Mr. Leigh feels that the public will 
turn more and more to music dur­
ing the war. He claims to have 
more than 10.000 customers, and 
he will sell them musicians as well 
as lecturers, to provide relief from 
the ills of the world.
• • • *
We learn that some of the trea­
sures have already been removed 
and more will be removed later 
from the Metropolitan Art Museum 
in New York City. Yet the Museum 
has determined to remain open 
during the war, and one of the 
things it will do to offset the ab­
sences of some of its finest works 
is to provide more free music for 
the people of the city. In addition 
to the annual Mannes concerts and 
a new series of chamber music 
concerts, there will be daily con­
certs of recorded music, and the 
relaying through the galleries of 
such broadcasts as these of the 
Philharmonic Symphony on Sun­
day afternoons. None of the con­
certs. however, will be in the eve­
ning, for the directors have decid­
ed that because the museum con­
tains so much plate glass, they 
could not take a chance of having 
public gatherings there at any 
time when there might be air 
raids.
• • • •
A new cook book recently off the 
press is entitled “Favorite Recipes 
of Famous Musicians,” and the 
compiler is Charlotte Morris. This 
unique cookbook contains recipes 
from such artists as Helen Jepson, 
James Melton, Gladys Swarthout, 
Grace Moore. John Charles 
Thomas, and more than 90 others 
whose fame is known to all of us. 
Included are short biographical 
sketches and photographs of the 
artists, suggestions on the musical 
background for dining, and hun­
dreds of epicurean surprises. It is 
published by Prentice-Hall. Inc., 
and sells for $2.50 at all bookstores.
Blood Will TeU
A Woman Describes What 
the Making of “Plasma”
Is Like
Two Bush Island we could spy 
Out against the eastern sky
| From our Tenants Harbor shore 
I In our boyhood days of yore 
! Treeless, lonesome, windswept, bare, 
1 Long since bushless, solitaire 
j Then we saw agafnst its sky 
' Lighthouse buildings put up high
With anticipations bright 
Of the new established light 
We should see there flashing fair
i Through the darkness everywhere 
1 But a disappointment sore 
j To our hope we found in store 
' For its nightly guiding ray 
1 Nevgr came our harbor way 
i But to sailors far outside
By the channel deep and wide 
Sailing in and out the Bay 




It was interesting to see so many 
letters last Saturday frem The 
Guardians of Our Coast. Hope to 
see a lot more.
Mrs. Muise, and daughter Ann. 
were guests at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Scott Warren, during Made­
lyn's stay at St. Andrew’s Hospital.
"Gram,” and “Gramp" Staples, 
have returned to Boothbay Harbcr, 
after spending most of the Winter 
in Portland, with their grand­
daughter Mrs. Douglas Larrabee.
Ann Muise was five years cld Feb. 
11. She received lovely gifts and 
many birthday cards.
Willard Muise was included among 
the many ycung men to register 
Feb. 16.
• • • •
PORTLAND HEAD
Arthur Harlow of South Portland 
enjoyed the afternoon and supper 
with F. O. Hilt and the evening with
The opening act at the Boston The members of this station ex- i r t. Sterling last Saturday.
Blood Center should reassure any tend their heartfelt sympathy to | Willard R. Hilt was guest Sunday 
apprehensive donor for. from en­
trance to exit, everything is done 
to make the scene pleasant and 
the whole affair easy.
I had hoped to get the matter
Keeper Wallace, of Mt. Desert Rock | afternoon of Lieut, and Mrs. Philip 
Light, in the death cf his brother 
William, who was lost overboard 
from his fishing boat.
We also extend our sympathy to 
Keeper Stockbridge of Ram Island ( 
jver with at once, but found a ' Light in the death cf his mother, 
spurt in donors since the Japanese I
attack meant appointments must be eration for appendicitis, last week at i Mrs- R- T Sterling and Miss 
made a week in advance. st. Andrews Hospital. We have Elizabeth Sterling were callers
Someone else with a pleasant her home with us again and she is Monday afternocn at the heme of E. 
manner took age, name and address getting along fine, thanks to Dr. c Stcddard in Portland, 
and arranged for appointments. Philip Gregory, and the members! Mr and Mrs. J A. Thcmas, sens 
“You will receive a reminder,” she Of his staff. For a small commun- Deane and Philip of Lynn, Mass., 
informed me. “And please remem- jty st. Andrews Hospital has cer- were guests Sunday of the Hilt 
ber not to take any milk, butter or — family.
fats on that day." i a Spjck and span doctor or nurse Mrs. Cljde Grant, daughters Pa-
The slip also emphasized the ne- ' jn attendance. tricia and Earlene of Cape Eliza-
cessity of piping down on fats, ex- A nurse began wrapping some ‘beth and Mrs- E- Kinney, Port- 
plaining that it did something un- rubber around my arm. "Just to j]and- calIed last Saturday on the
desirable to your plasma at that take your b]00d pressure,” she ex- 
point and it said too that- nothing plained.
Newbert at Fort Williams.
R. T. Sterling, accompanied by
Mrs. Sterling called Mcnday on Mrs. 
R. T. Sterling Jr. of Scuth Portland.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert and Miss 
j Edna Hilt cf Thomaston called Sun- 
! day cn the Hilt family.
A good exercise for the care of 
the hair is to prat a section and 
pull it with the hands. Repeat this 
until all the has has been given a 
pull
should be eaten for four hours be­
forehand.
I was turned over to someone 
with a really professional air, who 
took my pulse and temperature and 
then opened fire. Had I had a 
serious illness lately? Had I ever 
had T. B ? Did I sometimes have 
severe pains in the chest and so 
on. I began to worry for fear I 
wouldn't pass. Did any of those 
mysterious aches and upsets, that
My blood pressure responded ane. 
the nurse then went into action 
with a shot of novocaine..
“Are ycu scared?" asked another 
woman in an awed voice.
“Not a bit," I tossed off, striving 
for the poise of a Camel smoker. 
“I was told beforehand how easy 
it was.”
“I was scared to death,” she con­
fided. And then her round, little 
face took on a resolute expression
Robeit H. Davis, substitute for F. 
O Hilt during his recent illness, has 
returned to Cape Elizabeth Coast 
Guard Station.
Mis. R. T. Sterling was cvernight 
guest Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Sterling and family, Tor­
rington Point, Peaks Island.
can come and go without rhyme or and she added. “But I intend to 
reason, really mean anything. Evi- keep coming back as often as they'll 
dently not. She wound up by | take me. They won't let you repeat 
pricking my finger, neatly removed j for two months, thcugh. - 
one drop of the ensuing result and ‘ "Please start clenching and un­
gave me some gauze to staunch the 
rest, remarking blithely, “You bleed 
very freely, don’t you?”
clenching your fist,” interrupted the 
nurse.
And except for keeping that up,
I was also presented with a piece j I would never have known anything 
of numbered cardboard and sent was going cn as I felt nothing and 
over to a nearby row of chairs to '
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Smith 
of West Somerville. Mass., announce 
the engagement of their daughter, 
Arlene Mary, to Warren Francis 
Clark of Waltham, Mass. Miss Smith 
is a graduate of Somerville High 
Schocl. Mr. Clark, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Roy H. Clark, is a graduate 
of Waltham High Schcol. also the 
School of Practical Arts of Boston 
and is now doing graduate work 
at the school.
to join some others who had made 
the grade.
My number was called and one
by the time I got around to looking 
that yvay again, the tube was de­
tached and the nurse was putting 
a pad on my arm. Ten minutes is
of the pretty p nk smccks led me what it usually takes but I didn't 
to a dressing room, where I had to can for that because, according to 
change to a smock myself because her y have such lovely veins.
I hadn’t realized that the elbow j was toid not to move for at 
and not just the wrist must be free.' least 20 minutes and to crook my 
And then I was shewn tc the scene ’ cl5ow while 1 did it.
of operations. , and dressed again. I found
I don t yet know what to say ^jyggjf cn a wide balcony overlook- 
ahout that. It was well nig.i in- jng entrance hall, where the 
credible. Another huge reern. svg- £tage was set hke a tea room for 
gestive of a very swank Beauty par- the last and something sweet 
lour with lots of white paint and Jn a blue £mock advanced and in­
GLEN COVE
One of the landmarks of this 
place, the Brewster house on War­
renton street, Is being dismantled.
Neighbors were saddened to learn 
of the death of George Jamescn 
which occurred Thursday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Lendall Merrill are 
the parents of a son, Dennis Lee. 
born Feb. 18 at Camden Community 
Hospital.
peach colored curtains, which di­
vided the space at the sides ;nto 
alcoves. You could see somebody 
stretched out on a high table, with
r./viui x 
11^'
YOl < AN KVIOY
MIAMI -
Yh, your own American 
Tropica with «| the splendor 
of blue skies end summer sees 
—eweif you here.
0 Comodoro Hotel pro­
vides e luxurious haven—even 
for those who must "budget" 
their vecetion. There ere 250 
rooms with tub end shower 
beth. Rates es low es $2.50 
single end $4.00 double. At­
tractive season rates can be 
arranged, if desired. Steem 
heat.
H Comodoro Hotel offers 
ell the fecilities, el the restful 
charm end perfect comfort to 
suit the most exacting teste. 
Located in the heart of down- 
♦ own Miami.
”iust a whisoer"
qu red. "What would you like to 
drink?” I thought of several things 
but suggested soup and she was 
back at once, both with that and 
some lovely sandwiches. And while 
I was making away with them and 
enjoying a cigarette, I got the an­
swers to a few more questions.
It seems all the blood is shipped 
every evening to a laboratory in 
1 New York State, where it is tested 
' some more and processed into plas- 
1 ma. This turns it into a powder, 
which is ready for use when mixed 
with water and serves equally well 
with every type of blood It is easily 
stored and is sent where it may be 
needed for the army, the navy or 
civilian use. No. nobody had ever 
been known to be any the worse 
for giving a transfusion.
Again I was assured that a per­
son who even felt faint was giving 
in to his nerves. No special care 
was called for and J could go 
straight out and do whatever I 
wanted at once. And the slip I 
received when I left, as well as 
saying thank you and that the ban­
dage could come off the next day, 
repeated practically the same thing. 
But it did add that cne might feel 
a little slowed up or sleepy just 
afterwards. Well, I could have 
done anything at all if it had been 
necessary, but even if it does show 
I lack the poise of a Camel smoker, 
I confess I felt rather a zombie the 
rest of the day.
But in any case, to be a donor 
is an easy way to perhaps save, 
some nice lad’s life.
—By Mary Murray Kay
IN MIAMI 
Make Your Home At
BOHO
These beautiful apartments are de­
signed for pleasant living. Each 
consists of a specious living room, 
bedroom, kitchenette, end tub and 
shower beth, comfortably end art­
istically furnished to accomodate 
four people. Located in the ex­
clusive Southwest section, within 
five minutes from the center of 
downtown. Maid service, electric 
refrigeration, end all fecilities for 
cooking are included. Private 
grounds for sun-bething. Under 
the seme management es the 
ROYALTON HOTEL in downtown 
Miemi. Your inspection is most 
cordially invited—
Rates-By-Week-Month-Seeson. For 
further particulars write Manager 




Friend Philbrick Does Some 
Figgerin’ and My! What
Figures!
—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Some time ago there appeared 
in The Courier-Gazette an article 
about Cooper's lime casks made in 
Rockland 50 years ago and about 
how many a year—approximately 
500.000. Now the question has 
been asked. “How much stock did 
it take and where did it come 
from?”
It required 7.000,0C0 staves. 1 000.- 
000 heads and 4.C00CC0 hcops. It 
came from Down East in small 
schooners of various sizes. To 
bring this amount of stock would 
require abcut 500 schooner loads 
a year.
The writer has seen three loads 
of staves unloading at a time at 
the Northend. It was a common 
sight to see 15 or 20 schooners in 
the harbor loaded with kiln wood, 
staves and heads and poles. Then 
everybody worked even father.
Those barrels were hooped with 
eight wood hoeps each six feet 
long, all shaved by hand. If they 
were all placed end to end they 
would be 4.545 miles long, reaching 
from Maine to California and half­
way back. Many arm and shoul­





The Maple Grove Sc wing Circle 
meets Wednesday witli Mrs. Charles 
Brown.
Miss Thelma Steer Ls heme from 
Lewiston, ill with measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richards and 
son Ernest, Mrs. Emery Richards, 
Mrs. Lloyd Creamer and daughter 
Helen visited Mcnday with Mr. and 
Mrs. Lester Plummer in Damari­
scotta Mills.
Earl Bennett of Eliot was in town 
last week-end.
Fred Swett was a recent visitor in 
Rockport.
NORTH WARREN
Friends in this place were pained 
to learn of the sudden death of 
Hollis Merry of Portland who was 
a native of this part of the town. 
He started on his railroad career a? 
a candy and paper boy on the 
Georges Valley Railroad when a 
mere boy and by pluck and per­
severance reached the goal of his
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Emily Watts is seriously 
at the home of her son, Cliarlts 
Watts.
The Beano Gang was entertain; 
Wednesday at the home of \jrs 
Ruth Brown in Rockland.
Lewis Johnson was tenderer; 1 
party Tuesday at the home of 
grandmother. Mis. Maynard J, 
son, the occasion being his t:..; • 
birthday. Bidden guests were M;\ 
Bess'e Jackson and daughters, I-. 
Lenora. Jean. Norma and L n 
Mrs. Madeline Maloney and da 
ter, Judith, Mrs. Lucie Allen, da 
ter Diane and son, Malcolm. M 
Conway and granddaughter, u 
Mary Jackson and daughters. S 
ley and Isabelle. Mrs. Bertha SI 
er and son Jesse. Refresh;’; . 
were served and gamps er. 
Master Johnson received r.umt. 
gifts and proved to be an enter: 
ing host.
The Red Cross drive is near, 
quota of $300. the sum of $260 l..t . 
been raised thus far. A par 
Thursday at the Primary sci. 
house netted $19.63. This wa 
charge of Mrs. Eleanor Jarrett M 
Arlene Hopkins and Miss A. 
Baum. Four tables of bridge at 
beano game were injoyed and re­
freshments were served Prize v.. - 
ners at bridge were Everett B.i , 
Mrs. Ethel Godfrey. Mrs. Carol.:. 
Davis, Mrs. Bertha Sleeper 
j Mrs. Aurelia Ripley. A quilt 
: awarded to Mrs. Flora Baum 
| decorated cake made by Mrs. A 
Dennison went to Jesse Sleep
i boyhood dream—a conductor ci. • 
train. Always kind and obliging 
'will be missed by his associate 
I patrons.
The Colombian coast-line ha.- 
few natural harbors, the gre . 
indentation being the Gulf 
Darien.
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Meets at Community E 
ing—Sullivan’s Cj
A new class in Chemical 
Will start Wednesday night 
at community Building <• 
by John Pomeroy-Countt 
man of the Disaster Comm
All members cf the Disast 
mittec. First Aid Squad a; 
disaster committee. Lab i 
who have not taken this c 
urged to be present. It is 
sential that each cne be p: 
that all will be able to aid 
in locking after themsclvi 
able to help others.
Any who may not have 
in Civilian Defense, and wi: 
like to register fcr the 
Committee, are alsc urge 
present and get the benefit, 
instruction.
Any other who may be et: 
any branch of the Disaster 
tee are invited. This tl 
Transportation Committer 
ing those who are to furn 
and drivers, those who an 
if needed, members of 111 
ing, shelter and food co:) 
and those who may be de 
enrolling in any part of tin 
Setup.
Tliis chemical warfare 
should be taken by eve. 
whether enrolled or not ii 
Defense and I would sur 
any interested contact somt 
ready enrolled in some brai 
Civilian Defense as to who 
classes; arc being held. I 
believe that all will feel \ 
for the time spent in an; 
classes, no matter by who..)
W J. s.)
Small In Alaba:
A Rockland Boy Is 
Air Corps Traini
Center
Twenty men from the "rc 
coast” of Maine have ent'i 
Southeast Air Ccrps Traini 
ter for flight training since 
of the year. Along with 
from 43 other States they I 
studying basic military 
ground school subjects foi 
weeks in the Air Corps Rep 
Center at Maxwell Field, A3 
quarters of the Training
The training program is 
ing unimpeded under warn’ 
em skies. About a third ol 
pilots to be produced this 
receive their instruction 
Southeast training center 
tional requirements fcr cad 
ing have been lowered so 
without college education 
an equal chance to lean; 
Cadets must be between 1 
and a strict physical test 
passed before men are adij 
training
Among the Maine men id 
Replacement Center is 
Small of 34 Fulton street. 1
FOE
Switch Wheals Every 3,000 te 5,000 Miles-Don’t let 
your spare go to waste. Your Esso Dealer will change all 
tires periodically as shown in the diagram above. The 
charge is trifling compared with the additional mileage.
Keep Tires Properly inflated - Air standards at your 
Lsso Dealers are checked for accuracy — important 
today when a difference of a pound or two is vital. 
Properly inflated tires go more miles and last longer.
Drive Moderately — At 30 miles per hour, tires last 
twice as long as at 50.
CKeck Regularly Let your Esso Dealer check your tire 
pressures every week. Most motorists used to neglect 
this for indefinite periods. Now it ia urgent that they 
learn not only to watch tires, but to regard wear of every 
possible part. Learn to rely on your Esso Dealer for help. 
COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY
Esso Care Saves Wear
DEALER
WI
It wilt coat mor 
Your government
Buy Defense Bo 
Pay day Bond Day 
Inga Plan.
Bonds coat $18.7:
The help of every
'Do your part by
